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I. Breakdown of the Research Activity to Tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task No.</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Current Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Study the related work on different broadcast route discovery strategies</td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Build a density and mobility aware model for the broadcast transmission range</td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Develop an algorithm for automatic dynamic selection of DMEF parameters</td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Conduct simulations of Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol and the Location Prediction Based Routing (LPBR) protocol using flooding and DMEF</td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Analyze the simulation results with respect to different performance metrics</td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. Description of the Tasks

Task 1: Study the Related Work on Different Broadcast Route Discovery Strategies

We surveyed the literature for different broadcast route discovery strategies that have been proposed to reduce the route discovery overhead and we describe below the strategies relevant to the research conducted. In Section 5.3, we qualitatively analyze the advantages of our DMEF broadcast strategy compared to the broadcast strategies described below in Sections 1.1 and 1.2.

1.1 Reliable Route Selection (RRS) Algorithm

In [1], the authors proposed a Reliable Route Selection (referred to as RRS) algorithm based on Global Positioning System (GPS) [2]. The RRS algorithm divides the circular area formed by the transmission range of a node into two zones: stable zone and caution zone. A node is said to maintain stable links with the neighbor nodes lying in its stable zone and maintain unstable links with the neighbor nodes lying in its caution zone. If \( R \) is the transmission range of a node, then the radius of the stable zone is defined as \( r = R - S \) where \( S \) is the speed of the node. The status zone is a circular region (with its own center) inscribed inside the circular region formed by the transmission range of the node. The center of the status zone need not be the center of the circular region forming the transmission range of the node, but always lies in the direction of movement of the node.
RRS works as follows: The Route-Request (RREQ) message of a broadcast route discovery process includes the coordinates representing the current position of the transmitter of the RREQ message, the coordinates representing the center of the stable zone of the transmitter, the value of parameter \( \delta \) to be used by an intermediate node and the stable zone radius of the transmitter of the message. The source node of the route discovery process broadcasts the RREQ message in the complete neighborhood formed by the transmission range \( R \). The RRS-related fields are set to initial values corresponding to the source node. An intermediate node receiving the RREQ message broadcasts the message further, only if the node lies in the stable zone of the transmitter. If a route discovery attempt based on a set value of \( \delta \) is unsuccessful, the source node decrements the value of \( \delta \) and launches another global broadcast based route discovery. This process is continued (i.e., the value of \( \delta \) decremented and global broadcast reinitiated) until the source finds a path to the destination. If the source cannot find a route to the destination even while conducting route discovery with \( \delta \) set to zero, then the source declares that the destination is not connected to it.

1.2 Efficient Broadcast Route Discovery Strategies

In [3], the authors propose several broadcast route discovery strategies that could reduce the number of retransmitting nodes of a broadcast message. These strategies can be grouped into four families: probability-based, counter-based, area-based and neighbor-knowledge based methods:

(i) Probability-based method: When a node receives a broadcast message for the first time, the node rebroadcasts the message with a certain probability. If the message received is already seen, then the node drops the message irrespective of whether or not the node retransmitted the message when it received the first time.

(ii) Counter-based method: When a node receives a broadcast message for the first time, it waits for a certain time before retransmitting the message. During this broadcast-wait-time, the node maintains a counter to keep track of the number of redundant broadcast messages received from some of its other neighbors. If this counter value exceeds a threshold within the broadcast-wait-time, then the node decides to drop the message. Otherwise, the node retransmits the message.

(iii) Area-based method: A broadcasting node includes its location information in the message header. The receiver node calculates the additional coverage area that would be obtained if the message were to be rebroadcast. If the additional coverage area is less than a threshold value, all future receptions of the same message will be dropped. Otherwise, the node starts a broadcast-wait-timer. Redundant broadcast messages received during this broadcast-wait-time are also cached. After the timer expires, the node considers all the cached messages and recalculates the additional coverage area if it were to rebroadcast the particular message. If the additional obtainable coverage area is less than a threshold value, the cached messages are dropped. Otherwise, the message is rebroadcast.

(iv) Neighbor-knowledge based method: This method requires nodes to maintain a list of 1-hop neighbors and 2-hop neighbors, learnt via periodic beacon exchange. Using these lists, a node calculates the set (of the smallest possible size) of 1-hop neighbors required to reach all the 2-hop neighbors. The minimum set of 1-hop neighbors that will cover all of the 2-hop neighbors is called the Multi Point Relays (MPRs).

Task 2: Build a Density and Mobility Aware Model for the Broadcast Transmission Range

We design and develop a novel distance and mobility aware energy-efficient route discovery strategy (DMEF) that attempts to reduce the energy consumed due to broadcast route discoveries by letting a node broadcast only within a limited neighborhood. The size of the neighborhood to which a node should advertise itself as part of the route discovery process is decided based on the number of neighbors surrounding the node and velocity of the node. The neighborhood size for rebroadcast is reduced in such a way that the RREQ packets still make it to the destination through one or more relatively long-living...
paths. Note that, throughout this report, the terms 'path' and 'route' are used interchangeably. They mean the same.

2.1 Terminology and Assumptions

Every node (say node \( u \)) in the network is configured with a maximum transmission range (\( \text{Range}_{u}^{\text{Max}} \)). If the distance between two nodes is less than or equal to the maximum transmission range, then the two nodes are said to be within the "complete neighborhood" of each other. Each node broadcasts periodically a beacon message in its complete neighborhood. The time between two successive broadcasts is chosen uniformly, randomly, by each node from within the range \([0...T_{\text{max}}]\). Using this strategy, each node learns about the number of nodes in its complete neighborhood.

2.2 Basic Idea of DMEF

The twin objectives of DMEF are to increase the time between successive global broadcast route discoveries and to reduce the energy consumed during the broadcast route discoveries vis-à-vis flooding. DMEF achieves this by taking into consideration the number of neighbors of a node (a measure of node density) and node velocity. The basic idea behind DMEF is as follows: The transmission range of a RREQ broadcast for route discovery is not fixed for every node. A node that is surrounded by more neighbors in the complete neighborhood should broadcast the RREQ message only within a smaller neighborhood that would be sufficient enough to pick up the message and forward it to the other nodes in the rest of the network. On the other hand, a node that is surrounded by fewer neighbors in the complete neighborhood should broadcast the RREQ message to a larger neighborhood (but still contained within the complete neighborhood) so that a majority of the nodes in the complete neighborhood can pick up the message and rebroadcast it further. A node rebroadcasts a RREQ message at most once. The density aspect of DMEF thus helps to reduce the unnecessary transmission and reception of broadcast RREQ messages and conserves energy.

To discover stable routes that exist for a longer time, DMEF takes the following approach: A node that is highly mobile makes itself available only to a smaller neighborhood around itself, whereas a node that is less mobile makes itself available over a larger neighborhood (but still contained within the complete neighborhood). The reasoning is that links involving a slow moving node will exist for a longer time. Hence, it is better for a slow moving node to advertise itself to a larger neighborhood so that the links (involving this node) that are part of the routes discovered will exist for a longer time. On the other hand, a fast moving node will have links of relatively longer lifetime with neighbors that are closer to it. Hence, it is worth to let a fast moving node advertise only to its nearby neighbors.

2.3 DMEF Mathematical Model

DMEF effectively uses the knowledge of node density and mobility so that they complement each other in discovering stable routes in a more energy-efficient fashion. The transmission range used by a node \( u \), \( \text{Range}_{u}^{\text{RREQ}} \), to rebroadcast a RREQ message is given by the following model:

\[
\text{Range}_{u}^{\text{RREQ}} = \text{Range}_{u}^{\text{Max}} - \left[ \left( \frac{|\text{Neighbors}_{u}|}{\alpha} \right) * \frac{v_{u}^{\beta}}{\nu_{u}^{\beta}} \right] \tag{1}
\]

In order to make sure, \( \text{Range}_{u}^{\text{RREQ}} \) is always greater than or equal to zero, the value of parameter \( \alpha \) should be chosen very carefully. For a given value of parameter \( \beta \), the necessary condition is:
\[ \alpha \geq \left( \frac{|\text{Neighbors}_u^t|}{\text{Range}_{u}^{\text{Max}}} \right) * v_u^t \beta \] (2)

In practice, the value of parameter \( \alpha \) has to be sufficiently larger than the value obtained from equality (2), so that the RREQ message reaches neighbors who can forward the message further to the rest of the network. Otherwise, certain source-destination nodes may not be reachable from each other, even though there may exist one or more paths between them in the underlying network.

**Task 3: Develop an Algorithm for Automatic Dynamic Selection of DMEF Parameters**

We now describe the algorithm that allows for each node to dynamically choose at run-time the appropriate values for the critical operating parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) depending on the perceived number of nodes in the complete neighborhood of the node and the node’s own velocity. A node has to be simply pre-programmed with the appropriate values of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) to be chosen for different range of values of the number of nodes in the complete neighborhood and node velocity.

Let \( \text{maxNeighbors}_\text{lowDensity} \), \( \text{maxNeighbors}_\text{moderateDensity} \) represent the maximum number of neighbors a node should have in order to conclude that the complete neighborhood density of the node is low and moderate respectively. If a node has more than \( \text{maxNeighbors}_\text{moderateDensity} \) number of neighbors, then the node is said to exist in a complete neighborhood of high density. Let \( \text{lowDensity}_\alpha \), \( \text{moderateDensity}_\alpha \) and \( \text{highDensity}_\alpha \) represent the values of \( \alpha \) to be chosen by a node for complete neighborhoods of low, moderate and high density respectively. Let \( \text{maxVel}_\text{lowMobility} \), \( \text{maxVel}_\text{moderateMobility} \) represent the maximum velocity values for a node in order to conclude that the mobility of the node is low and moderate respectively. If the velocity of a node is more than \( \text{maxVel}_\text{moderateMobility} \), then the mobility of the node is said to be high. Let \( \text{lowMobility}_\beta \), \( \text{moderateMobility}_\beta \) and \( \text{highMobility}_\beta \) represent the values of \( \beta \) to be chosen by a node when its mobility is low, moderate and high respectively. Let \( v_u^t \) represent velocity of a node \( u \) at time \( t \) and let \( \text{Neighbors}_u^t \) represent the set of neighbors in the complete neighborhood determined by node \( u \) based on the latest periodic beacon exchange in the complete neighborhood formed by the maximum transmission range, \( \text{Range}_{u}^{\text{Max}} \). The algorithm to dynamically choose the values of parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) (represented as \( \alpha_u^t \) and \( \beta_u^t \)) for a node \( u \) is illustrated below:

**Input:** \( \text{Neighbors}_u^t \) and \( v_u^t \)

**Output:** \( \alpha_u^t \) and \( \beta_u^t \)

**Begin DMEF_Parameter_Selection**

if \( v_u^t \leq \text{maxVel}_\text{lowMobility} \) \( \beta_u^t \leftarrow \text{lowMobility}_\beta \)

else if \( v_u^t \leq \text{maxVel}_\text{moderateMobility} \) \( \beta_u^t \leftarrow \text{moderateMobility}_\beta \)

else \( \beta_u^t \leftarrow \text{highMobility}_\beta \)

minimum_\( \alpha_u^t \leftarrow \left( \frac{|\text{Neighbors}_u^t|}{\text{Range}_{u}^{\text{Max}}} \right) * v_u^t \beta_u^t \)

if \( |\text{Neighbors}_u^t| \leq \text{maxNeighbors}_\text{lowDensity} \) \( \alpha_u^t \leftarrow \text{Maximum}(\text{minimum}_\alpha_u^t, \text{lowDensity}_\alpha) \)
else if \( |\text{Neighbors}_u^t| \leq \max\text{Neighbors}_u^{\text{moderateDensity}} \)
\[
\alpha_u^t \leftarrow \text{Maximum}(\min\alpha_u^t, \text{moderateDensity}_\alpha)
\]
else \( \alpha_u^t \leftarrow \text{Maximum}(\min\alpha_u^t, \text{highDensity}_\alpha) \)

return \( \alpha_u^t \) and \( \beta_u^t \)

End \text{DMEF_Parameter_Selection}

**Figure 1:** Algorithm to Dynamically Select the Parameter Values for DMEF

After selecting the appropriate values for parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) at time \( t \), a node can determine the transmission range to be used for the broadcast of the RREQ message using equation (1). Note that the number of neighbors in the complete neighborhood and the node velocity can be different for each node at a given time instant and can be different for even a particular node at different time instants. DMEF adapts itself to these dynamically changing conditions of neighborhood size and node velocity.

**Task 4: Conduct Simulations of Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) Protocol and the Location Prediction Based Routing (LPBR) Protocol using Flooding and DMEF**

The effectiveness of the DMEF strategy has been studied through simulations. We use the well-known minimum-hop based Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol [4] and the recently proposed Location-Prediction Based Routing (LPBR) protocol [5] to reduce the number of global broadcast route discoveries, as the routing protocols that use DMEF as their route discovery strategy. The benchmark used for DMEF evaluation is the performance of DSR and LPBR with flooding as the route discovery strategy. The simulation models used and the values for the simulation parameters are listed in Table 1. The simulations were conducted using a MANET discrete-event simulation software developed by the PI in Java. The simulations were run in a Laptop (Dell Inspiron 6000, 1.5 GHz processor speed, 1 GB RAM and 70 GB Hard disk space).

**Table 1: Simulation Models and Simulation Parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network Dimensions</td>
<td>1000m x 1000m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Nodes</td>
<td>25 (low density), 50 (moderate density) and 75 (high density)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Transmission Range</td>
<td>250m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility Model</td>
<td>Random Waypoint model [6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic model</td>
<td>Constant Bit Rate (CBR) Traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Consumption Model</td>
<td>Transmission Energy 1.4 W [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Bandwidth</td>
<td>2 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC Layer Model</td>
<td>IEEE 802.11 [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter ( T_{\text{wait}} ) (for DMEF)</td>
<td>10 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>1000 seconds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Task 5: Analyze the Simulation Results with respect to Different Performance Metrics

5.1 Performance Metrics

The performance metrics studied are as follows:

- **Total Energy Lost per Route Discovery**: This is the average of the total energy consumed for the global broadcast based route discovery attempts. This includes the sum of the energy consumed to transmit (broadcast) a RREQ packet to all the nodes in the neighborhood and to receive the RREQ packet sent by each node in the neighborhood, summed over all the nodes.

- **Percentage of Total Energy Spent for Route Discovery**: This is the ratio of the total energy spent for route discovery to the sum of the energy spent across all the nodes in the network.

- **Hop Count per Path**: This is the average hop count per path, time-averaged over all the s-d sessions. For example, if we have been using two paths P1 of hop count 3 and P2 of hop count 5 for 10 and 20 seconds respectively, then the time-averaged hop count of P1 and P2 is (3*10+5*20)/30 = 4.33.

- **Time between Successive Route Discoveries**: This is the average of the time between two successive global broadcast based route discovery attempts. Larger the time between two successive route discoveries, lower will be the control overhead.

- **Packet Delivery Ratio**: This is the ratio of the data packets delivered to the destination to the data packets originated at the source, computed over all the s-d sessions.

- **Energy Throughput**: This is the average of the ratio of the number of data packets reaching the destination to the sum of the energy spent across all the nodes in the network.

5.2 Analysis of Simulation Results

We now analyze the simulation results obtained for each of the above performance metrics under different conditions of network density and node mobility.

5.2.1 Total Energy Spent Route Discovery

Performance results in figures 2.1 through 2.3 illustrate that the DMEF strategy achieves its purpose of reducing the energy spent in the network due to global broadcast route discoveries. The reduction in the energy spent for route discoveries is evident in the case of both DSR and LPBR protocols. The reduction in the energy spent for route discoveries is also more evident as we increase the network density and/or node mobility. This illustrates the effectiveness of DMEF because the strategy aims to minimize the unnecessary rebroadcasts in a network especially when the network density is high. In high-density networks, it is enough to rebroadcast through a reduced set of nodes to find a set of paths between a source and destination rather than broadcasting through all the nodes in the network. Compared to DSR, LPBR incurs relatively lower number of global broadcast based route discoveries. In addition, DMEF helps the protocol to reduce the energy spent per broadcast based route discovery. Aided by both these factors, LPBR incurs a significantly lower energy due to route discoveries compared to DSR.
5.2.2 Percentage of Total Energy Spent for Route Discovery

As observed in Figures 3.1 through 3.3, for both DSR and LPBR, the difference in the percentage of total energy spent for route discovery using flooding and DMEF increases as we increase the network density and/or node mobility. For a given level of node mobility, the energy savings obtained with DMEF increases with increase in network density. Similarly, for a given network density, the energy savings obtained with DMEF, relative to flooding, increases with increase in the level of node mobility. For a given network density and level of node mobility, the relative reduction in the percentage of total energy spent for route discoveries due to the usage of DMEF vis-à-vis flooding is almost the same for both DSR and LPBR. This illustrates that DMEF can be used for energy-efficient route discovery by any routing protocol for mobile ad hoc networks.

5.2.3 Average Hop Count per Path

DMEF prefers to determine long-living routes by primarily broadcasting the RREQ message through nodes that are relatively slow moving in the network. As a result, the routes determined for the DSR and LPBR protocols need not have hop count matching with that of the minimum hop count paths in the network. DMEF determines routes that have at most 8% larger hop count compared to the minimum hop routes, but the routes determined through DMEF exist for a relatively larger lifetime compared to the routes determined using flooding. For both DSR and LPBR, for a given node mobility in the network, as we increase the network density from low to moderate and to high, the average hop count per path decreases (by about 5%-15%).

5.2.4 Time between Successive Route Discoveries

The twin objectives of DMEF are to be energy-efficient and to determine routes that exist for a long time. DMEF accomplishes the latter objective by preferring to broadcast the RREQ messages primarily through nodes that have been moving relatively slowly in the network. As a result, the routes determined using DMEF exist for a relatively longer time in the network. The lifetime of routes determined for both DSR and LPBR protocols using DMEF as the route discovery strategy is significantly larger compared to that
of the DSR and LPBR routes determined using flooding. This is because DMEF prefers to propagate RREQ packets through relatively slow moving nodes that are also close to each other. In addition, LPBR attempts to increase the time between successive global broadcast discoveries by predicting a source-destination route using the Location Update Vectors (LUVs) collected during the latest broadcast route discovery. As we increase the network density, the chances of correctly predicting at least one source-destination path in the network increases. Hence, in the case of LPBR, for a given node mobility, the time between two successive global broadcast route discoveries increases as the network density increases. For both DSR and LPBR, compared to flooding, the relative increase in the lifetime of the routes discovered using DMEF and the reduction in the frequency of DMEF route discoveries can be significantly observed with increase in network density and/or node mobility.
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**Figure 5:** Time between Two Successive Route Discoveries

5.2.5 Packet Delivery Ratio
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**Figure 6:** Packet Delivery Ratio

Performance results in Figures 6.1 through 6.3 illustrate that the packet delivery ratio of the two routing protocols using DMEF can be lower than that obtained using flooding only by at most 3% in low-density networks. In moderate density networks, both the route discovery strategies yield almost the same packet delivery ratio. In high density networks, the packet delivery ratio of routing protocols using DMEF can be larger than that obtained using flooding by about 3%. In high-density networks, even though flooding helps to propagate the RREQ messages through several routes, the excessive overhead generated by these redundant RREQ messages block the queues of certain heavily used nodes in the network, thus leading to sometimes a relatively lower packet delivery ratio compared to DMEF. In low-density networks, DMEF could very rarely fail to determine source-destination routes, even if one exists, due to its optimization approach of trying to shrink the range of broadcast of the RREQ messages. DMEF broadcasts RREQ messages over a relatively larger transmission range in low-density networks compared to those used for high-density networks. As we increase node density, the packet delivery ratio under both flooding and DMEF approaches unity.

5.2.6 Energy Throughput

For a given offered data traffic load, larger the energy throughput, the smaller the amount of energy spent in delivering the data packets to the destination. Notice that in our simulations, the number of source-
destination sessions is always fixed at 15, i.e., the offered data traffic load is fixed. Based on Figures 6 and 7, we observe that with increase in the network density, the packet delivery ratio approaches unity, but the energy throughput decreases. This is because more nodes participate and spend their energy in moderate and high-density networks to route a given offered data traffic load. Note that energy consumption is in the form of direct transmissions and receptions of the intermediate nodes on a path and indirect receptions at the neighboring nodes of the intermediate nodes on a path. As we increase the network density as well as the level of node mobility, the energy throughput obtained with both DSR and LPBR using DMEF is larger than that obtained using flooding as the route discovery strategy. In low and moderate density networks and low and moderate levels of node mobility, the energy throughput for both DSR and LPBR are almost the same while using both DMEF and flooding for route discoveries.

5.3 Advantages of DMEF and Differences with Related Work

Our DMEF route discovery strategy is very effective in discovering relatively long-living routes in an energy-efficient manner and differs from the RRS algorithm in the following ways:

- RRS is highly dependent on location-service schemes like GPS, while DMEF is not dependent on any location-service scheme for its normal functionality.
- RRS requires the RREQ message header to be changed while DMEF does not require any change in the structure of the RREQ messages used for broadcasting. DMEF can be thus used with any MANET routing protocol without requiring any change in the routing protocol.
- In the case of RRS, a node lying in the stable zone of the transmitter of the RREQ message retransmits the message in its complete neighborhood determined by the maximum transmission range of the node. It would be energy-efficient if the node could tune down its transmission range to its stable zone radius because it is only the recipient nodes lying in the stable zone of the transmitter that are going to rebroadcast the RREQ message. In DMEF, the transmission range of broadcast is dynamically determined by a node based on the node's own velocity and the perceived number of neighbors for the node. The transmission range for broadcast in DMEF is usually considerably less than the maximum transmission range of a node.
- RRS does not properly handle the scenario where the value of \(3 \times S\) exceeds the transmission range of the node \(R\). The value of \(\delta\) has to be iteratively reduced by trial and error method to determine the connectivity between the source and destination nodes. DMEF is better than RRS because it requires only one broadcast route discovery attempt from the source to determine a route to the destination if the two nodes are indeed connected. The values of the DMEF parameters are dynamically determined at each node by the nodes themselves because a node knows better about its own velocity and neighborhood, compared to the source of the broadcast process.
- The network density does not influence the stable zone radius selected by RRS. As a result, in RRS, the number of nodes retransmitting the RREQ message in a neighborhood increases significantly as the network density is increased. DMEF is quite effective in reducing the number of nodes retransmitting the RREQ message in high-density networks.
The advantages of the DMEF scheme when compared with the broadcast route discovery strategies discussed in Section 1.2 are summarized as follows:

- The probability-based and MPR-based methods do not guarantee that the broadcast message will be routed on a path with the minimum hop count or close to the minimum hop count. Previous research [9] on the impact of these broadcast strategies on the stability and hop count of the DSR routes indicates that the hop count of the paths can be far more than the minimum hop count and the routes have a smaller lifetime than the paths discovered using flooding. The probability-based method cannot always guarantee that the RREQ message gets delivered to the destination. Also, with increase in network density, the number of nodes retransmitting the message increases for both the probability-based and MPR-based methods.

  DMEF determines paths with hop count being close to that of the minimum hop count paths and such paths have a relatively larger lifetime compared to those discovered using flooding. DMEF almost guarantees that a source-destination route is discovered if there is at least one such route in the underlying network. DMEF effectively controls the RREQ message retransmission overhead as the network density increases.

- The counter-based and area-based methods require proper selection of the threshold counter and area of coverage values for their proper functioning. Each node has to wait for a broadcast-wait-time before retransmitting the message. This can introduce significant route acquisition delays. The area-based method also requires the nodes to be location-aware and include the location information in the broadcast messages.

  With DMEF, there is no waiting time at a node to rebroadcast a received RREQ message, if the message has been received for the first time during a particular route discovery process. DMEF does not depend on any location-aware services for its operation and the structure of the RREQ message for a routing protocol need not be changed.

III Summary of Accomplishments in Research Activity 1

We have developed a novel network density and node mobility aware, energy-efficient route discovery strategy called DMEF for mobile ad hoc networks. The twin objectives of DMEF are to increase the time between successive global broadcast route discoveries and reduce the energy consumption during such global broadcast discoveries vis-à-vis flooding. Each node operates with a maximum transmission range and periodically broadcasts beacons to the neighborhood covered (called the complete neighborhood) within this range. DMEF permits each node to dynamically adjust the transmission range to broadcast the Route-Request (RREQ) messages of the route discovery process. A node that is surrounded by more neighbors advertises itself only to a limited set of nearby neighbors and a node that is surrounded by few neighbors will advertise itself to a maximum of those neighbors. Similarly, a node that is slow-moving advertises itself to a majority of its neighbors so that links formed using this node can be more stable. A node that has been fast-moving advertises itself only to the neighbors closer to it. The neighborhood dynamically chosen for a RREQ broadcast is always contained within the complete neighborhood defined by the maximum transmission range of the node. The effectiveness of DMEF has been studied through simulations with the well-known Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol and the recently proposed Location Prediction Based Routing (LPBR) protocol. The benchmark used for the evaluation purposes is the commonly used flooding based global broadcast route discoveries. Simulation results indicate that DMEF is very effective in reducing the total energy spent per route discovery attempt for both DSR and LPBR. In addition, for both DSR and LPBR, DMEF reduces the number of global broadcast route discoveries by determining routes with longer lifetime, reduces the percentage of total energy spent for route discoveries and increases the energy throughput. The increase in the hop count of DSR and LPBR routes compared to that discovered using flooding is at most 8%. We conjecture that DMEF can be similarly very effective with respect to all of the other currently existing on-demand MANET routing protocols, none of which can simultaneously minimize the number of route discoveries as well as the hop count of the paths. DMEF can be used with these MANET routing protocols to discover long-living stable
paths with hop count close to that of the minimum hop paths and at the same time incur less control message and energy overhead.
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I. Breakdown of the Research Activity to Tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task No.</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Current Status</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Study the related work on multicast routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs)</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>December 2008 to January 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Develop the Multicast Extensions to LPBR (NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR)</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>February 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Conduct simulations of MLPBR and compare its performance with some of the currently existing MANET multicast routing protocols</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>March 2009 to April 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Analyze the simulation results with respect to different performance metrics</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>March 2009 to April 2009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. Description of the Tasks

Task 1: Study the Related Work on Multicast Routing Protocols for Mobile Ad hoc Networks

Multicasting is the process of sending a stream of data from one source node to multiple recipients by establishing a routing tree, which is an acyclic connected subgraph containing all the nodes in the tree. The set of receiver nodes form the multicast group. While propagating down the tree, data is duplicated only when necessary. This is better than multiple unicast transmissions. On-demand route discovery (discovering a route only when required) is often preferred over periodic route discovery and maintenance, as the latter strategy will incur significant overhead due to the frequent exchange of control information among the nodes [1]. Multicasting in ad hoc wireless networks has numerous applications [2]: collaborative and distributing computing like civilian operations, emergency search and rescue, law enforcement, warfare situations and etc.

Several MANET multicast routing protocols have been proposed in the literature [3]. They are mainly classified as: tree-based and mesh-based protocols. In tree-based protocols, only one route exists between a source and a destination and hence these protocols are efficient in terms of the number of link transmissions. The tree-based protocols can be further divided into two types: source tree-based and shared tree-based. In source tree-based multicast protocols, the tree is rooted at the source. In shared tree-based multicast protocols, the tree is rooted at a core node and all communication between the multicast source and the receiver nodes is through the core node. Even though shared tree-based multicast protocols
are more scalable with respect to the number of sources, these protocols suffer under a single point of failure, the core node. On the other hand, source tree-based protocols are more efficient in terms of traffic distribution. In mesh-based multicast protocols, multiple routes exist between a source and each of the receivers of the multicast group. A receiver node receives several copies of the data packets, one copy through each of the multiple paths. Mesh-based protocols provide robustness at the expense of a larger number of link transmissions leading to inefficient bandwidth usage. A detailed classification tree of the different classes of multicast routing protocols is illustrated in Figure 1. Considering all the pros and cons of these different classes of multicast routing in MANETs, we feel the source tree-based multicast routing protocols are more efficient in terms of traffic distribution and link usage. Hence, all of our work in this research will be in the category of on-demand source tree-based multicast routing.

**Figure 1: Classification of Ad hoc Multicast Routing Protocols**

Within the class of on-demand source tree-based routing protocols, three categories of multicast routing protocols have been identified (i) Bandwidth-efficient protocols that aim to minimize the total number of links in the tree; (ii) Minimum-hop based protocols that aim to minimize the number of hops in the paths from the source to every receiver node and (iii) Stability-based protocols that aim to determine long-living stable trees and reduce the time between successive global tree discoveries. The Bandwidth-Efficient Multicast Routing Protocol (BEMRP) [4], Multicast Extension to the Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (MAODV) routing protocol [5] and the Associativity-Based Ad hoc Multicast (ABAM) [6] routing protocols are classical examples of the bandwidth-efficient, minimum-hop based and the stability-based multicast protocol categories. In [15], we conducted a detailed performance study of these three multicast routing protocols. Simulation study results from [15] reveal that MAODV trees are highly unstable, but have an average hop count close to the minimum number of hops between the source and the receivers. BEMRP discovers trees that have a reduced number of links but have a higher average hop count per source-receiver path. ABAM discovers trees that are stable, but have a higher average hop count per source-receiver path as well as higher number of links per tree compared to BEMRP. A significant observation in [15] is that BEMRP trees are as stable as the trees discovered using ABAM. This can be attributed to the reduced number of links in the trees determined by BEMRP, leading to longer lifetime of the trees. Because of these observations, we use only MAODV and BEMRP in our simulation studies conducted in this research work.
Task 2: Develop the Multicast Extensions to LPBR (NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR)

2.1 Basic Idea of the Multicast Extensions

The multicast extensions of LPBR work as follows: When a source attempts to construct a multicast tree, it floods a Multicast Tree Request Message (MTRM) throughout the network. The location and mobility information of the intermediate forwarding nodes are recorded in the MTRM. Each node, including the receiver nodes of the multicast group, broadcasts the MTRM exactly once in its neighborhood. Each receiver node of the multicast group receives several MTRMs and sends a Multicast Tree Establishment Message (MTEM) on the minimum hop path traversed by the MTRMs. The set of paths traversed by the MTEMs form the multicast tree rooted at the source.

If an intermediate node of the tree notices a downstream node moving away from it, the intermediate node sends a Multicast Path Error Message (MPEM) to the source node. The source node does not immediately initiate another tree discovery procedure. Instead, the source node waits for the appropriate receiver node (whose path to the source has broken) to predict a path to the source. The receiver node predicts a new path based on the location and mobility information of the nodes collected through the MTRMs during the latest global tree discovery procedure. The receiver node attempts to locally construct the global topology by predicting the locations of the nodes in the network using the latest location and mobility information collected about the nodes.

NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR differ from each other based on the type of path predicted and notified to the source. NR-MLPBR determines the minimum hop path to the source and sends a Multicast Predicted Path Message (MPPM) on the minimum hop path to the source. R-MLPBR assumes that each receiver knows the identity of the other receivers of the multicast group (learnt through the latest broadcast tree discovery process) and hence attempts to choose a path that will minimize the number of newly added intermediate nodes to the multicast tree. In pursuit of this, R-MLPBR determines a set of node-disjoint paths to the source on the predicted topology and sends the MPPM on that path that includes the minimum number of non-receiver nodes. If there is a tie, R-MLPBR chooses the path that has the least hop count. The source waits to receive a MPPM from the affected receiver node. If a MPPM is received within a certain time, the source considers the path traversed by the MPPM as part of the multicast tree and continues to send the data packets down the tree including to the nodes on the new path. Otherwise, the source initiates another global tree discovery procedure by broadcasting the MTRM. R-MLPBR has been thus designed to also reduce the number of links that form the multicast tree, in addition to the source-receiver hop count and the number of global tree discoveries. Nevertheless, as observed in our simulations, R-MLPBR cannot completely nullify the tradeoff between the hop count per source-receiver path and the number of links in the tree.

2.2 Objectives and Assumptions

The objective of the multicast extensions to LPBR (referred to as NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR) is to simultaneously minimize the number of global broadcast tree discoveries as well as the hop count per source-receiver path. The Non-Receiver aware Multicast extension to LPBR (NR-MLPBR) precisely does this and it does not assume the knowledge of the receiver nodes of the multicast group at every receiver node. The Receiver-aware multicast extension of LPBR (R-MLPBR) assumes that each receiver node knows the identities of the other receiver nodes in the multicast group. This enables R-MLPBR to also reduce the number of links in the multicast tree in addition to reducing the number of global broadcast tree discoveries and the hop count per source-receiver path. Each receiver node running R-MLPBR learns the identity information of peer receiver nodes through the broadcast tree discovery procedure. Both the multicast extensions assume the periodic exchange of beacons in the neighborhood. This is essential for nodes to learn about the moving away of the downstream nodes in the multicast tree. The following sections describe the working of the two multicast extensions in detail. Unless otherwise stated specifically, the description holds good for the both NR-MLPBR and R-LPBR. We also assume that a
multicast group comprises basically of receiver nodes that wish to receive data packets from an arbitrary source, which is not part of the multicast group.

2.3 Broadcast of Multicast Tree Request Messages

Whenever a source node has data packets to send to a multicast group and is not aware of a multicast tree to the group, the source initiates a broadcast tree discovery procedure by broadcasting a Multicast Tree Request Message (MTRM) to its neighbors. The source maintains a monotonically increasing sequence number for the broadcast tree discoveries it initiates to form the multicast tree. Each node, including the receiver nodes of the multicast group, on receiving the first MTRM of the current broadcast process (i.e., a MTRM with a sequence number greater than those seen before), includes its Location Update Vector, LUV in the MTRM packet. The LUV of a node comprises the following: node ID, X, Y co-ordinate information, Is Receiver flag, Current velocity and Angle of movement with respect to the X-axis. The Is Receiver flag in the LUV, if set, indicates that the node is a receiving node of the multicast group. The node ID is also appended on the “Route record” field of the MTRM packet. The structure of the LUV and the MTRM is shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectively.

![Location Update Vector (LUV) Collected from Each Node](image)

Figure 2: Location Update Vector (LUV) Collected from Each Node

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node ID</th>
<th>X Co-ordinate</th>
<th>Y Co-ordinate</th>
<th>Node Velocity</th>
<th>Angle of Movement</th>
<th>Is Receiver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>8 bytes</td>
<td>8 bytes</td>
<td>8 bytes</td>
<td>8 bytes</td>
<td>1 bit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Paths constituting the multicast tree are independently chosen at each receiver node. A receiver node gathers several MTRMs obtained across different paths and selects the minimum hop path among them by looking at the “Route Record” field in these MTRMs. A Multicast Tree Establishment Message (MTEM) is sent on the discovered minimum hop route to the source. The MTEM originating from a receiver node has the list of node IDs corresponding to the nodes that are on the minimum hop path from the receiver node to the source (which is basically the reverse of the route recorded in the MTRM). The structure of the MTEM packet is shown in Figure 4.

![Structure of the Multicast Tree Request Message (MTRM)](image)

Figure 3: Structure of the Multicast Tree Request Message (MTRM)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multicast Source</th>
<th>Multicast Group ID</th>
<th>Sequence Number</th>
<th>Route Recorded (List of Node IDs)</th>
<th>Location Update Vectors (LUVs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>Variable Size of 4 bytes</td>
<td>Variable Size of 36 bytes, 1 bit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 Construction of the Multicast Tree through the Multicast Tree Establishment Message

An intermediate node upon receiving the MTEM packet checks its multicast routing table whether there exist an entry for the <Multicast Source, Multicast Group ID> in the table. The multicast routing
The set of downstream nodes are part of the multicast tree rooted at the source node for the multicast group. If an entry exists, the intermediate node merely adds the tuple <One-hop sender of the MTEM, Originating Receiver node of the MTEM> to the list of <Downstream node, Receiver node> tuples for the multicast tree entry and does not forward the MTEM further. If a <Multicast Source, Multicast Group ID> entry does not exist in the multicast routing table, the intermediate node creates an entry and initializes it with the <One-hop sender of the MTEM, Originating Receiver node of the MTEM> tuple. Note that the one-hop sender of the MTEM is learnt through the MAC (Medium Access Control) layer header and verified using the Route Record field in the MTEM. The intermediate node then forwards the MTEM to the next downstream node on the path towards the source. The structure of the multicast routing table at a node is illustrated in Figure 5. Note that the tuples <d_a, r_a>, <d_b, r_b>, <..., ...> indicate the downstream node d_a for receiver node r_a, downstream node d_b for receiver node r_b and so on. A node could be the downstream node for more than one receiver node. Figure 6 shows an example of the multicast routing table established at some of the intermediate nodes for a multicast tree rooted at source node with ID 0 and multicast group with ID M1.

**Figure 5: Structure of the Multicast Routing Table at an Intermediate Node**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Source, Multicast Group ID&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;d_a, r_a&gt; &lt;d_b, r_b&gt; &lt;...&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6: Example for Multicast Routing Table Established at Intermediate Nodes**

The source node maintains a multicast routing table that has the list of <Downstream node, Receiver node> tuples for each of the multicast groups to which the source is currently communicating through a multicast session. For each MTEM received, the source adds the neighbor node that sent the MTEM and the corresponding Originating Receiver node to the list of <Downstream node, Receiver node> tuples for the multicast group.

### 2.5 Multicast Tree Acquisition Time and Data Transmission

After receiving the MTEMs from all the receiver nodes within a certain time called the Tree Acquisition Time (TAT), the source starts sending the data packets on the multicast tree. The TAT is based on the maximum possible diameter of the network (an input parameter in our simulations). The diameter of the network is the maximum of the hop count of the minimum hop paths between any two nodes in the network. The TAT is dynamically set at a node depending on the time it took to receive the first MTEM for a broadcast tree discovery procedure. If **perMulticastPeriod** denotes the time between the transmission...
of successive multicast packets from the source, \( \text{delFirstMTEMRecvd} \) indicates the time lapsed between the initiation of the MTRM broadcast and the receipt of the first MTEM and \( \text{hopsFirstMTEMRecvd} \) denotes the number of hops traversed by the first MTEM received, then,

\[
TAT = \text{Minimum} \left( \frac{\text{delFirstMTEMRecvd} \times \text{Diameter}}{\text{hopsFirstMTEMRecvd}} \right)
\]

We assume the source at least knows the multicast group size, if not the identification information for each of the receivers of the multicast group. Hence, if the source fails to receive the required number of MTEMs (equal to the multicast group size), within the \( TAT \), the source initiates another global broadcast tree discovery procedure. If the source receives the MTEMs from all the receivers, equaling to the multicast group size, the source starts sending the data packets down the multicast tree.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multicast Source</th>
<th>Multicast Group ID</th>
<th>Sequence Number</th>
<th>More Packets</th>
<th>Current Dispatch Time</th>
<th>Time Left for Next Dispatch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>1 bit</td>
<td>8 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7:** Structure of the Header of the Multicast Data Packet

The structure of the header of the multicast data packet is shown in Figure 7. The source and destination fields in the header include the identification for the source node and the multicast group ID respectively. The sequence number field in the header can be used by the receivers to accumulate and reorder the multicast data packets, incase if they are received out of order. In addition to these regular fields, the header of the multicast data packet includes three specialized fields: the 'More Packets' (MP) field, the 'Current Dispatch Time' (CDT) field and the 'Time Left for Next Dispatch' (TLND) field. The CDT field stores the time as the number of milliseconds lapsed since Jan 1, 1970, 12 AM. These additional overhead (relative to that of the other ad hoc multicast routing protocols) associated with the header of each data packet amounts to only 12 more bytes per data packet.

The source sets the CDT field in all the data packets sent. In addition, if the source has any more data to send, it sets the MP flag to 1 and sets the appropriate value for the TLND field (equal to \( \text{perMulticastPeriod} \)), which indicates the number of milliseconds since the CDT. If the source does not have any more data to send, it will set the MP flag to 0 and leaves the TLND field blank. As we assume the clocks across all nodes are synchronized, a receiver node will be able to calculate the end-to-end delay for the data packet based on the time the data packet reaches the node and the CDT field in the header of the data packet. Several clock synchronization algorithms (example [19][20]) have been proposed for wireless ad hoc networks. The receiver node computes and maintains the average end-to-end delay per data packet for the current path to the source by recording the sum of the end-to-end delays of all the data packets received so far on the path and the number of data packets received on the path. Accordingly, the average end-to-end delay per data packet for the current path is updated every time after receiving a new data packet on the path. If the source node has set the MP flag, the receiver node computes the 'Next Expected Packet Arrival Time' (NEPAT), which is \( \text{CDT} + \text{TLND} + 2 \times \text{Average end-to-end delay per data packet} \). A timer is started for the NEPAT value. Since, we are using only the average end-to-end delay per data packet to measure the NEPAT value, the variations in the end-to-end delay of particular data packets will not very much affect the NEPAT value. So, the source and receiver nodes need not be perfectly synchronized. The clocks across the nodes can have small drifts and this would not very much affect the performance of the multicast extensions of LPBR.

### 2.6 Multicast Tree Maintenance

We assume that each node periodically exchanges beacon messages with its neighbors, located within its default maximum transmission range. If an intermediate node notices that its link with a downstream node
has failed (i.e., the two nodes have moved away and are no longer neighbors), the intermediate node generates and sends a Multicast Path Error Message (MPEM) to the source node of the multicast group entry. The MPEM has information about the receiver nodes affected (obtained from the multicast routing table) because of the link failure with the downstream node. The structure of the MPEM is shown in Figure 8. The intermediate node removes the tuple(s) corresponding to downstream node(s) and the affected receiver node(s). After these deletions, if no more <Downstream node, Receiver node> tuple exists for a <Source node, Multicast group ID> key entry, the intermediate node removes the entire row for this entry from the multicast routing table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multicast Source</th>
<th>Originating Intermediate Node</th>
<th>Multicast Group ID</th>
<th>IDs of Affected Receivers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>Variable Size of 4 bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Structure of a MPEM Message

The source node, upon receiving the MPEM, will wait to receive a Multicast Predicted Path Message (MPPM) from each of the affected receivers, within an MPPM-timer maintained for each receiver. The source node estimates a Tree-Repair Time (TRT) for each receiver as the time that lapsed between the reception of the MPEM from an intermediate node and the MPPM from the affected receiver. An average value for the TRT per receiver is maintained at the source as it undergoes several path failures and repairs before the next global broadcast based tree discovery. The MPPM-timer (initially set to the time it took for the source to receive the MTEM from the receiver) for a receiver will be then set to 1.5* Average TRT value, so that we give sufficient time for the destination to learn about the route failure and generate a new MPPM. Nevertheless, this timer will be still far less than the tree acquisition time that would be incurred if the source were to launch a global broadcast tree discovery. Hence, our approach will only increase the network throughput and does not decrease it.

2.7 Prediction of Node Location using the Location Update Vector

If a receiver node does not receive the data packet within the NEPAT time, it will attempt to locally construct the global topology using the location and mobility information of the nodes learnt from the latest broadcast tree discovery. Each node is assumed to be continuing to move in the same direction with the same speed as mentioned in its latest LUV. Based on this assumption and information from the latest LUVs, the location of each node at the NEPAT time is predicted. Whenever a node changes its direction, we assume the node is moving in the new direction with a particular velocity and towards a particular targeted destination location. As a result, a node can determine its angle of movement with respect to the X-axis at time STIME by computing the slope of the line joining the current location co-ordinates of the node at time STIME and the co-ordinates of the targeted location to which the node is moving. After reaching the targeted location, a node can change its velocity and direction to move to a new destination location.

We now explain how to predict the location of a node (say node u) at a time instant CTIME based on the LUV gathered from node u at time STIME. Let $(X_u^{STIME}, Y_u^{STIME})$ be the X and Y co-ordinates of node u at time STIME. Let $\text{Angle}_u^{STIME}$ and $\text{Velocity}_u^{STIME}$ represent the angle of movement with respect to the X-axis and the velocity at which node u is moving. The distance traveled by node u from time STIME to CTIME would be: $\text{Distance}_u^{STIME-CTIME} = (CTIME - STIME + 1) \times \text{Velocity}_u^{STIME}$.

Let $(X_u^{CTIME}, Y_u^{CTIME})$ be the predicted location of node u at time CTIME. The value of $X_u^{CTIME}$ is given by $X_u^{STIME} + \text{Offset-X}_u^{CTIME}$ and the value of $Y_u^{CTIME}$ is given by $Y_u^{STIME} + \text{Offset-Y}_u^{CTIME}$. The offsets in the X and Y-axes, depend on the angle of movement and the distance traveled, and are calculated as follows:

$$\text{Offset-X}_u^{CTIME} = \text{Distance}_u^{STIME-CTIME} \times \cos(\text{Angle}_u^{STIME})$$
We assume each node is initially configured with information regarding the network boundaries, given by \([0, 0]\), \([X_{\text{max}}, 0]\), \([X_{\text{max}}, Y_{\text{max}}]\) and \([0, Y_{\text{max}}]\). When the predicted X and/or Y co-ordinate is beyond the network boundaries, we set their values to the boundary conditions as stated below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{If } (X_u^{\text{CTIME}} < 0), & \text{ then } X_u^{\text{CTIME}} = 0; \\
\text{If } (X_u^{\text{CTIME}} > X_{\text{max}}), & \text{ then } X_u^{\text{CTIME}} = X_{\text{max}} \\
\text{If } (Y_u^{\text{CTIME}} < 0), & \text{ then } Y_u^{\text{CTIME}} = 0; \\
\text{If } (Y_u^{\text{CTIME}} > Y_{\text{max}}), & \text{ then } Y_u^{\text{CTIME}} = Y_{\text{max}}
\end{align*}
\]

Based on the predicted locations of each node in the network at time \(CTIME\), the receiver node locally constructs the global topology. Note that there exists an edge between two nodes in the locally constructed global topology, if the predicted distance between the two nodes (with the location information obtained from the LUV) is less than or equal to the transmission range of the nodes. The two multicast extensions NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR differ from each other on the nature of the paths predicted at the receiver node.

### 2.8 NR-MLPBR: Multicast Path Prediction

The receiver node locally runs the Dijkstra’s minimum hop path algorithm [17] on the predicted global topology. If at least one path exists from the source node to the receiver node in the generated topology, the algorithm returns the minimum hop path among them. The receiver node then sends a MPPM (structure shown in Figure 9) on the discovered path with the route information included in the message.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multicast Source</th>
<th>Originating Receiver Node</th>
<th>Multicast Group ID</th>
<th>Predicted Path to the Multicast Source (List of Node IDs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>Variable Size of 4 bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 9: Structure of the Multicast Predicted Path Message (MPPM)**

### 2.9 R-MLPBR: Multicast Path Prediction

The receiver node uses the LUV obtained from each of the intermediate nodes during the latest global tree broadcast discovery process to learn about the identification (IDs) of its peer receiver nodes that are part of the multicast group. If there existed a direct path to the source on the predicted topology, the receiver node chooses that path as the predicted path towards the source. Otherwise, the receiver node determines a set of node-disjoint paths on the predicted global topology. The node-disjoint paths to the source are ranked depending on the number of non-receiver nodes that act as intermediate nodes on the path. The path that has the least number of non-receiver nodes as intermediate nodes is preferred. The reason is a path that has the least number of non-receiver nodes is more likely to be a minimum hop path and if a receiver node lies on that path, the number of newly added links to the tree would also be reduced. R-MLPBR thus aims to discover paths with the minimum hop count and at the same time attempts to conserve bandwidth by reducing the number of links that get newly added to the tree as a result of using the predicted path. The MPPM is hence sent on the predicted path that has minimum number of non-receiver nodes. If two or more paths has the same minimum number of non-receiver nodes, R-MLPBR breaks the tie by choosing the path with the minimum hop count to the source. Figure 10 illustrates the algorithm used by R-MLPBR at a receiver node to select the best predicted path to the source.
Input: Graph $G(V, E)$, Set of Multicast receivers $M_R$, source $s$ and receiver $d$
Output: s-d path
Auxiliary Variables: Graph $G''(V'', E'')$, Set of Node-disjoint paths $P_N$
Initialization: $G''(V'', E'') \leftarrow G(V, E)$, $P_N \leftarrow \varnothing$.

Begin
1. while ( $\exists$ at least one s-d path in $G''$)
2. \hspace{1em} $p \leftarrow$ Minimum hop s-d path in $G''$.
3. \hspace{2em} if (hop count of $p = 1$)
4. \hspace{2em} \hspace{1em} return $p$
5. \hspace{2em} end if
6. \hspace{2em} $P_N \leftarrow P_N \cup \{p\}$
7. \hspace{2em} $\forall$ vertex, $v \in p, v \neq s, d$
8. \hspace{2em} \forall$ edge, $e \in Adj\text{-}list(v)
9. \hspace{2em} $G''(V'', E'') \leftarrow G''(V'' - \{v\}, E'' - \{e\})$
10. end while

$\minNonReceivers \leftarrow \infty$ \hspace{1em} /// the count for the minimum number of non-receivers is initialized to $\infty$.
11. $\bestPath \leftarrow \text{NULL}$ \hspace{1em} /// the best path is initialized to NULL.
12. $\minHops \leftarrow \infty$ \hspace{1em} /// the minimum hop count of the best path initialized to $\infty$ (a very large value).
13. for ( $\forall$ path $p \in P_N$)
14. \hspace{1em} $\countPathNonReceivers \leftarrow 0$ \hspace{1em} /// keeps track of the number of non-receiver nodes in path $p$
15. \hspace{2em} for ( $\forall$ intermediate node $n \in p$)
16. \hspace{2em} \hspace{1em} if ($n \notin M_R$)
17. \hspace{2em} \hspace{2em} $\countPathNonReceivers \leftarrow \countPathNonReceivers + 1$
18. \hspace{2em} end if
19. \hspace{2em} end for
20. \hspace{2em} if ($\minNonReceivers \geq \countPathNonReceivers$)
21. \hspace{2em} \hspace{1em} if ($\minNonReceivers = \countPathNonReceivers$ AND $\minHops >$ hop count of $p$)
22. \hspace{2em} \hspace{2em} $\bestPath \leftarrow p$
23. \hspace{2em} \hspace{2em} $\minHops \leftarrow$ hop count of $p$
24. \hspace{2em} end if
25. \hspace{2em} end if
26. \hspace{2em} if ($\minNonReceivers > \countPathNonReceivers$)
27. \hspace{2em} \hspace{1em} $\minNonReceivers \leftarrow \countPathNonReceivers$
28. \hspace{2em} \hspace{1em} $\bestPath \leftarrow p$
29. \hspace{2em} \hspace{1em} $\minHops \leftarrow$ hop count of $p$
30. \hspace{2em} end if
31. end if
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30 end for
31 return bestPath
End

Figure 10: R-MLPBR Predicted Path Selection Algorithm

Note that we designed R-MLPBR to choose the path with the minimum number of non-receiver nodes, rather than the path with the maximum number of receiver nodes, as the latter design has the possibility of yielding paths with significantly larger hop count from the source to the receiver node without any guarantee on the possible reduction in the number of links. Our design of choosing the path with the minimum number of non-receiver nodes helps to maintain the hop count per source-receiver path close to that of the minimum hop count and at the same time does helps to reduce the number of links in the tree to a certain extent.

2.10 Propagation of the Multicast Predicted Path Message towards the Source

An intermediate node on receiving the MPPM, checks its multicast routing table if there already exists a key entry for the source node and the multicast group to which the MPPM belongs to. If an entry exists, the intermediate node merely adds the tuple <One-hop sender of the MPPM, Originating Receiver node of the MPPM> to the list of <Downstream node, Receiver node> tuples for the multicast tree entry. If the <Multicast Source, Multicast Group ID> entry does not exist in the multicast routing table, the intermediate node creates an entry and initializes it with the <One-hop sender of the MPPM, Originating Receiver node of the MPPM> tuple. In either case, the MPPM is then forwarded to the next downstream node on the path towards the source. If the source node receives the MPPM from the appropriate receiver node before the MPPM-timer expires, it indicates that the predicted path does exist in reality. A costly global broadcast tree discovery has been thus avoided. The source continues to send the data packets down the multicast tree. The source node estimates the Tree Repair Time (TRT) as the time lapsed between the reception of the MPEM from an intermediate node and the MPPM from the appropriate receiver node. An average value of the TRT for each receiver node is thus maintained at the source as it undergoes several route failures and repairs before the next global broadcast-based tree discovery.

2.11 Handling Prediction Failure

If an intermediate node attempting to forward the MPPM of a receiver node could not successfully forward the packet to the next node on the path towards the source, the intermediate node informs the absence of the route through a MPPM-Error packet (structure shown in Figure 11) sent back to the receiver node. The receiver node on receiving the MPPM-Error packet discards all the LUVs and does not generate any new MPPM. The receiver will wait for the multicast source to initiate a global broadcast-based tree discovery. After the MPPM-timer expires, the multicast source initiates a new global broadcast-based tree discovery procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node Sending the MPPM-Error Packet</th>
<th>Multicast Source</th>
<th>Originating Receiver Node</th>
<th>Multicast Group ID</th>
<th>Sequence No. of latest MTRM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11: Structure of the MPPM-Error Packet
Task 3: Conduct Simulations of MLPBR and Compare its Performance with some of the Currently Existing MANET Multicast Routing Protocols

The network dimension used is a 1000m x 1000m square network. The transmission range of each node is assumed to be 250m. The number of nodes used in the network is 25, 50 and 75 nodes representing networks of low, medium and high density with an average distribution of 5, 10 and 15 neighbors per node respectively. Initially, nodes are uniformly randomly distributed in the network. We compare the performance of NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR with that of the minimum-hop based MAODV and the link-efficient BEMRP protocols. We implemented all of these four multicast routing protocols in a discrete-event simulator developed in Java. The broadcast tree discovery strategies simulated are the default flooding approach and the density and mobility aware energy-efficient broadcast strategy called DMEF [18]. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Simulation Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network Size</th>
<th>1000m x 1000m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
<td>25 (low density), 50 (moderate density) and 75 (high density)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Range</td>
<td>250 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Layer</td>
<td>Signal Propagation Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC Layer</td>
<td>Link Bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interface Queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FIFO-based, size 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing Protocols</td>
<td>BEMRP [4], MAODV [5], NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast Strategy</td>
<td>Flooding and DMEF [18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility Model</td>
<td>Random Way Point Model [23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Node Speed, m/s</td>
<td>0 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Node Speed, m/s</td>
<td>Low-10; Medium-30; High-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pause Time</td>
<td>0 second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Model</td>
<td>Constant Bit Rate (CBR), UDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicast Group Size (# Receivers)</td>
<td>Small: 2; Medium: 4, 8; High: 12, 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Packet Size</td>
<td>512 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet Sending Rate</td>
<td>4 Packets/ second</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Simulations are conducted with a multicast group size of 2, 4 (small size), 8, 12 (moderate size) and 24 (larger size) receiver nodes. For each group size, we generated 5 lists of receiver nodes and simulations were conducted with each of them. Traffic sources are constant bit rate (CBR). Data packets are 512 bytes in size and the packet sending rate is 4 data packets/second. The multicast session continues until the end of the simulation time, which is 1000 seconds. The node mobility model used is the Random Waypoint model [23]. The transmission energy and reception energy per hop is set at 1.4 W and 1 W respectively. Initial energy at each node is 1000 Joules. Each node periodically broadcasts a beacon message within its neighborhood to make its presence felt to the other nodes in the neighborhood.

3.1 Multicast Extension of Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (MAODV) Routing Protocol

MAODV [5] is the multicast extension of the well-known Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) unicast routing protocol [24]. Here, a receiver node joins the multicast tree through a member node that lies on the minimum-hop path to the source.

A potential receiver wishing to join the multicast group broadcasts a Route-Request (RREQ) message. If a node receives the RREQ message and is not part of the multicast tree, the node broadcasts the message in its neighborhood and also establishes the reverse path by storing the state information
consisting of the group address, requesting node id and the sender node id in a temporary cache. If a node receiving the RREQ message is a member of the multicast tree and has not seen the RREQ message earlier, the node waits to receive several RREQ messages and sends back a Route-Reply (RREP) message on the shortest path to the receiver. The member node also informs in the RREP message, the number of hops from itself to the source. The potential receiver receives several RREP messages and selects the member node which lies on the shortest path to the source. The receiver is set up when the member node and all the intermediate nodes in the chosen path update their multicast table with state information from the temporary cache. A similar approach can be used in NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR when a new receiver node wishes to join the multicast group.

Tree maintenance in MAODV is based on the expanding ring search (ERS) approach, using the RREQ, RREP and MACT messages. The downstream node of a broken link is responsible for initiating ERS to issue a fresh RREQ for the group. This RREQ contains the hop count of the requesting node from the source and the last known sequence number for that group. It can be replied only by the member nodes whose recorded sequence number is greater than that indicated in the RREQ and whose hop distance to the source is smaller than the value indicated in the RREQ.

3.2 Bandwidth-Efficient Multicast Routing Protocol (BEMRP)

According to BEMRP [4], a newly joining node to the multicast group opts for the nearest forwarding node in the existing tree, rather than choosing a minimum-hop count path from the source of the multicast group. As a result, the number of links in the multicast tree is reduced leading to savings in the network bandwidth.

Multicast tree construction is receiver-initiated. When a node wishes to join the multicast group as a receiver, it initiates the flooding of Join control packets targeted towards the nodes that are currently members of the multicast tree. On receiving the first Join control packet, the member node waits for a certain time before sending a Reply packet. The member node sends a Reply packet on the path, traversed by the Join control packet, with the minimum number of intermediate forwarding nodes. The newly joining receiver node collects the Reply packets from different member nodes and would send a Reserve packet on that path that has the minimum number of forwarding nodes from the member node to itself.

To provide more bandwidth efficiency, the tree maintenance approach in BEMRP is hard-state based, i.e. a member node transmits control packets only after a link breaks. BEMRP uses two schemes to recover from link failures: Broadcast-multicast scheme – the upstream node of the broken link is responsible for finding a new route to the previous downstream node; Local-rejoin scheme – the downstream node of the broken link tries to rejoin the multicast group using a limited flooding of the Join control packets.

3.3 Broadcast Strategy: Flooding

Flooding is a widely-used approach for disseminating a message from one node to all the nodes in a network. In the case of on-demand ad hoc routing protocols [3][24], flooding has been also used to discover a path between a pair of nodes in the network, whenever required. For a given network density, flooding offers the highest probability for each node in the network to receive one or more copies of the flooded message.

We simulate flooding as follows: The initiating source node sets a monotonically increasing value for the Multicast Tree Request Message (MTRM) and broadcasts the message to its complete neighborhood formed by the default maximum transmission range of the node. Each node that receives the MTRM checks if it has received a MTRM with the same or higher sequence number. If so, the received MTRM is simply discarded. Otherwise, the intermediate node inserts its own ID in the Route Record field of the MTRM and broadcasts the message within its complete neighborhood. Each receiver node of the multicast group upon receiving the first MTRM of a broadcast tree discovery process will include their ID.
in the route record field and rebroadcast that MTRM further. To select a route to reply back to the source, the receiver node collects the MTRMs received from different paths, selects the minimum hop path and sends a Multicast Tree Establishment Message (MTEM) on the selected minimum hop path to the source.

3.4 Broadcast Strategy: DMEF

In Research Activity – 1 [18], we had proposed a density and mobility aware energy-efficient broadcast strategy (called DMEF) to discover long-living stable routes with a reduced energy spent during route discovery. DMEF takes into consideration the number of neighbors of a node (a measure of network density) and node mobility. The average hop count of the routes discovered using DMEF is only at most about 8% more than that discovered using flooding.

We simulate DMEF as follows for broadcast multicast tree discoveries: The transmission range of a MTRM broadcast is not fixed for every node. A node that is surrounded by more neighbors in the complete neighborhood will broadcast the MTRM only within a smaller neighborhood that would be sufficient enough to pick up the message and forward it to the other nodes in the rest of the network. On the other hand, a node that is surrounded by fewer neighbors in the complete neighborhood will broadcast the MTRM to a larger neighborhood (but still contained within the complete neighborhood) so that a majority of the nodes in the complete neighborhood can pick up the message and rebroadcast it further. A node rebroadcasts a MTRM at most once. The density aspect of DMEF thus helps to reduce the unnecessary transmission and reception of broadcast MTRMs and conserves energy.

To discover stable trees that exist for a longer time, DMEF takes the following approach: A node that is highly mobile makes itself available only to a smaller neighborhood around itself, whereas a node that is less mobile makes itself available over a larger neighborhood (but still contained within the complete neighborhood). The reasoning is that links involving a slow moving node will exist for a long time. Hence, it is better for a slow moving node to advertise itself to a larger neighborhood so that the links (involving this node) that are part of the routes discovered will exist for a longer time. On the other hand, a fast moving node will have links of relatively longer lifetime with neighbors that are closer to it. Hence, it is worth to let a fast moving node advertise only to its nearby neighbors.

The rest of the broadcast process is similar to flooding. The receiver node upon receiving the first MTRM will include its identification field in the MTRM and rebroadcast it further depending on its current perceived neighborhood density and own mobility. To select a route to reply back to the source, the receiver node collects the MTRMs received from different paths, selects the minimum hop path and sends a Multicast Tree Establishment Message (MTEM) on the selected minimum hop path to the source.

3.5 Performance Metrics

The performance metrics studied through this simulation are the following:

• **Number of Links per Tree**: This is the time averaged number of links in the multicast trees discovered and computed over the entire multicast session. The notion of “time-average” is explained as follows: Let there be multicast trees T1, T2, T3 with 5, 8 and 6 links used for time 12, 6 and 15 seconds respectively, then the time averaged number of links in the multicast trees is given by 
  \[
  \frac{(5 \cdot 12 + 8 \cdot 6 + 6 \cdot 15)}{12 + 6 + 15} = 6
  \]
  and not merely 6.33, which is the average of 5, 8 and 6.

• **Hop Count per Source-Receiver Path**: This is the time averaged hop count of the paths from the source to each receiver of the multicast group and computed over the entire multicast session.

• **Time between Successive Broadcast Tree Discoveries**: This is the time between two successive broadcast tree discoveries, averaged over the entire multicast session. This metric is a measure of the lifetime of the multicast trees discovered and also the effectiveness of the path prediction approach followed in NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR.

• **Energy Throughput**: This is the average of the ratio of the number of data packets reaching the destination to the sum of the energy spent across all the nodes in the network.
Task 4: Analyze the simulation results with respect to different performance metrics

The performance results for each metric displayed in Figures 12 through 24 are an average of the results obtained from simulations conducted with 5 sets of multicast groups and 5 sets of mobility profiles for each group size, node velocity and network density values. The multicast source in each case was selected randomly among the nodes in the network and the source is not part of the multicast group. The nodes that are part of the multicast group are merely the receivers.

4.1 Number of Links per Multicast Tree

The number of links per multicast tree (refer figures 12 and 13) is a measure of the efficiency of the multicast routing protocol in reducing the number of link transmissions during the transfer of the multicast data from the source to the receivers of the multicast group. The smaller is the number of links in the tree, the larger the link transmission efficiency of the multicast routing protocol. If fewer links are part of the tree, then the chances of multiple transmissions in the network increase and this increases the efficiency of link usage and the network bandwidth. Naturally, the BEMRP protocol, which has been purely designed to yield bandwidth-efficient multicast trees, discovers trees that have a reduced number of links for all the operating scenarios. This leads to larger hop count per source-receiver paths for BEMRP as observed in figures 14 and 15.

R-MLPBR, which has been designed to choose the predicted paths with the minimum number of non-receiver nodes, manages to significantly reduce the number of links vis-à-vis the MAODV and NR-MLPBR protocols. R-MLPBR attempts to minimize the number of links in the multicast tree without yielding to a higher hop count per source-receiver path. But, the tradeoff between the link efficiency and the hop count per source-receiver path continues to exist and it cannot be nullified. In other words, R-MLPBR cannot discover trees that have minimum number of links as well as the minimum hop count per source-receiver path. Nevertheless, R-MLPBR is the first multicast routing protocol that yields trees with the reduced number of links and at the same time, with a reduced hop count (close to the minimum) per source-receiver path.

4.1.1 Number of Links per Tree (Tree Discovery Strategy: Flooding)

- **Impact of Node Mobility:** For a given network density and multicast group size, we do not see any appreciable variation in the number of links per tree for each of the multicast routing protocols studied.
- **Impact of Network Density:** For a given multicast group size, the number of links per tree for MAODV and NR-MLPBR is about 4-15%, 8-28% and 10-38% more than that incurred with BEMRP in networks of low, moderate and high density respectively. This illustrates that as the network density increases, BEMRP attempts to reduce the number of links per tree by incorporating links that can be shared by multiple receivers on the paths towards the source. On the other hand, both MAODV and NR-MLPBR attempt to choose minimum hop paths between the source and any receiver and hence exploit the increase in network density to discover minimum hop paths, but at the cost of the link efficiency. On the other hand, R-MLPBR attempts to reduce the number of links per tree as we
increase the network density. For a given multicast group size, the number of links per tree for R-MLPBR is about 4-15%, 8-18% and 10-21% more than that incurred by BEMRP. This shows that R-MLPBR is relatively more scalable, similar to BEMRP, with increase in the network density.

- **Impact of Multicast Group Size:** For a given level of node mobility, for smaller multicast groups (of size 2), the number of links per tree for MAODV, NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR is about 3-7%, 8-11% and 9-14% more than that incurred for BEMRP in low, medium and high-density networks respectively. For medium and large-sized multicast groups, the number of links per tree for both MAODV and NR-MLPBR is about 7-15%, 17-28% and 22-38% more than that incurred for BEMRP in low, medium and high-density networks respectively. On the other hand, the number of links per tree for R-MLPBR is about 6-15%, 12-18% and 16-21% more than that incurred for BEMRP in low, medium and high-density networks respectively. This shows that R-MLPBR is relatively more scalable, similar to BEMRP, with increase in the multicast group size.

**Figure 12:** Average Number of Links per Multicast Tree (Route Discovery Procedure: Flooding)

### 4.1.2 Number of Links per Tree (Tree Discovery Strategy: DMEF)

- **Impact of Node Mobility:** For each of the multicast routing protocols, as the maximum node velocity is increased from 10 m/s to 30 m/s, the number of links per multicast tree increases as large as up to 24% (for multicast groups of small and moderate sizes) and 3% (for multicast groups of larger size). As the maximum node velocity is increased from 10 m/s to 50 m/s, the number of links per multicast tree increases as large as up to 15% (for multicast groups of small and moderate sizes) and 5% (for multicast groups of larger size). This shows that DMEF can yield multicast trees with reduced number of links in low node mobility, especially for multicast groups of small and moderate sizes.

- **Impact of Network Density:** For a given multicast group size, the number of links per tree for MAODV and NR-MLPBR is about 4-15%, 8-28% and 10-35% more than that incurred with BEMRP in networks of low, moderate and high density respectively. For a given multicast group size, the
number of links per tree for R-MLPBR is about 3-9%, 8-18% and 9-24% more than that incurred by BEMRP. The results are more or less similar to obtained using flooding as the tree discovery strategy.

- Impact of Multicast Group Size: For a given level of node mobility, for smaller multicast groups (of size 2), the number of links per tree for MAODV, NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR is about 4-7%, 8-9% and 9-14% more than that incurred for BEMRP in low, medium and high-density networks respectively. For medium and large-sized multicast groups, the number of links per tree for both MAODV and NR-MLPBR is about 7-15%, 17-28% and 21-35% more than that incurred for BEMRP in low, medium and high-density networks respectively. On the other hand, the number of links per tree for R-MLPBR is about 6-8%, 11-18% and 15-24% more than that incurred for BEMRP in low, medium and high-density networks respectively. These results are almost the same as that obtained when flooding is used as the tree discovery strategy.

Figure 13: Average Number of Links per Multicast Tree (Route Discovery Procedure: DMEF)

4.2 Hop Count per Source-Receiver Path

All the three multicast routing protocols — MAODV, NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR, incur almost the same average hop count per source-receiver and it is considerably lower than that incurred for BEMRP. The hop count per source-receiver path is an important metric and it is often indicative of the end-to-end delay per multicast packet from the source to a specific receiver. BEMRP incurs a significantly larger hop count per source-receiver path and this can be attributed to the nature of this multicast routing protocol to look for trees with a reduced number of links. When multiple receiver nodes have to be connected to the source through a reduced set of links, the hop count per source-receiver path is bound to increase. In performance figures 14 and 15, we can see a significant increase in the hop count per source-receiver path as we increase the multicast group size. In the case of flooding, the hop count per source-receiver path for BEMRP can be as large as 41%, 57% and 59% more than that of the hop count per source-receiver path incurred for the other three multicast routing protocols. In the case of DMEF, the hop count per source-
receiver path for BEMRP can be as large as 36%, 49% and 53% more than that of the hop count per source-receiver path incurred for the other three multicast routing protocols. The increase in the hop count per source-receiver path for BEMRP is slightly less than that obtained under flooding.
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**Figure 14:** Average Hop Count per Source-Receiver Path (Route Discovery Procedure: Flooding)

4.2.1 Hop Count per Source-Receiver Path (Tree Discovery Strategy: Flooding)

- **Impact of Node Mobility:** For a given network density and group size, we do not see any appreciable variation in the hop count per source-receiver path for each of the multicast routing protocols studied.

- **Impact of Network Density:** As we increase the network density, the hop count per source-receiver path decreases. This is mainly observed in the case of the minimum-hop based MAODV, NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR. In the case of BEMRP, the impact of network density on the decrease in the hop count is relatively less as it is a bandwidth-efficient multicast routing protocol attempting to reduce the number of links in the tree. In networks of moderate density (50 nodes), the hop count per source-receiver path for the three minimum hop based multicast protocols is about 6%, 9-12% and 15-19% less than that incurred in low-density networks for multicast groups of small, medium and larger sizes respectively. In high density networks (75 nodes), the hop count per source-receiver path for the three minimum-hop based multicast protocols is about 7-9%, 11-18% and 15-19% less than that incurred in low-density networks for multicast groups of small, medium and larger sizes respectively. In the case of BEMRP, the maximum reduction in the hop count with increase in network density is within 10%.

- **Impact of Multicast Group Size:** For smaller multicast groups (of size 2), the hop count per source-receiver path for BEMRP can be 6-10%, 8-12% and 10-12% more than that of the other three multicast routing protocols in networks of low, moderate and high density respectively. For medium sized multicast groups, the hop count per source-receiver path for BEMRP can be 14-29%, 21-30% and 23-37% more than that of the other three multicast routing protocols in networks of low,
moderate and high density respectively. For large-sized multicast groups, the hop count per source-receiver path for BEMRP can be 27-41%, 35-57% and 33-59% more than that of the hop count per source-receiver path for the other three multicast routing protocols in networks of low, moderate and high density respectively.

Impact of Node Mobility:
For each of the multicast routing protocols, as the maximum node velocity is increased from 10 m/s to 30 m/s, we observe that the hop count per source-receiver path increases as large as up to 17% (for multicast groups of small and moderate sizes) and 7% (for multicast groups of larger size). As the maximum node velocity is increased from 10 m/s to 50 m/s, we observe that the number of links per multicast tree increases as large as up to 13% (for multicast groups of small and moderate sizes) and 15% (for multicast groups of larger size). This shows that DMEF can yield multicast trees with reduced hop count per source-receiver path under low node mobility, especially for multicast groups of small and moderate sizes.

Impact of Network Density:
The impact is similar to that observed in the case of flooding. For the minimum-hop based multicast protocols, with increase in network density, the hop count per source-receiver path decreases significantly. On the other hand, in the case of BEMRP, the decrease in the hop count per source-receiver path is relatively less, with increase in the network density.

Impact of Multicast Group Size:
For smaller multicast groups (of size 2), the hop count per source-receiver path for BEMRP can be 6-9%, 9-12% and 10-12% more than that of the other three multicast routing protocols in networks of low, moderate and high density respectively. For medium sized multicast groups, the hop count per source-receiver path for BEMRP can be 13-28%, 20-29% and 23-34% more than that of the other three multicast routing protocols in networks of low, moderate and high density respectively. For large-sized multicast groups, the hop count per source-receiver path for
BEMRP can be 24-36%, 33-50% and 36-54% more than that of the hop count per source-receiver path for the other three multicast routing protocols in networks of low, moderate and high density respectively.

4.3 Time Between Successive Broadcast Tree Discoveries

The time between successive broadcast tree discoveries is a measure of the stability of the multicast trees and the effectiveness of the location prediction and path prediction approach of the two multicast extensions. For a given condition of node density and node mobility, both NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR incur relatively larger time between successive broadcast tree discoveries for smaller and medium sized multicast groups. MAODV tends to be more unstable as the multicast group size is increased, owing to the minimum hop nature of the paths discovered and absence of any path prediction approach. For larger multicast groups, BEMRP tends to perform better by virtue of its tendency to strictly minimize only the number of links in the tree. On the other hand, NR-MLPBR attempts to reduce the hop count per source-receiver path and ends up choosing predicted paths that increase the number of links in the tree, quickly leading to the failure of the tree. The time between successive tree discoveries for R-MLPBR is 15-25%, 15-59% and 20-82% more than that obtained for MAODV in networks of low, moderate and high density respectively. For a given level of node mobility and network density, MAODV trees become highly unstable as the multicast group size increases. For multicast groups of size 2 and 4, the time between successive broadcast tree discoveries for NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR is greater than that obtained for BEMRP, especially in networks of low and moderate network density. For larger multicast group sizes, when we employ flooding, BEMRP tends to incur larger time between successive broadcast tree discoveries compared to NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR. On the other hand, when we employ DMEF, R-MLPBR tends to incur larger time between successive broadcast tree discoveries compared to BEMRP, even for larger group sizes.
4.3.1 Time Between Successive Broadcast Tree Discoveries (Tree Discovery Strategy: Flooding)

- **Impact of Node Mobility:** For a given multicast group size, network density and multicast routing protocol, the time between successive broadcast tree discoveries at maximal node velocity of 30 m/s is roughly about 28-47% of that obtained at maximal node velocity of 10 m/s. The time between successive broadcast tree discoveries at maximal node velocity of 50 m/s is roughly about 21-36% of that obtained at maximal node velocity of 10 m/s.

- **Impact of Network Density:** For each multicast routing protocol, for a given multicast group size and level of node mobility, as the network density increases, the time between successive broadcast tree discoveries decreases. This is mainly observed for the minimum-hop based multicast protocols (especially MAODV and NR-MLPBR) which incur a reduced hop count per source-receiver path as we increase the network density. But, such minimum hop paths obtained in moderate and high-density networks are relatively less stable than those obtained in low-density networks. For a given multicast group size and low node mobility, the time between successive tree discoveries in networks of moderate density (50 nodes) for MAODV and NR-MLPBR is 97-98% of those obtained in networks of low-density. For a given multicast group size and low node mobility, the time between successive tree discoveries in networks of high density (75 nodes) is 61-81% for MAODV and NR-MLPBR and for R-MLPBR and BEMRP is 70-90% of those obtained in networks of low-density.

In low-density networks, the time between successive route discoveries for R-MLPBR and NR-MLPBR is about 10-15% more than that obtained for BEMRP for smaller multicast groups and is almost the same as that of BEMRP for moderately sized multicast groups. For larger multicast groups, the time between successive route discoveries for R-MLPBR and NR-MLPBR can be about 10-23% less than that obtained for BEMRP. In moderate and high-density networks, the time between successive route discoveries for R-MLPBR is about 7-25% more than that obtained for BEMRP for smaller multicast groups and is about the same of moderately size multicast groups. For larger multicast groups, the time between successive route discoveries for R-MLPBR can be about 15-25% less than that obtained for BEMRP. In both moderate and high-density networks, R-MLPBR incurs larger time between successive route discoveries (as large as 30%) compared to NR-MLPBR.

- **Impact of Multicast Group Size:** For a given network density and node mobility, the time between successive route discoveries decreases as the multicast group size increases. For smaller group sizes, the time between successive broadcast tree discoveries for MAODV and BEMRP is respectively about 80%-90% and 85%-94% of that incurred for NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR. For larger group sizes, the time between successive broadcast tree discoveries for MAODV is about 70%, 51% and 41% of that incurred for BEMRP in networks of low, moderate and high density respectively. Similarly, for larger group sizes, the time between successive broadcast tree discoveries for NR-MLPBR is about 76%, 64% and 57% of that incurred for BEMRP in networks of low, moderate and high density respectively. On the other hand, R-MLPBR tends to incur relatively larger time between successive tree discoveries even for larger multicast group sizes. For larger multicast groups, the time between successive tree discoveries for R-MLPBR is about 75%-80% of that incurred for BEMRP for all network densities.

4.3.2 Time between Successive Broadcast Tree Discoveries (Tree Discovery Strategy: DMEF)

- **Impact of Node Mobility:** For a given multicast group size, network density and multicast routing protocol, the time between successive broadcast tree discoveries at maximal node velocity of 30 m/s is roughly about 38-59% of that obtained at maximal node velocity of 10 m/s in networks of low, moderate and high density respectively. The time between successive broadcast tree discoveries at maximal node velocity of 50 m/s is roughly about 34-50% of that obtained at maximal node velocity
of 10 m/s. In each instance, the increase in the time between successive route discoveries while using DMEF is at least 10-15% more than that obtained due to flooding.

- **Impact of Network Density:** As we increase the network density from 25 nodes to 50 nodes, we observe that the time between successive broadcast tree discoveries for MAODV, NR-MLPBR, R-MLPBR and BEMRP decreases by 13%, 9%, 6% and 6% respectively. On the other hand, as we increase from 25 nodes to 75 nodes, we notice that the larger number of nodes in the neighborhood is taken into account by DMEF to discover stable routes and there is no appreciable difference in the time between successive tree discoveries for NR-MLPBR, R-MLPBR and BEMRP. In the case of MAODV, the time between successive tree discoveries decreases by 8%.

- **Impact of Multicast Group Size:** For a given network density and node mobility, the time between successive route discoveries decreases as the multicast group size decreases. For smaller group sizes, the time between successive broadcast tree discoveries for MAODV and BEMRP is respectively about 82% and 87% of that incurred for NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR. For moderate group sizes, the time between successive broadcast tree discoveries for MAODV, NR-MLPBR and BEMRP is about 77-86%, 96% and 96% of those incurred for R-MLPBR. For larger group sizes, the time between successive broadcast tree discoveries for MAODV and NR-MLPBR is about 80-89% and 92-94% of that obtained for R-MLPBR and BEMRP.

**Figure 17:** Average Time between Successive Tree Discoveries (Route Discovery Procedure: DMEF)

### 4.4 Energy Consumed per Node

Energy consumption in multicast routing is directly proportional to the number of links in the tree. Larger the number of links, more the transmissions and more will be the energy consumption in the network and vice-versa. The simulation results in Figures 18 and 19 clearly illustrate this. BEMRP incurs the least energy consumption per node and MAODV incurs the largest energy consumption per node. The energy consumed per node for the two multicast extensions is in between these two extremes. The energy
consumed per node for R-MLPBR is less than that of NR-MLPBR as the former also attempts to simultaneously reduce the number of links as well as the hop count per source-receiver path. The energy consumption per node increases as the multicast group size increases. For a given multicast group size and multicast routing protocol, the energy consumed per node increases with increase in network density as well as with increase in node mobility.
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Figure 18: Average Energy Consumed per Node (Route Discovery Procedure: Flooding)

4.4.1 Energy Consumed per Node (Tree Discovery Strategy: Flooding)

- **Impact of Node Mobility:** For a given multicast group size, network density and multicast routing protocol, the energy consumed per node at maximal node velocity of 30 m/s can grow as large as 10-35% of that obtained at maximal node velocity of 10 m/s. The energy consumed per node at maximal node velocity of 50 m/s can grow as large as 10-40% of that obtained at maximal node velocity of 10 m/s. BEMRP and MAODV incur the largest increase in energy consumed per node with increase in node mobility. NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR incur a relatively lower increase in the energy consumed per node with increase in node mobility. This can be attributed to the tendency of these multicast routing protocols to reduce the number of broadcast tree discoveries using effective tree prediction.

- **Impact of Network Density:** For multicast groups of size 2 and 4, we observe that with increase in network density from 25 to 50 nodes and from 25 to 75 nodes, the energy consumed per node decreases. This can be attributed to the smaller group size, leading to the effective sharing of the data forwarding load among all the nodes in the network. For larger group sizes, all the nodes in the network end up spending more energy (due to transmission/reception or at least receiving the packets in the neighborhood). As a result, for multicast group sizes of 8, 12 and 24, as we increase the network density from 25 nodes to 50 nodes, the increase in the energy consumed per node for MAODV, NR-MLPBR, R-MLPBR and BEMRP is by factors of 47%-134%, 46%-133%, 42%-122% and 30%-96% respectively. As we increase the network density from 25 nodes to 75 nodes, the increase in the energy consumed per node for MAODV, NR-MLPBR, R-MLPBR and BEMRP is by
factors of 52%-158%, 50%-154%, 42%-125% and 25%-100% respectively. MAODV and NRMMLPBR incur a relatively larger energy consumed per node at high network densities due to the nature of these multicast routing protocols to discover trees with minimum hop count. R-MLPBR and BEMRP discover trees with reduced number of links and hence incur relatively lower energy consumed per node at high network density.

- **Impact of Multicast Group Size:** As we increase the multicast group size from 2 to 24, the energy consumed per node for MAODV and NR-MLPBR increases by a factor of 2.1 to 2.6, 5.7 to 5.9 and 6.0 to 7.0 for low, medium and high density networks respectively. In the case of BEMRP and R-MLPBR, as we increase the multicast group size from 2 to 24, the energy consumed per node increases by a factor of 2.1 to 2.5, 4.9 to 5.2 and 4.6 to 6.2 in networks of low, medium and high density respectively. The increase in the energy consumed per node is below linear. Hence, all the four multicast routing protocols are scalable with respect to the increase in multicast group size.

4.4.2 Energy Consumed per Node (Tree Discovery Strategy: DMEF)

- **Impact of Node Mobility:** For a given multicast group size, network density and multicast routing protocol, the energy consumed per node at maximal node velocity of 30 m/s and 50 m/s can grow as large as 5-20% of that obtained at maximal node velocity of 10 m/s. This indicates the effectiveness of DMEF vis-à-vis flooding in reducing the energy consumed per node. DMEF discovers relatively more stable trees by involving only slow moving nodes in the tree. As a result, the multicast trees exist for a long time and incur less energy for tree discoveries. Similar to that observed for flooding, BEMRP and MAODV incur the largest increase in energy consumed per node with increase in node mobility. NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR incur a relatively lower increase in the energy consumed per node with increase in node mobility.
Impact of Network Density: Similar to the observed for flooding, for multicast groups of size 2 and 4, we observe that with increase in network density from 25 to 50 nodes and from 25 to 75 nodes, the energy consumed per node decreases. For multicast group sizes of 8, 12 and 24, as we increase the network density from 25 nodes to 50 nodes, the increase in the energy consumed per node for MAODV, NR-MLPBR, R-MLPBR and BEMRP is by factors of 54%-157%, 53%-156%, 48%-136% and 38%-118% respectively. As we increase the network density from 25 nodes to 75 nodes, the increase in the energy consumed per node for MAODV, NR-MLPBR, R-MLPBR and BEMRP is by factors of 49%-173%, 47%-172%, 42%-146% and 27%-114% respectively. MAODV and NR-MLPBR incur a relatively larger energy consumed per node at high network densities due to the nature of these multicast routing protocols to discover trees with minimum hop count. R-MLPBR and BEMRP discover trees with reduced number of links and hence incur relatively lower energy consumed per node at high network density. We observe that for a given multicast routing protocol, for a given network density, the energy consumed per node due to flooding can be as large as 5%-16%, 12%-23% and 22%-37% more than that incurred using DMEF in the presence of low, medium and high node mobility respectively.

Impact of Multicast Group Size: As we increase the multicast group size from 2 to 24, the energy consumed per node for MAODV and NR-MLPBR increases by a factor of 2.2 to 2.4, 5.6 to 5.8 and 6.0 to 7.1 for low, medium and high density networks respectively. In the case of BEMRP and R-MLPBR, as we increase the multicast group size from 2 to 24, the energy consumed per node increases by a factor of 2.2 to 2.4, 4.9 to 5.4 and 4.8 to 6.4 in networks of low, medium and high density respectively. The increase in the energy consumed per node is below linear. Hence, all the four multicast routing protocols are scalable with respect to the increase in multicast group size.

4.5 Energy Throughput

For each of the multicast routing protocols and for a given network density and node mobility, the energy throughput decreases with increase in the multicast group size. This can be attributed to the need to spend more energy to deliver a given multicast packet to more receivers vis-à-vis few receivers. For a given network density and multicast group size, the energy throughput of a multicast routing protocol decreases slightly as the node velocity is increased from low to moderate and high. For a given multicast group size and node mobility, the energy throughput of a multicast routing protocol decreases with increase in network density. This can be attributed to the involvement of several nodes (for larger network density) in distributing the offered traffic load to the multicast group. For a given simulation condition, the energy throughput of BEMRP is slightly larger than that of the other multicast routing protocols. This can be attributed to the lower energy consumed per node (and less number of links) for BEMRP.

4.5.1 Energy Throughput (Broadcast Tree Discovery Strategy: Flooding)

Impact of Node Mobility: As we increase the node mobility from low to moderate and high, the energy throughput for a multicast routing protocol reduces as large as by 8%-12%, 12%-17% and 24%-26% in networks of low, moderate and high density respectively. For a given network density, the reduction in the energy throughput with increase in node mobility can be attributed to the relatively larger amount of energy spent for broadcast tree discoveries.

Impact of Network Density: The decrease in energy throughput with increase in network density is more for MAODV and NR-MLPBR, relatively lower for R-MLPBR and is the least for BEMRP. At network density of 50 nodes, the energy throughput of MAODV and NR-MLPBR is 45%-64% and that of R-MLPBR and BEMRP is 50%-65% of that observed at network density of 25 nodes. At network density of 75 nodes, the energy through of MAODV, NR-MLPBR, R-MLPBR and BEMRP is 29%-48%, 30%-50%, 33%-50% and 38%-50% of that observed at network density of 25 nodes.
• **Impact of Multicast Group Size:** As the multicast group size is increased from 2 to 4, the energy throughput of the multicast routing protocols decreased by 30%-40%, 36%-40% and 24%-45% in networks of low, moderate and high density respectively. As the multicast group size is increased from 2 to 24, the energy throughput of the multicast routing protocols decreased by about 78%, 83% and 85% in networks of low, moderate and high density respectively.
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Figure 20: Energy Throughput: # Packets Delivered per Joule (Route Discovery Procedure: Flooding)

4.5.2 **Energy Throughput (Broadcast Tree Discovery Strategy: DMEF)**

• **Impact of Node Mobility:** As we increase the node mobility from low to moderate and high, the energy throughput for a multicast routing protocol reduces as large as by 7%-8%, 8%-12% and 16%-17% in networks of low, moderate and high density respectively. The relatively higher energy throughput while using DMEF can be attributed to the tendency of the broadcast strategy to involve only relatively slow moving nodes to be part of the trees. As a result, less energy consumed for broadcast tree discoveries.

• **Impact of Network Density:** The decrease in energy throughput with increase in network density is more for MAODV and NR-MLPBR, relatively lower for R-MLPBR and is the least for BEMRP. At network density of 50 nodes, the energy throughput of MAODV, NR-MLPBR, R-MLPBR and BEMRP is 48%-63%, 47%-63%, 52%-64% and 58%-69% of that observed at network density of 25 nodes. At network density of 75 nodes, the energy throughput of MAODV, NR-MLPBR, R-MLPBR and BEMRP is 32%-47%, 32%-48%, 36%-48% and 42%-50% of that observed at network density of 25 nodes.

• **Impact of Multicast Group Size:** As the multicast group size is increased from 2 to 4, the energy throughput of the multicast routing protocols decreased by 36%-44%, 35%-45% and 30%-47% in networks of low, moderate and high density respectively. As the multicast group size is increased
from 2 to 24, the energy throughput of the multicast routing protocols decreased by about 80%, 84% and 84% in networks of low, moderate and high density respectively.

Figure 21: Energy Throughput: # Packets Delivered per Joule (Route Discovery Procedure: DMEF)

4.6 Energy Consumed per Tree Discovery

For a given broadcast strategy, the energy consumed per tree discovery is the same for all the four multicast routing protocols. For both flooding and DMEF, the energy consumed increases with increase in network density, attributed to the involvement of multiple nodes in the broadcast of the MTRMs. In low-density networks, the energy consumed per tree discovery using flooding is 10-22%, 19-35% and 14-20% more than that of the energy consumed per tree discovery using DMEF in low, moderate and high node mobility conditions respectively. In moderate density networks, the energy consumed per tree discovery using flooding is about 15%, 23% and 28% more than that of the energy consumed per tree discovery using DMEF in low, moderate and high node mobility conditions respectively. In high-density networks, the energy consumed per tree discovery using flooding is about 18%, 30% and 37% more than the energy consumed per tree discovery using DMEF respectively. As observed, DMEF performs better than flooding with increase in network density and/or node mobility.

For a given multicast group size, the energy consumed while using flooding in moderate (50 nodes) and high density (75 nodes) networks is respectively about 3.8 and 8 times more than that incurred in networks of low density. This indicates that as the number of nodes is increased by \( x \) times (\( x = 2 \) for moderate density and \( x = 3 \) for high density), the energy consumed due to flooding increases by \( x^2 \) times. In the case of DMEF, for a given multicast group size, the energy consumed in moderate density networks is about 3.7, 3.5 and 3.2 times more than that observed in low density networks for low, moderate and high node mobility conditions respectively. For a given multicast group size, the energy consumed during DMEF in high-density networks is about 7.8, 7.2 and 6.6 times more than that observed in low-density networks for low, moderate and high node mobility conditions respectively. Thus, the
energy consumed while using DMEF does not increase exponentially as observed for flooding. DMEF performs appreciably well in lowering the energy consumed per tree discovery with increase in node mobility and/or increase in network density.

![Graph showing energy consumption per tree discovery for DMEF vs. Flooding for 25 nodes.](image1)

Figure 22: Energy Consumed per Broadcast Tree Discovery: Flooding vs. DMEF (25 Nodes)

![Graph showing energy consumption per tree discovery for DMEF vs. Flooding for 50 nodes.](image2)

Figure 23: Energy Consumed per Broadcast Tree Discovery: Flooding vs. DMEF (50 Nodes)

![Graph showing energy consumption per tree discovery for DMEF vs. Flooding for 75 nodes.](image3)

Figure 24: Energy Consumed per Broadcast Tree Discovery: Flooding vs. DMEF (75 Nodes)

### III. Summary of Accomplishments in Research Activity 2

This research work contributed to the design and development of the multicast extensions to the location prediction based routing (LPBR) protocol for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). LPBR has been proposed to simultaneously minimize the number of route discoveries as well as the hop count of the paths for unicast routing in MANETs. The multicast extensions of LPBR (referred to as NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR) have been proposed to simultaneously reduce the number of tree discoveries and the hop count.
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I. Breakdown of the Research Activity to Tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task No.</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Current Status</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Study the related work on multicast routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs)</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>December 2008 to March 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Develop the Multicast Extensions to LPBR (NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR)</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>April 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Conduct simulations of MLPBR and compare its performance with some of the currently existing MANET multicast routing protocols</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>May 2009 to June 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Analyze the simulation results with respect to different performance metrics</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>June 2009 to July 2009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. Description of the Tasks

Task 1: Study the Related Work on Multi-path Routing Protocols for Mobile Ad hoc Networks

On-demand routing protocols incur high route discovery latency and also incur frequent route discoveries in the presence of a dynamically changing topology. Recent research has started to focus on multi-path routing protocols for fault tolerance and load balancing. Multi-path on-demand routing protocols tend to compute multiple paths, at both the traffic sources as well as at intermediary nodes, in a single route discovery attempt. This reduces both the route discovery latency and the control overheads as a route discovery is needed only when all the discovered paths fail. Spreading the traffic along several routes could alleviate congestion and bottlenecks. Multi-path routing also provides a higher aggregate bandwidth and effective load balancing as the data forwarding load can be distributed over all the paths.

Multi-paths can be of two types: link-disjoint and node-disjoint. For a given source $s$ and destination $d$, the set of link-disjoint $s$-$d$ routes comprises of paths that have no link present in more than one constituent $s$-$d$ path. Similarly, the set of node-disjoint $s$-$d$ routes comprises of paths that have no node (other than the source and destination) present in more than one constituent $s$-$d$ path. Multi-path routing protocols proposed for ad hoc networks make use of the propagation of the Route-Request (RREQ) messages along several paths to the destination and let the destination to send Route-Reply (RREP) along more than one path. The routing protocols avoid the RREP storm by selecting only few of the different paths. Since nodes communicate through the shared wireless medium, the selected paths need to be as independent as
possible in order to avoid transmissions from a node along one path interfering with transmissions on a different path. The aggregate bandwidth achieved with multi-path routing may not be the sum of the bandwidth of the individual paths. Metrics such as correlation factor and coupling factor are used to calculate the relative degree of independence among the multiple paths [1]. The correlation factor, measured only for node-disjoint paths, indicates the number of links connecting two node-disjoint paths. The coupling factor, measured for both node-disjoint and link-disjoint paths, is defined as the average number of nodes that are blocked from receiving data on one of the paths when a node in the other path is transmitting. Node-disjoint routes offer the highest degree of fault tolerance and aggregate bandwidth.

In [2], the authors advocate the need to consider similarity among the multiple s-d paths with that of the shortest s-d path and stress the need to use similar paths for multi-path data propagation. Routing using multiple paths similar to the shortest path will reduce the chances of out-of-order packet delivery and also result in lower end-to-end delay per packet. The authors in [3] develop an analytical model for evaluating the effectiveness of multi-path routing. They show that unless we use a very large number of paths, the load distribution with multi-path routing is almost the same as in single path routing.

Most of the multi-path routing protocols proposed in the literature are either extensions of the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol [4] or the Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol [5]. The multi-path routing protocols that are currently being reviewed include: (i) Split multi-path routing (SMR) [6] protocol, an extension of DSR; (ii) Ad hoc On-demand Multi-path Distance Vector (AOMDV) routing protocol [7], an extension of AODV to compute multiple loop-free link-disjoint routes; (iii) AODV-Multi-path (AODVM) routing protocol [8], an extension of the AODV protocol to determine node-disjoint routes; (iv) Geographic Multi-path Routing Protocol (GMRP) [9] proposed to reduce interference due to route coupling and (v) Energy-aware Multi-path Routing Protocol (EMRP) [10] that considers the available energy and the forwarding load at the intermediate nodes of the multiple paths before distributing the load across them.

1.1 Split Multi-path Routing Protocol

In Split multi-path routing (SMR) [6], the intermediate nodes forward RREQs that are received along a different link and with a hop count that is not larger than the first received RREQ. The destination selects the route on which it received the first RREQ packet (which will be a shortest delay path), and then waits to receive more RREQs. The destination node then selects the path which is maximally disjoint from the shortest delay path. If more than one maximally disjoint path exists, the tie is broken by choosing the path with the shortest hop count.

1.2 Ad hoc On-demand Multi-path Distance Vector (AOMDV) Routing Protocol

The Ad hoc On-demand Multi-path Distance Vector (AOMDV) routing protocol [7] is an extension of AODV to compute multiple loop-free link-disjoint routes. The RREQs that arrive via different neighbors of the source node define the maximum number of node-disjoint/link-disjoint paths that are possible. For every destination node d, an intermediate node i maintains the list of next hop nodes, the hop count for the different paths to the destination node d and the “advertised hop count”(the maximum hop count for all paths from i to d), with respect to the latest known sequence number for d. An intermediate node accepts and forwards a route advertisement as an alternate path to the destination only if the route advertisement came from a neighbor node that has not yet sent the route advertisement for the destination sequence number and the hop count in the route advertisement is less than the advertised hop count to the destination. When a node receives a route advertisement for the destination with a greater sequence number, the next hop list and the advertised hop count values are reinitialized. The destination node replies for the RREQs arriving from unique neighbors. A multi-path routing scheme that extends AOMDV by using a traffic-path allocation scheme has been proposed in [11] and it is based on cross-layer measurements of path statistics that reflects the queue size and congestion level of each path. The
proposed scheme also utilizes the Fast Forward (FF) MAC forwarding mechanism [12] to reduce the effects of self-contention among frames at the MAC layer.

1.3 AODV-Multi-path (AODVM) Routing Protocol

The AODV-Multi-path (AODVM) routing protocol [8] is an extension of the AODV protocol to determine node-disjoint routes. An intermediate node does not discard duplicate RREQ packets and records them in a RREQ table. The destination responds with an RREP for each RREQ packet received. An intermediate node on receiving the RREP, checks its RREQ table and forwards the packet to the neighbor that lies on the shortest path to the source. The neighbor entry is then removed from the RREQ table. Also, whenever a node hears a neighbor node forwarding the RREP packet, the node removes the entry for the neighbor node in its RREQ table.

1.4 Geographic Multi-path Routing Protocol

The Geographic Multi-path Routing Protocol (GMRP) [9] has been proposed to reduce interference due to route coupling. The RREQ will have information regarding the locations of the first hop and the last hop intermediate nodes on the path. The destination chooses the path through which it first received the RREQ. For a subsequently received RREQ, the destination measures the distance between the first hops of the path traversed by this RREQ and the already selected paths and also the distance between the last hops of the path traversed by this RREP and the already selected paths. If both these distances are greater than twice the transmission range of the nodes, the path traversed by the received RREQ is selected.

1.5 Energy-aware Multi-path Routing Protocol

EMRP is an energy-aware multi-path routing protocol [10] that considers the available energy and the forwarding load at the intermediate nodes of the multiple paths before distributing the load across them. The destination node replies with a RREP packet for each RREQ packet. An intermediate node receiving the RREP packet updates information regarding the distance between the node and the next hop node, the number of retransmission attempts corresponding to the last successful transmission, the current queue length, the current remaining energy of the node. The source node then computes a weight for each route through which the RREP traversed. Routes with minimum weight are preferred as such routes have more remaining energy, less energy consumption due to transmission and reception, less crowded channel in the neighborhood of the nodes in the path and more bandwidth available.

Task 2: Develop Algorithm for the Node-Disjoint Multi-path Version of LPBR (LPBR-M)

The Location Prediction Based Routing (LPBR) protocol [15] was recently published by the PI to simultaneously minimize the number of route discoveries as well as the hop count of the paths for unicast routing in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). In this research activity, we develop the multi-path version of the LPBR protocol (referred here after as LPBR-M) to determine a set of node-disjoint routes between the source and destination nodes in a MANET. When one of the paths in the set of node-disjoint routes fails, LPBR-M would explore the use of the Location Update Vectors (LUVs) to predict the current locations of the nodes and determine a new set of node-disjoint paths. The destination then notifies the source node of the new set of node-disjoint routes through LPBR-M-Route-Reply packets sent along those new routes. We opt for node-disjoint multi-path routing vis-à-vis link-disjoint multi-path routing because of an observation in one of the PI's recent work [13] that for different conditions of network density and node mobility, the number of broadcast route discoveries needed for node-disjoint multi-path routing is not significantly different from the number of route discoveries for link-disjoint multi-path routing. Also, there is no much difference in the average hop count of the node-disjoint paths and the link-disjoint paths.
2.1 Basic Idea of the Multi-path Extension of LPBR (LPBR-M)

The multi-path extension of LPBR works as follows: When a source attempts to send data to the destination and does not know any path to reach the latter, the source broadcasts a Multi-path Route Request (MP-RREQ) message throughout the network. Any broadcast algorithm (for example: flooding or DMEF [14]) can be used for this purpose. The location and mobility information of the intermediate forwarding nodes are recorded in the MP-RREQ messages as a sequence of Location Update Vectors (LUVs) [15]. The destination node receives several MP-RREQs and runs a local node-disjoint path selection algorithm to identify the set of node-disjoint paths, ordered in the increasing order of their hop count. The destination sends out the Multi-path Route Reply (MP-RREP) messages to the source along each of the node-disjoint paths selected. The source receives the MP-RREPs and stores the set of node-disjoint paths (NDP-Set) in its local cache.

For data propagation, the source uses the minimum-hop path in the NDP-Set discovered and continues to use the path until it exists. If an intermediate node could not forward a data packet, it sends a MP-RERR message back to the source. When the source receives the MP-RERR message, it removes the failed path from the NDP-Set and sends the data packet on the next minimum-hop path in the NDP-Set. This procedure is repeated until the source no longer receives a MP-RERR message from an intermediate node or until the NDP-Set is exhausted. In the latter case, the source does not immediately opt for a broadcast discovery procedure. The source waits for the destination to predict a new set of node-disjoint paths based on the LUVs collected in the latest broadcast discovery procedure.

The destination predicts the current location of the nodes and locally constructs a predicted global graph. The node-disjoint path selection heuristic [13] is run on this graph and a set of predicted node-disjoint paths is determined. The destination sends a sequence of MP-LPBR-RREP messages to the source along each of these predicted paths. If a predicted path does not exist, an intermediate node (on the predicted path) cannot forward the MP-LPBR-RREP message further towards the source and instead sends a MP-LPBR-RERR message back to the destination. If the destination receives MP-LPBR-RREP-RERR messages for all the MP-LPBR-RREP messages sent, it discards the LUVs and waits for the source to initiate a new broadcast discovery procedure. If the destination does not receive the MP-LPBR-RREP-RERR message for a particular MP-LPBR-RREP message, it means the corresponding predicted path does actually exist at the current time. If the source receives at least one MP-LPBR-RREP message, it stores them the corresponding path in its NDP-Set. For data propagation, the source follows the same procedure of using the paths in its updated NDP-Set in the increasing order of their hop counts. If the source does not receive even one MP-LPBR-RREP message within a certain timeout period, the source then initiates a new broadcast discovery procedure.

2.2 Objectives and Assumptions

The objective of the multi-path extension to LPBR (LPBR-M) is to simultaneously minimize the number of multi-path broadcast discoveries as well as the hop count of the source-destination path. If the broadcast discovery procedure used is the recently proposed Density and Mobility-aware Energy Efficient (DMEF) strategy, we assume the periodic exchange of beacons in the neighborhood of each node at a frequency determined from a time period uniformly and randomly selected from [0...5 seconds]. We also assume that the clocks across all nodes are synchronized. This is essential to ensure proper timeouts at the nodes for failure to receive a certain control message.

2.3 Broadcast of Multi-path Route Request (MP-RREQ) Messages

Whenever a source node has data packets to send to a destination and is not aware of any path to the latter, the source initiates a broadcast route discovery procedure by broadcasting a Multi-path Route Request (MP-RREQ) message to its neighbors. Any broadcast route discovery procedure (e.g., flooding or DMEF)
can be used for this purpose. The source maintains a monotonically increasing sequence number for the broadcast route discoveries it initiates to find the node-disjoint multi-paths. Each node, except the destination, on receiving the first MP-RREQ of the current broadcast process (i.e., a MP-RREQ with a sequence number greater than those seen before), includes its Location Update Vector, LUV, in the MP-RREQ message. The LUV of a node comprises the following: node ID, X, Y co-ordinate information, Current velocity and Angle of movement with respect to the X-axis. The node ID is also appended on the "Route Record" field of the MP-RREQ message. The structure of the LUV and the MP-RREQ message is shown in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. Note that upon receiving a MP-RREQ message, we do not let an intermediate node to immediately generate a MP-RREP message to the source, even though the intermediate node might know of one or more routes to the destination. We intentionally do this so that we could collect the latest LUVs of each node in the network through the MP-RREQ messages and also able to determine the set of valid of node-disjoint paths that really exist at the time of the broadcast multi-path route discovery process.

![Figure 1: Location Update Vector (LUV) Collected from Each Node](image1)

![Figure 2: Structure of the Multi-path Route Request (MP-RREQ) Message](image2)

### 2.4 Determination of the Set of Node-Disjoint Paths using the MP-RREQ Messages

When a destination receives a MP-RREQ message, it extracts the path traversed by the message (sequence of Node IDs in the Route Record) and the LUVs of the source and the intermediate nodes that forwarded the message. The destination stores the path information in a set, RREQ-Path-Set, maintained for every source with which the destination is in communication. The paths in the RREQ-Path-Set are stored in the increasing order of their hop count. Ties between paths with the same hop count are broken in the order of their time of arrival at the destination node. The LUVs are stored in the LUV-Database maintained for the latest broadcast route discovery procedure initiated by the source. The destination runs a local path selection heuristic to extract the set of node-disjoint paths from the RREQ-Path-Set. The heuristic makes sure that in the set of node-disjoint paths, except the source and the destination nodes, a node can serve as an intermediate node in at most only one path. A RREQ-ND-Set (set of Node-Disjoint paths) is initialized and updated with the paths extracted from the RREQ-Path-Set satisfying this criterion.

**Input:** RREQ-Path-Set // set of paths traversed by the MP-RREQ messages received  
**Output:** RREQ-ND-Set // set of node-disjoint paths to be extracted from the RREQ-Path-Set  
**Initialization:** RREQ-ND-Set ← ∅  
**Auxiliary Variables:** candidatePath // used to store information whether a path extracted from RREQ-Path-Set can be added to RREQ-ND-Set or not

**Begin** RREQ-ND-Path-Selection  
1. while (RREQ-Path-Set ≠ ∅) do
Figure 3: Heuristic to Extract Node-Disjoint Paths from the MP-RREQ Messages Received

The heuristic (illustrated in Figure 3) traverses through the $RREQ$-$Path$-$Set$ in the order of the paths stored in it (in the increasing order of the hop counts). A path $P$ in the $RREQ$-$Path$-$Set$ is added to the $RREQ$-$ND$-$Set$ only if none of the intermediate nodes in $P$ are already part of any of the paths in the $RREQ$-$ND$-$Set$. Once the $RREQ$-$ND$-$Set$ is formed, the destination sends a Multi-path Route Reply (MP-RREP) message for every path in the $RREQ$-$ND$-$Set$. The structure of the MP-RREP message is shown in Figure 4. An intermediate node receiving the MP-RREP message updates its routing table by adding the neighbor that sent the message as the next hop on the path from the source to the destination. The MP-RREP message is then forwarded to the next node towards the source as indicated in the Route Record field of the message.

![Figure 4: Structure of the MP-RREP Message](image)

2.5 Multi-path Acquisition Time and Data Transmission

After receiving the MP-RREP messages from the destination within a certain time called the Multi-path Acquisition Time ($MP$-$AT$), the source stores the paths learnt in a set of node-disjoint paths, $NDP$-$Set$. The $MP$-$AT$ is based on the maximum possible diameter of the network (an input parameter in our simulations). The diameter of the network is the maximum of the hop count of the minimum hop paths between any two nodes in the network. The $MP$-$AT$ is dynamically set at a node depending on the time it took to receive the first MP-RREP for a broadcast discovery process. If $pktOriginInterval$ denotes the time between the transmission of successive packets from the source, $delFirstRREQRecvd$ indicates the
time lapsed between the initiation of the MP-RREQ broadcast and the receipt of the first MP-RREP and 
hopsFirstRREQRecvd denotes the number of hops traversed by the first MP-RREP received, then,

\[ MP - AT = \text{Minimum} \left( \frac{\text{pktOriginInterval} \cdot \text{delFirstRREQRecvd}}{\text{hopsFirstRREQRecvd}} \right) \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source ID</th>
<th>Destination ID</th>
<th>Sequence Number</th>
<th>Number of Disjoint Paths</th>
<th>More Packets</th>
<th>Current Dispatch Time</th>
<th>Time Left for Next Dispatch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>1 byte</td>
<td>1 bit</td>
<td>8 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5:** Structure of the Data Packet

When the source begins to start propagating the data packets using the newly formed NDP-Set, the source uses the path with the minimum hop count among the paths in the NDP-Set. The structure of a data packet is illustrated in Figure 5. The sequence number field in the header can be used by the destination to accumulate and reorder the data packets, incase if they are received out of order. In addition to these regular fields, the header of the data packet includes four specialized fields: the 'Number of Disjoint Paths (NDP-Set Size)' field that indicates the number of active node-disjoint paths currently being stored in the Node-Disjoint Path Set of the source, the 'More Packets' (MP) field, the 'Current Dispatch Time' (CDT) field and the 'Time Left for Next Dispatch' (TNLD) field. The CDT field stores the time as the number of milliseconds lapsed since Jan 1, 1970, 12 AM. These additional overhead (relative to that of the other ad hoc multicast routing protocols) associated with the header of each data packet amounts to only 13 more bytes per data packet.

The source sets the CDT field in all the data packets sent. In addition, if the source has any more data to send, it sets the MP flag to 1 and sets the appropriate value for the TLND field (equal to pktOriginInterval), which indicates the number of milliseconds since the CDT. If the source does not have any more data to send, it will set the MP flag to 0 and leaves the TLND field blank. As we assume the clocks across all nodes are synchronized, the destination node will be able to calculate the end-to-end delay for the data packet based on the time the data packet reaches the node and the CDT field in the header of the data packet. Several clock synchronization algorithms (example [16][17]) have been proposed for wireless ad hoc networks. The destination node computes and maintains the average end-to-end delay per data packet for the current path to the source by recording the sum of the end-to-end delays of all the data packets received so far on the path and the number of data packets received on the path. Accordingly, the average end-to-end delay per data packet for the current path is updated every time after receiving a new data packet on the path. If the source node has set the MP flag, the destination node computes the 'Next Expected Packet Arrival Time' (NEPAT), which is CDT field + TLND field + 2*NDP-Set Size*Average end-to-end delay per data packet. A timer is started for the NEPAT value. Since, we are using only the average end-to-end delay per data packet to measure the NEPAT value, the variations in the end-to-end delay of particular data packets will not very much affect the NEPAT value. So, the source and destination nodes need not be perfectly synchronized. The clocks across the nodes can have small drifts and this would not very much affect the performance of LPBR-M.

### 2.6 Multi-path Maintenance

If a link failure occurs due to the two nodes constituting the link drifting away, the upstream node of the broken link (learnt through the failure to successfully transmit the data packet at the link layer) informs about the broken route to the source node through a Multi-path-Route-Error (MP-RERR) message, structure shown in Figure 6. The source node on learning the route failure will remove the failed path from its NDP-Set and attempt to send data packet on the next minimum-hop path in the NDP-Set. If this
path is actually available in the network at that time instant, the data packet will successfully propagate its way to the destination. Otherwise, the source receives a MP-RERR message on the broken path, removes the failed path from the NDP-Set and attempts to route the data packet on the next minimum hop path in the NDP-Set. This procedure is repeated until the source does not receive a MP-RERR message or runs out of an available path in the NDP-Set. In the former case, the data packet successfully reaches the destination and the source continues to transmit the next data packet at the next scheduled time. In the latter case, the source is not able to successfully transmit the data packet to the destination.

Before initiating another broadcast route discovery procedure, the source will wait for the destination node to inform it of a new set of node-disjoint routes through a sequence of MP-LPBR-RREP messages. The source will run a MP-LPBR-RREP-timer and wait to receive at least one MP-LPBR-RREP message from the destination. For the failure of the first set of node-disjoint paths, the value of this timer would be a variable parameter within the simulations. In this research work, we will be simulating with constant-bit rate (CBR) traffic and so the MP-LPBR-RREP-timer will be set to the route acquisition time (the time it took to get the first MP-RREP message from the destination since the inception of the route discovery), so that we give sufficient time for the destination to learn about the route failure and generate a new sequence of MP-LPBR-RREP messages. For subsequent route-repairs, the MP-LPBR-RREP-timer will be set based on the time it takes to get the first MP-LPBR-RREP message from the destination.

2.7 Prediction of Node Location using the Location Update Vector

If the destination node does not receive the data packet within the NEPAT time, it will attempt to locally construct the global topology using the location and mobility information of the nodes learnt from the latest broadcast route discovery. Each node is assumed to be continuing to move in the same direction with the same speed as mentioned in its latest LUV. Based on this assumption and information from the latest LUVs, the location of each node at the NEPAT time is predicted. Whenever a node changes its direction, we assume the node is moving in the new direction with a particular velocity and towards a particular targeted destination location. As a result, a node can determine its angle of movement with respect to the X-axis at time STIME by computing the slope of the line joining the current location co-ordinates of the node at time STIME and the co-ordinates of the targeted location to which the node is moving. After reaching the targeted location, a node can change its velocity and direction to move to a new destination location.

We now explain how to predict the location of a node (say node u) at a time instant CTIME based on the LUV gathered from node u at time STIME. Let \((X_u^{STIME}, Y_u^{STIME})\) be the X and Y co-ordinates of node u at time STIME. Let \(Angle_u^{STIME}\) and \(Velocity_u^{STIME}\) represent the angle of movement with respect to the X-axis and the velocity at which node u is moving. The distance traveled by node u from time STIME to CTIME would be: \(Distance_u^{STIME-CTIME} = (CTIME - STIME + 1) * Velocity_u^{STIME}\).

Let \((X_u^{CTIME}, Y_u^{CTIME})\) be the predicted location of node u at time CTIME. The value of \(X_u^{CTIME}\) is given by \(X_u^{STIME} + Offset-X_u^{CTIME}\) and the value of \(Y_u^{CTIME}\) is given by \(Y_u^{STIME} + Offset-Y_u^{CTIME}\). The offsets in the X and Y-axes, depend on the angle of movement and the distance traveled, and are calculated as follows:

\[
Offset-X_u^{CTIME} = Distance_u^{STIME-CTIME} * \cos(Angle_u^{STIME})
\]
\[
Offset-Y_u^{CTIME} = Distance_u^{STIME-CTIME} * \sin(Angle_u^{STIME})
\]
\[
X_u^{CTIME} = X_u^{STIME} + Offset-X_u^{CTIME}
\]
\[
Y_u^{CTIME} = Y_u^{STIME} + Offset-Y_u^{CTIME}
\]
We assume each node is initially configured with information regarding the network boundaries, given by \([0, 0], [X_{max}, 0], [X_{max}, Y_{max}]\) and \([0, Y_{max}]\). When the predicted \(X\) and/or \(Y\) co-ordinate is beyond the network boundaries, we set their values to the boundary conditions as stated below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{If } (X_u^{CTIME} < 0), & \text{ then } X_u^{CTIME} = 0; \quad \text{If } (X_u^{CTIME} > X_{max}), & \text{ then } X_u^{CTIME} = X_{max} \\
\text{If } (Y_u^{CTIME} < 0), & \text{ then } Y_u^{CTIME} = 0; \quad \text{If } (Y_u^{CTIME} > Y_{max}), & \text{ then } Y_u^{CTIME} = Y_{max}
\end{align*}
\]

Based on the predicted locations of each node in the network at time \(CTIME\), the destination node locally constructs the global topology. Note that there exists an edge between two nodes in the locally constructed global topology, if the predicted distance between the two nodes (with the location information obtained from the \(LUV\)) is less than or equal to the transmission range of the nodes.

### 2.8 LPBR-M: Multi-path Prediction

The destination node locally runs the algorithm for determining the set of node-disjoint paths [13] on the predicted global topology. The algorithm is explained as follows and is illustrated in Figure 7: Let \(G (V, E)\) be the graph representing the predicted global topology. Note that \(V\) is the set of vertices and \(E\) is the set of edges in the predicted network graph. Let the source be identified by \(s\) and destination by \(d\) and \(P_N\) denote the set of node-disjoint \(s\)-\(d\) paths. To start with, we run the \(O(n^2)\) Dijkstra minimum-hop path algorithm [18] on \(G\) to determine the minimum hop \(s\)-\(d\) path in a graph of \(n\) nodes. If there is at least one \(s\)-\(d\) path in \(G\), we include the minimum hop \(s\)-\(d\) path \(p\) in the set \(P_N\). We then remove all the intermediate nodes (nodes other than source \(s\) and destination \(d\)) that were part of the minimum-hop \(s\)-\(d\) path \(p\) in the original graph \(G\) to obtain the modified graph \(G' (V', E')\). We determine the minimum-hop \(s\)-\(d\) path in the modified graph \(G' (V', E')\), add it to the set \(P_N\) and remove the intermediate nodes that were part of this \(s\)-\(d\) path to get a new updated \(G'' (V'', E'')\). We repeat this procedure until there exists no more \(s\)-\(d\) paths in the network. The set \(P_N\) contains the node-disjoint \(s\)-\(d\) paths in the original network graph \(G\). Note that when we remove a node from a network graph, we also remove all the links associated with the node.

**Input:** Graph \(G (V, E)\), source \(s\) and destination \(d\)

**Output:** Set of node-disjoint paths \(P_N\)

**Auxiliary Variables:** Graph \(G'' (V'', E'')\)

**Initialization:** \(G'' (V'', E'') \leftarrow G (V, E), P_N \leftarrow \emptyset\).

**Begin**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{32 While ( } \exists \text{ at least one } s\text{-}\(d\) path in } G''\text{ )}
\text{33 } p \leftarrow \text{Minimum hop } s\text{-}\(d\) path in } G''.
\text{34 } P_N \leftarrow P_N \cup \{p\}
\text{35 } \forall \text{ vertex } v \in p
\text{36 } \exists \text{ edge } e \in \text{ Adj-list}(v)
\text{37 } P_N \leftarrow P_N \cup \{e\}
\text{38 end While}
\text{39 return } P_N
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 7:** Algorithm to Determine the Set of Node-Disjoint Paths (taken from [13])
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2.9 Propagation of the MP-LPBR-RREP Messages

The destination \( d \) sends a MP-LPBR-RREP message to the source \( s \) on each of the predicted node-disjoint paths. The intermediate nodes on the discovered path attempt to forward the MP-LPBR-RREP message to the next node on the path to the source node \( s \). Each intermediate node receiving the MP-LPBR-RREP message updates its routing table to record the incoming interface of the message as the outgoing interface for any new data packets received from the source \( s \) to the destination \( d \). The MP-LPBR-RREP message has a 'Number of Disjoint Paths' field to indicate the total number of paths predicted and a 'Is Last Path' Boolean field that indicates whether or not the reported path is the last among the set of node-disjoint paths predicted. If the source node \( s \) receives at least one MP-LPBR-RREP message before the MP-LPBR-RREP-timer expires, it indicates that the corresponding predicted \( s-d \) path on which the message propagated through, does exist in reality. The source node creates a new instance of the NDP-Set and stores all the newly learnt predicted node-disjoint \( s-d \) routes and starts sending data on the minimum hop path among them.

```
+-------------------+-------------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+---------------------+
| Source Node of the Session | Destination Node of the Session | Sequence Number of the Latest MP-RREQ | Number of Disjoint Paths | Is Last Path | Predicted Source — Destination Path (List of Node IDs) |
| 4 bytes | 4 bytes | 4 bytes | 1 byte | 1 bit | Variable Size: Multiples of 4 bytes |
```

**Figure 8:** Structure of the MP-LPBR-RREP Message

The source node estimates the Route-Repair Time \( (RRT) \) as the time that lapsed between the reception of the last MP-RERR message from an intermediate node and the first MP-LPBR-RREP message from the destination. An average value of the \( RRT \) is maintained at the source as it undergoes several route failures and repairs before the next broadcast route discovery. The \( MP-LPBR-RREP-timer \) (initially set to the route acquisition time) will be then set to \( 1.25 \times \text{Average } RRT \) value, so that we give sufficient time for the destination to learn about the route failure and generate a sequence of MP-LPBR-RREP messages. Nevertheless, this timer value will be still far less than the route acquisition time that would be incurred if the source were to launch a broadcast route discovery. Hence, our approach will only increase the throughput and not decrease it.

2.10 Handling Prediction Failure

If an intermediate node attempting to forward the MP-LPBR-RREP message of the destination could not successfully forward the message to the next node on the path towards the source, the intermediate node informs the absence of the route through a MP-LPBR-RREP-RERR message (structure shown in Figure 9) sent back to the destination. If the destination node receives MP-LPBR-RREP-RERR messages for all the MP-LPBR-RREP messages initiated or the \( NEPAT \) time has expired, then the node discards all the LUVs and does not generate any new MP-LPBR-RREP message. The destination node will wait for the source node to initiate a broadcast route discovery. After the MP-LPBR-RREP-timer expires, the source node initiates a new broadcast route discovery.

```
+-------------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+------------------+
| Node originating the MP-LPBR-RREP-RERR message | Sequence Number of MP-LPBR-RREP packet dropped | Source ID of the Data session | Destination ID of the Data session | Downstream Node with which the link failed |
| 4 bytes | 4 bytes | 4 bytes | 4 bytes | 4 bytes |
```

**Figure 9:** Structure of the MP-LPBR-RREP-RERR Message
Task 3: Conduct Simulations of LPBR-M and Compare its Performance with Some of the Currently Existing MANET Multi-path Routing Protocols

The network dimension used is a 1000m x 1000m square network. The transmission range of each node is assumed to be 250m. The number of nodes used in the network is 25, 50 and 75 nodes representing networks of low, medium and high density with an average distribution of 5, 10 and 15 neighbors per node respectively. Initially, nodes are uniformly randomly distributed in the network. We compare the performance of LPBR-M with that of the link-disjoint routing based Ad hoc On-demand Multi-path Distance Vector (AOMDV) routing protocol [7] and the node-disjoint routing based AODV-Multi-path routing protocol [8]. We implemented all of these three multicast routing protocols in a discrete-event simulator developed in Java. The broadcast route discovery strategies simulated are the default flooding approach and the density and mobility aware energy-efficient broadcast strategy called DMEF [14]. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Simulation Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network Size</th>
<th>1000m x 1000m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
<td>25 (low density), 50 (moderate density) and 75 (high density)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Range</td>
<td>250 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Layer</td>
<td>Signal Propagation Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC Layer</td>
<td>Link Bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interface Queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FIFO-based, size 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast Strategy</td>
<td>Flooding and DMEF [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility Model</td>
<td>Minimum Node Speed, m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum Node Speed, m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-10; Medium-30; High-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pause Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Model</td>
<td>Number of Source-Destination Pairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data Packet Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>512 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Packet Sending Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 Packets/second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Consumption Model</td>
<td>Transmission Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.4 W [22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reception Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 W [22]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each combination of network density and node mobility, simulations are conducted with 15 Source-Destination (s-d) pairs. Traffic sources are constant bit rate (CBR). Data packets are 512 bytes in size and the packet sending rate is 4 data packets/second. Simulation time is 1000 seconds. The node mobility model used is the Random Waypoint model [21]. The transmission energy and reception energy per hop is set at 1.4 W and 1 W respectively. Initial energy at each node is 1000 Joules.

3.1 Broadcast Strategy: Flooding

Flooding is a widely-used approach for disseminating a message from one node to all the other nodes in a network. In the case of on-demand ad hoc routing protocols [4][5], flooding has been also used to discover a path between a pair of nodes in the network, whenever required. For a given network density, flooding offers the highest probability for each node in the network to receive one or more copies of the flooded message.
We simulate flooding as follows: The initiating source node sets a monotonically increasing value for the Multi-path Route Request (MP-RREQ) message and broadcasts the message to its complete neighborhood formed by the default maximum transmission range of the node. Each node that receives the MP-RREQ checks if it has received a MP-RREQ with the same or higher sequence number. If so, the received MP-RREQ is simply discarded. Otherwise, the intermediate node inserts its own ID in the Route Record field of the MP-RREQ and broadcasts the message within its complete neighborhood. The destination collects all the MP-RREQ messages and selects the set of node-disjoint paths as explained in the heuristic outlined in Figure 3. A sequence of Multi-path Route Reply (MP-RREP) messages, one on each of the node-disjoint paths, is sent back to the source.

3.2 Broadcast Strategy: DMEF

In Research Activity – 1 [14], we had proposed a density and mobility aware energy-efficient broadcast strategy (called DMEF) to discover long-living stable routes with a reduced energy spent during route discovery. DMEF takes into consideration the number of neighbors of a node (a measure of network density) and node mobility. The average hop count of the routes discovered using DMEF is only at most about 8% more than that discovered using flooding.

We simulate DMEF as follows for multi-path broadcast route discoveries: The transmission range of a MP-RREQ broadcast is not fixed for every node. A node that is surrounded by more neighbors in the complete neighborhood will broadcast the MP-RREQ only within a smaller neighborhood that would be sufficient enough to pick up the message and forward it to the other nodes in the rest of the network. On the other hand, a node that is surrounded by fewer neighbors in the complete neighborhood will broadcast the MP-RREQ to a larger neighborhood (but still contained within the complete neighborhood) so that a majority of the nodes in the complete neighborhood can pick up the message and rebroadcast it further. A node rebroadcasts a MP-RREQ at most once. The density aspect of DMEF thus helps to reduce the unnecessary transmission and reception of broadcast MP-RREQ messages and conserves energy.

To discover stable paths that exist for a longer time, DMEF takes the following approach: A node that is highly mobile makes itself available only to a smaller neighborhood around itself, whereas a node that is less mobile makes itself available over a larger neighborhood (but still contained within the complete neighborhood). The reasoning is that links involving a slow moving node will exist for a long time. Hence, it is better for a slow moving node to advertise itself to a larger neighborhood so that the links (involving this node) that are part of the routes discovered will exist for a longer time. On the other hand, a fast moving node will have links of relatively longer lifetime with neighbors that are closer to it. Hence, it is worth to let a fast moving node advertise only to its nearby neighbors.

The rest of the broadcast process is similar to flooding. The destination node collects all the MP-RREQ messages and selects the set of node-disjoint paths using the heuristic outlined in Figure 3. A sequence of Multi-path Route Reply (MP-RREP) messages, one on each of the node-disjoint paths, is sent back to the source.

3.3 Performance Metrics

The performance metrics studied through this simulation are the following:

- **Time between Successive Broadcast Multi-path Route Discoveries**: This is the time between two successive broadcast multi-path route discoveries, averaged over all the s-d sessions over the simulation time. We use a set of multi-paths as long as at least one path in the set exists. We opt for a broadcast route discovery when all the paths in a multi-path set fails. Hence, this metric is a measure of the lifetime of the set of multi-paths and the larger the value of this metric, the better the protocol in terms of multi-path route stability and route discovery control overhead.

- **Average Energy Lost per Data Packet Delivered**: This is the sum of the energy consumed for transmission and reception at every hop, the energy consumed at the neighbors for coordination during channel access, the energy lost due to route discoveries and the energy lost due to periodic
beaconing, if any, averaged over all the data packets delivered successfully from the source to the destination.

- **Packet Delivery Ratio:** This is the ratio of the total number of data packets delivered to the destination to that of the total number of data packets originating from the source, averaged over all the s-d sessions. With a larger queue size of 200 at each node, the packet delivery ratio is more a representative of the connectivity of the network.

- **Energy Lost per Broadcast Multi-path Route Discovery:** This is the energy consumed per global broadcast based route discovery attempt, averaged over all the s-d sessions over the entire simulation time. The energy consumed per global broadcast route discovery attempt includes the energy consumed to transmit (broadcast) a MP-RREQ message to all the nodes in the neighborhood and the energy consumed to receive the MP-RREQ message sent by each node in the neighborhood, summed over all the nodes.

- **Control Message Overhead:** This is the ratio of the total number of control messages (MP-RREQ, MP-RREP, MP-LPBR-RREP and MP-LPBR-RREP-RERR) received at every node to that of the total number of data packets delivered at a destination, averaged over all the s-d sessions across the entire simulation time. Note that we prefer to consider the number of control messages received rather than transmitted because, in a typical broadcast operation, the total amount of energy spent to receive a control message at all the nodes in a neighborhood is greater than the amount of energy spent to transmit the message.

- **Average Energy Lost per Node:** The is the energy lost at a node due to transmission and reception of data packets, control packets and beacons, if any, averaged over all the nodes in the network for the entire simulation time.

- **Average Number of Disjoint Paths Found per Multi-path:** This is the number of disjoint-paths (link-disjoint or node-disjoint, depending on the routing protocol) determined during a multi-path broadcast route discovery, averaged over all s-d sessions and over the entire simulation time.

- **Average Number of Disjoint Paths used per Multi-path:** This is the number of disjoint-paths (link-disjoint or node-disjoint, depending on the routing protocol) actually used by the routing protocol, averaged over all the s-d sessions across the entire simulation time. All the disjoint-paths determined during a broadcast route discovery may not be actually used by a routing protocol. Some of the disjoint paths might have failed before the routing protocol considers using them. Note that we use the disjoint paths in the order of their hop count.

- **Average Hop Count of all Disjoint-paths used:** This is the time-averaged hop count of the disjoint paths determined and used by each of the multi-path routing protocols studied. For example, if a protocol determines the multi-path set \( MP_1 \) and \( MP_2 \): \( MP_1 \) has three disjoint paths \( P_{1-1} \), \( P_{1-2} \) and \( P_{1-3} \) with hop count 3, 4 and 2 and are used for 2, 8 and 3 seconds respectively; \( MP_2 \) has two disjoint paths \( P_{2-1} \) and \( P_{2-2} \) with hop count 5 and 3 and are used for 7 and 4 seconds respectively. The time-averaged hop count of the disjoint paths used is 3.79 and is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{hopCount} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{#Multi-Paths} \sum_{j=1}^{#Paths[i]} \left( \text{hops}(P_{i-j}) \times \text{time}(P_{i-j}) \right)}{\sum_{i=1}^{#Multi-Paths} \sum_{j=1}^{#Paths[i]} \text{time}(P_{i-j})}
\]

\[
\text{hopCount} = \frac{[3 \times 2 + 4 \times 8 + 2 \times 3] + [5 \times 7 + 3 \times 4]}{[2 + 8 + 3 + 7 + 4]} = \frac{91}{24} = 3.79
\]
Task 4: Analyze the Simulation Results with respect to Different Performance Metrics

The performance results for each metric displayed in Figures 10 through 18 are an average of the results obtained from simulations conducted with 5 sets of mobility profiles and 15 randomly picked source-destination (s-d) pairs for each combination of node velocity and network density values.

4.1 Time between Successive Broadcast Multi-path Route Discoveries

The LPBR-M protocol yields the longest time between successive broadcast multi-path route discoveries (refer Figure 10). This implies that the set of node-disjoint paths discovered and predicted by LPBR-M are relatively more stable than the set of link-disjoint and node-disjoint paths discovered by the AOMDV and AODVM routing protocols respectively. Also, when DMEF is used as the route discovery strategy, each of the three multi-path routing protocols yielded a longer time between route discoveries, compared to the use of flooding as the route discovery strategy.

As we increase the level of node mobility from low to moderate and high, the difference in the time between successive route discoveries incurred for AOMDV and AODVM vis-à-vis LPBR-M increases. Also, for a given level of node mobility, as we increase the network density from low to moderate and high, the time between successive route discoveries for LPBR-M increases relatively faster compared to those incurred for AOMDV and AODVM. LPBR-M yields 3%-17% and 15%-44% more time between successive route discoveries compared to AOMDV and AODVM respectively. For each of the three multi-path routing protocols, the increase in the time between route discoveries when DMEF is used as the route discovery strategy is 4%-28%, 16%-38% and 28%-50% more than that incurred with flooding at low, moderate and high node mobility levels respectively.

4.2 Average Energy Lost per Data Packet Delivered

For a given level of node mobility and network density, the energy consumed per data packet (refer Figure 11) for each of three multi-path routing protocols is not very different from each other (the difference is within 3%). However, the energy consumed per data packet at a moderate network density of 50 nodes and a high network density of 75 nodes is respectively about 31%-44% and 75%-100% more than the energy consumed per data packet incurred in a low network density of 25 nodes. This can be
attributed to the increase in the number of nodes receiving a broadcast message and transmitting the message in the network. Also, more neighbors are involved in the Request-to-Send and Clear-to-Send message reception during co-ordination for channel access in every hop of a path taken by every data packet. In networks with high level of node mobility, we observe that the energy consumed per data packet with flooding as the route discovery strategy can be 2% (low density)-11% (high density) more than that obtained with DMEF as the route discovery strategy.

4.3 Packet Delivery Ratio

For a given level of node mobility and network density, the packet delivery ratio (refer Figure 12) of each of the multi-path routing protocols almost remained the same. In networks of low density, we observe 86% - 93% packet delivery ratio. Also, in low density networks, we observe that as the level of node mobility increases from low to moderate and high, the packet delivery ratio decreases by about 4%-5%. With a FIFO-based queue of size 200 at each node, the lower packet delivery ratio in low-density networks is mainly attributed to poor network connectivity. In moderate and high density networks, each of the three routing protocols yield a packet delivery ratio of at least 98% and 99% respectively.
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Figure 12: Packet Delivery Ratio of LPBR-M, AOMDV and AODVM under both Flooding and DMEF

4.4 Energy Lost per Broadcast Multi-path Route Discovery

For a given level of node mobility and network density, the energy consumed per broadcast multi-path route discovery (refer Figure 13) for each of the three multi-path routing protocols is almost the same as this metric depends only on the route discovery strategy and not on the routing protocol. The energy consumed per route discovery in a moderate network density of 50 nodes and a high network density of 75 nodes is respectively about 3.4 to 4.1 times and 8.0 to 8.5 times more than the energy consumed per route discovery in a low network density of 25 nodes. This can be attributed to the increase in the number of nodes receiving a broadcast message and transmitting the message in the network. With the DMEF strategy, we observe a decrease in the magnitude of energy consumed per route discovery at high network density and high node mobility. This can be attributed to the clever adaptation of the broadcast range by the DMEF strategy. In networks of low and moderate density, flooding consumes 19%-23% more energy per route discovery when compared to DMEF; whereas in high density networks, flooding consumes 32-38% more energy per route discovery compared to DMEF.
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Figure 13: Energy Lost per Broadcast Route Discovery under both Flooding and DMEF
4.5 Control Message Overhead

For a given level of node mobility and network density, LPBR-M incurs the lowest control message overhead (refer Figure 14). For a given level of node mobility, AOMDV and AODVM respectively incur 4%-16% and 14%-34% more control message overhead than LPBR-M when flooding is used as the route discovery strategy. On the other hand, when DMEF is used as the route discovery strategy, AOMDV and AODVM respectively incur 10%-14% and 11%-23% more control message overhead than LPBR-M. For a given level of network density, the control message overhead incurred by each of the three routing protocols using flooding as the route discovery strategy in networks of low, moderate and high node mobility is respectively 7%-39%, 32%-58% and 49%-110% more than that incurred with DMEF as the route discovery strategy.

In networks of moderate node mobility, the control message overhead incurred by each of the three multi-path routing protocols while using flooding and DMEF is respectively 2.1 (high density) to 3.4 (low density) times and 1.7 to 2.0 times more than that incurred in networks of low node mobility. In networks of high node mobility, the control message incurred by each of the three multi-path routing protocols while using flooding and DMEF is respectively 3.0 (high density) to 3.7 (low density) times and 2.2 (high density) to 2.8 (low density) times more than that incurred in high density networks, the control message overhead incurred in networks of low node mobility. Thus, DMEF substantially reduces the control message overhead as we increase the network density and/or the level of node mobility.

4.6 Average Energy Lost per Node

We conduct all of our simulations with a fixed offered traffic load comprising of 15 s-d pairs. Hence, as we increase the network density, the net energy consumed per node decreases as more nodes are available in the network for data transfer. For both flooding and DMEF, the energy lost per node in networks of moderate and high density is respectively about 65%-75% and 70%-84% of the energy lost per node in networks of low mobility. For a given network density, the energy lost per node at high node mobility is greater than the energy lost per node at low node mobility by at most 16% and 10% when operated with flooding and DMEF respectively.
4.7 Average Number of Disjoint Paths Found per Multi-path

For a given routing protocol and network density, the average number of disjoint paths discovered per multi-path (refer Figure 16) almost remains the same, irrespective of the level of node mobility. With increase in network density, the number of link-disjoint and node-disjoint paths between a source and destination increases. For a given network density and broadcast route discovery strategy, the link-disjoint path routing based AOMDV determines a larger number of disjoint paths (32%-62% more) than LPBR-M and AODVM; the node-disjoint path routing based LPBR-M determines relatively larger number of disjoint paths (12%-22% more) than the other node-disjoint path routing based AODVM. For each of the three routing protocols, the average number of disjoint paths determined in a moderate density network and high-density network is respectively about 55%-95% and 120%-200% more than that determined in a low-density network. As DMEF reduces the control overhead and the number of nodes forwarding the MP-RREQ messages, the average number of disjoint paths determined for the three routing protocols is about 5% (low density) to 20% (high density) lower than that discovered using flooding.

4.8 Average Number of Disjoint Paths used per Multi-path

For a given level of node mobility and network density, the link-disjoint path based AOMDV had the largest number of disjoint paths actually used. But, the magnitude of the number of AOMDV link-disjoint paths actually used (refer Figure 17) is only at most 25% more than the number of LPBR-M node-disjoint paths or the AODVM node-disjoint paths. Even though AOMDV had a relatively larger number of link-disjoint paths (as explained in Section 4.8), the percentage of such paths successfully used is the lowest among the three multi-path routing protocols. The node-disjoint path based AODVM routing protocol has the largest percentage of the discovered disjoint paths actually being used. The percentage of node-disjoint paths successfully used in the case of LPBR-M is in between to those of AODVM and AOMDV. As the network density increases, the number of disjoint paths actually used by each of the three multi-path routing protocols increases, nevertheless at a significantly reduced rate. As a result, the percentage of the discovered disjoint paths successfully used decreases with increase in network density. This can be attributed to the failure of the disjoint paths over time and the disjoint-paths discovered are not actually available when the routing protocol wants to use them.

4.9 Average Hop Count of All Disjoint-Paths Used

For a given routing protocol and network density, the average hop count (refer Figure 18) of the disjoint-paths used is almost the same, irrespective of the level of node mobility. As we add more nodes in the network, the hop count of the paths tends to decrease as the source manages to reach the destination through a relatively lesser number of intermediate nodes. With increase in network density, there are several candidates to act as intermediate nodes on a path. The average hop count of the paths in high and moderate density networks is 6%-10% less than the average hop count of the paths in networks of low density. For each of the routing protocols, for all network densities, the average hop count of the paths discovered using DMEF is at most 4% more than the hop count of the paths determined using flooding.
III. Summary of Accomplishments in Research Activity 3

This research work contributed to the design and development of a multi-path extension to the location prediction based routing (LPBR) protocol for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). LPBR has been proposed to simultaneously minimize the number of route discoveries as well as the hop count of the paths for unicast routing in MANETs. We have developed a node-disjoint multi-path version of LPBR, referred to as LPBR-M, to simultaneously minimize the number of broadcast route discoveries as well as the hop count of the paths for multi-path routing. LPBR-M is designed as follows: When the source has data to send to the destination, but is not aware of any route to the latter, the source broadcasts MP-RREQ messages throughout the network. Each intermediate node includes its location and mobility information in the MP-RREQ message. The destination receives several MP-RREQ messages and extracts a set of node-disjoint paths that were traversed by the MP-RREQ messages. The destination then sends a sequence of MP-RREP messages, one on each of the node-disjoint paths learnt. The source learns the set of node-disjoint paths and uses them to send data, in the increasing order of their hop count. A node-disjoint path is used as long as it exists. If all the node-disjoint paths known to the source cease to exist, the source does not immediately initiate a new broadcast route discovery, but waits to receive a sequence of MP-LPBR-RREP messages from the destination. The destination predicts the global topology based on the latest location and mobility information collected from the MP-RREQ messages, runs the node-disjoint path algorithm based on the Dijkstra’s algorithm and sends a sequence of MP-LPBR-RREP messages, one on each of the predicted node-disjoint paths. If the source does not receive any MP-LPBR-RREP message within a certain time, the source initiates a global broadcast multi-path route discovery. If the source receives at least MP-LPBR-RREP message, it continues to send data using the learnt path(s) and does not initiate any broadcast multi-path route discovery.

Simulations have been conducted with both flooding and DMEF as the broadcast multi-path route discovery strategies. We compared the performance of LPBR-M with that of the link-disjoint path based AOMDV and the node-disjoint path based AODVM multi-path routing protocols. LPBR-M achieves the longest time between successive route discoveries, lowest energy consumed per data packet and the lowest control message overhead. LPBR-M achieves hop count that is almost equal to that obtained with the minimum-hop based AOMDV and AODVM. Moreover, DMEF helps each of the multi-path routing protocols to determine a set of node or link disjoint paths that exist for a long time and at the same time does not increase the source-destination hop count appreciably. Each of the multi-path routing protocols incurred a lower energy spent per route discovery, compared to flooding.

IV. Publication Details

A conference paper primarily featuring the design of the node-disjoint multi-path protocol and the simulation results for all the performance metrics presented in this report has been accepted for publication in the 3rd International Conference on Signal Processing and Communication Systems, Omaha, Nebraska, September 28-30, 2009.
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I Description of the Task

Recent comparative study on the performance of multi-path routing using omni-directional and directional antenna shows that directional antenna improves the performance of multi-path routing significantly as compared to that with omni-directional antenna. Within this effort, we propose to design a highly directive antenna. The proposed antenna will be a cavity backed slot antenna through multiple layer superstrate. It is known that a dielectric overlay can enhance the directivity of slot antennas. The multilayer effect on cavity backed slot antennas will be studied here to produce more directive patterns.

In a future effort, the directional antenna proposed will be used to build a system for multi-path routing protocols (like LPBR-M) that will allow communication between nodes at a lower energy cost, while enhancing the routing tables with directional information. The system will comprise multiple directional Microstrip antennas that will initially all radiate to communicate omni-directionally. Upon establishing the direction of the target node, through a comparison of received power on each of the directional antennas, communication is then limited to the antenna best suited for that directional communication. This system will allow the augmentation of routing tables with node directional information increasing the network's topological awareness while improving power conservation. This research effort will investigate the necessary algorithms needed to extract topological information from the augmented routing tables.

II Task Activities

1. Student will be hired to work on the task.
2. Training the student on self organizing maps and Antenna modeling software
3. Algorithm development and Antenna geometry suggestion and modification
4. Simulation
5. Results' analysis
6. Final results
### III Time Line

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity No.</th>
<th>Sept. 23, 08</th>
<th>June 22, 09</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV Status of the Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Hiring the students to work on the tasks.</td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Training the students on self-organizing maps and Antenna modeling software</td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Algorithm development/Antenna geometry suggestion and modification</td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Simulations</td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Results’ analysis</td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Final results</td>
<td>Completed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### V Description of the Completed and Current Activities

#### Task 1: Hiring the Students to Work on the Tasks

The students William Munn, Christopher Munn were charged with the algorithm development for the sensor node topological identification, while the students Chantain Greer and Mohamed Idris were charged with the antenna development software installation and operation.

#### Task 2: Training the Students on Self-Organizing Maps and Antenna Modeling Software

The students were trained on self-organizing maps. However, there were not enough facilities to train them on antenna modeling and simulation. The available commercial software which is Ansoft HFSS has extreme memory and high speed requirements. These include RAM space of at least 4GB, preferably 8GB, and speed not less than 3.7 GHz. Also, the software is working only on Windows XP operating system, and does not work with Vista. The only available PC during the academic year was Dr. Eldek’s personal computer at home, where he installed the software and does most of the work related to this project. The students have spent the summer in Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Another student, Felmon Berho, has also joined the group. There, Dr. Eldek gives them a workshop about antennas and the Ansoft HFSS software.

#### Task 3: Algorithm Development and Antenna Geometry Suggestion and Modification

One of our goals is to develop an algorithm with which to take information from individual nodes containing the relative directions of other nodes within a finite range based on that node’s orientation and generate a spatial map of those nodes. To accomplish this goal, we first compile a “Visible Vector Table” consisting of the relative direction to every visible node for each node relative to the node’s orientation.
Next, we arbitrarily chose a node as our “Origin Node” and use the Visible Vector Table to determine the orientation of every other node, relative to the Origin Node’s orientation. All angles in the Visible Vector Table are then adjusted to be relative to the Origin Node, and redundant vectors purged from the table. At this point, a “Visible Triangle Table” is generated. Using the Visible Triangle Table, vectors are sorted into regions, and relative vector length is calculated within each region. The relative scale of each region is then approximated, and the distance and direction to every node determined relative to the Origin Node. Coordinates of each node are then calculated and plotted in a spatial map.

During the development of this algorithm we made a number of assumptions. First, all nodes have the same viewable range. A path can be made from any node to any other node by a series of visible links. Finally, all nodes can be uniquely identified, which we will call for the purposes of this paper, a node’s ID. Several scenarios were explored using this algorithm. So far, the algorithm was found to hold well. Currently we are developing a visualization tool to allow for full visualization and testing of the algorithm.

To start the algorithm development we made the assumption that all nodes are perfectly oriented, in other words, the orientation of each node is known at the time of data collection. This information is essential if we are to triangulate the geolocation of all nodes. Although a simple magnetic sensor can resolve this issue and determine the orientation of a node, an attempt was made to extract nodal orientation from available data. The software will therefore use the routing information to initially determine the orientation of all nodes. Only when orientation is determined would the program attempt the determination of nodal geolocation. Clearly, the accuracy of node orientation will depend on the number of antennae per node or the directionality of each of these antennae. In other words, the error in node orientation will be at least as large as the directionality of the antenna’s radiation beam.

When highly directional antennae are obtained, this system may be employed. With high directionality the error in nodal orientation will be small allowing the geolocation system to converge. However, it is advisable to use a local sensor (magnetic or GPS) to determine the orientation of the individual nodes, as this will make for a simpler and more accurate solution. The orientation obtained from these sensors is then transmitted to other nodes for inclusion in the routing tables. In doing so, the accuracy of node orientation is no longer dependant of the antennae directionality.

The algorithm for determining the geolocation of nodes is based on the routing tables that contain nodal orientation. Omitting signal strength the algorithm will operate as follows:

1. Select a central node
2. Find two nodes with routing tables that contain the central node as well as each other.
3. Find an initial placement that can resolve the three routing tables.
4. Introduce nodes in the vicinity, (Nodes that have routing tables with entries for most of the above nodes)
5. Modify the solution to incorporate the new node.
6. Continue till all nodes are incorporated.

This procedure was found to work for most cases. There are, however, cases where this system may not produce a complete solution. In this case the process will have to be re-started with a different set of nodes. In doing so, we try to avoid the local minima and converge at a global minima allowing for valid solution. For a small number of nodes, this system may be used since convergence time is short and a final solution may be arrived at in a timely manner. For large number of nodes a more sophisticated algorithm may need to be used.

To begin extracting geolocation information from routing tables, we started with a perfect system, were perfect nodes occupying grid points. For a system of three nodes, see Fig. 1, with each node having 8
directional antennas, the routing table of node (a) will have b@2 and c@1. The routing table of node (b) will have a@6 and c@0, whereas the table of node (c) will have a@5 and b@4. It is clear, from this example that an infinite number of solutions exist. An exact solution may be obtained only if two of these nodes have fixed, or known locations.

![Diagram of Perfect Nodes on Perfect Grid]

**Figure 1**: Perfect Nodes on Perfect Grid.

In the example above, if signal strength could be used and translated into distance, a unique relative geolocation may be obtained and with knowing the exact location of a single node an exact geolocation solution for all nodes may be obtained.

Below is a pseudo code outline of the algorithm that will be used to find nodal orientation and relative geolocation.

Note: All array indexes are from 1 to L where L is the size of array.

For all nodes in routing table, assign unique ID 1 to N.

N = Number of Nodes
M = Number of Antennae per Node
VVT[N,N] = {0}
VTT[N,N,N] = {0}
VLT[N,N,N] = {0}
ROT[N] = {0}

// Build Visible Vector Table (VVT) and Visible Triangle Table (VTT)
For i from 1 to N {
   For j from i+1 to N {
      If j in node i's routing table
         then {
            VVT[i, j] = angle of antenna on which i sees j
         }
   }
}
\[
VVT[j, i] = \text{angle of antenna on which } j \text{ sees } i
\]

For all nodes (k) in from j+1 to N {
    if node i is in node k's routing table
    then VTT[i,j,k] = 1
}

// Build Relative Orientation Table (ROT)
for all nodes (i) from 2 to N {
    \text{Add } ROT[i] = ((VVT[1, i] - VVT[1, i] + 180) \mod 360)
}

// Orient VVT using ROT
for i from 1 to N {
    for j from 1 to N {
        if i != 1 and VVT[i,j] != 0
            then VVT[i,j] = ROT[i]
    }
}

// Build Vector Length Table (VLT)
VLT[1, 2] = 1
for i from 1 to N {
    for j from i+1 to N {
        for k from j+1 to N {
            if VTT[i,j,k] != 0 {
                if VLT[i,j] != 0
                    then \{ 
                        \text{a} = i;
                        \text{b} = j;
                        \text{c} = k;
                    \} else if VLT[j,k] != 0
                        then \{ 
                            \text{a} = j;
                            \text{b} = k;
                            \text{c} = i;
                        \} else then \{ 
                            \text{a} = k;
                            \text{b} = i;
                            \text{c} = j;
                        \}
                if VLT[a,c] == 0
                    then VLT[a,c] = VLT[a,b] * (\text{sine}(((\text{VVT}[b,a] - \text{VVT}[b,c] + 360) \mod 360)) / \text{sine}(((\text{VVT}[c,a] - \text{VVT}[c,b] + 360) \mod 360)))
                if VLT[b,c] == 0
                    then VLT[b,c] = VLT[a,b] * (\text{sine}(((\text{VVT}[a,b] - \text{VVT}[a,c] + 360) \mod 360)) / \text{sine}(((\text{VVT}[c,a] - \text{VVT}[c,b] + 360) \mod 360)))
            }
        }
    }
}
Clearly the more directive the antennas used, the more accurate the geolocation of these nodes.

Our goal is therefore to create a highly directive antenna system that will allow for communication between nodes at a lower energy cost, while enhancing the routing tables with directional information. The system will comprise multiple directional Microstrip antennas that will initially radiate to communicate omni-directionally. Upon establishing the direction of the target node, by measuring received power on each of the directional antennas, communication is then limited to the antenna best suited for that directional communication. This will result in a network communicating at a fraction of the power needed with omni-directional antennae. It is anticipated that temporary communication loss may occur when nodes move, however, this can be remedied by reverting to omni-directional transmission to establish the new antennae set and updating the routing tables accordingly.

By studying existing kinds of antennas and searching literature on high directive antennas, two antennas are chosen for further study: the microstrip-fed double rhombus antenna and the Cavity backed slot antenna. The first antenna is small in size and provides around 7 dB Gain. The suggested modification to improve this gain is to increase the vertical length of the substrate so that it can act as a narrow horn because of its high dielectric constant. It is expected that this modification will increase the antenna gain to around 12 dB. The backed slot antenna has a large ground plane, which increase the overall size of the antenna. However, it provides 16 dB gain. We suggest modifying the geometry of the antenna and its ground plane to decrease its overall size, and then increase the gain.

**Task 4: Simulations**

Initial geometry of the first antenna is modeled using the commercial software package Ansoft HFSS [1]. The proposed antenna is the double rhombus antenna presented in [2, 3] for UWB applications. By studying this antenna it is noticed that the size of dielectric substrate is the main factor which affects the gain. Therefore we decided to study different configurations of the substrate shown in Fig. 2 in order to see the effect of the length (L) and width (W) of the substrate, the photonic band gap (PBG) structures in the upper layer, and the stair case substrate shape by changing the parameter (t).

![Different Antenna Configurations](image)
Task 5: Results’ Analysis

The three antenna configurations in Fig. 2 are studied using Ansoft HFSS. Particularly, we studied the effect of L while fixing W as we need the antenna as small in width as possible to fit into an array which will be used in the nodes. In addition, we studied the effect of PBG structures in order to decrease the back radiation and decrease the total length of the antenna. Tables 1 to 3 summarize the simulation results. As L increases, the maximum gain increases, and decreases the frequency of the maximum gain. A quite high gain of 14.1 dB gain is achieved at 12 GHz when L=120 mm compared to 7.2 dB for the original antenna in [2, 3], which is 96% improvement in the antenna gain. Fig. 3 shows the radiation properties of the antenna results with W = 18 mm and L = 120 mm: (a) peak gain in dB vs. frequency in GHz, (b) Return loss in dB, and (c) radiation patterns in the E- and H-Planes at 12 GHz. The antenna is operating in a wide bandwidth that extends from less than 8 GHz to more than 14 GHz. Table 2 shows that the PBG structure helps decreasing the frequency of maximum gain without significant increase in the maximum gain. Table 3 summarizes the effect of t in the third configuration. As t increases from -2 to 4 mm, the gain increases from 12.21 to 14.39 dB, and the frequency of the maximum gain decreases from 13 to 11.5 GHz. This result is helpful, especially when the node consists of circular antenna array, which allows for increasing the antenna width from the far end.

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3:** Antenna results with W = 18 mm and L = 120 mm: (a) Peak gain in dB vs. frequency in GHz, (b) Return loss in dB, and (c) Radiation patterns at 12 GHz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L (mm)</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>120</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$G_{\text{max}}$ (dB)</td>
<td>9.58</td>
<td>12.26</td>
<td>13.45</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{\text{max}}$ (GHz)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Effect of L for Antenna in Fig. 2(a) with W = 18 mm.
Table 2: Effect of PBG for Antenna in Fig. 2(b) with L = 40 mm and W = 18 mm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Without PBG</th>
<th>With PBG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$G_{\text{max}}$ (dB)</td>
<td>9.58</td>
<td>9.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{\text{max}}$ frequency (GHz)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Effect of $t$ for Antenna in Fig. 2(c) with W = 18 mm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$t$ (mm)</th>
<th>-2</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$G_{\text{max}}$ (dB)</td>
<td>12.21</td>
<td>9.58</td>
<td>14.24</td>
<td>14.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{\text{max}}$ frequency (GHz)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another antenna is designed for a high gain radiation patterns. A yagi-Uda antenna is designed using NEC-WIN software. The standard design and its radiation patterns and properties are shown in Fig. 4. Its dimensions can be calculated as follow:

- Antenna length (La) = 0.45L - 0.49L
- Director spacing (Sd) = 0.3S
- Reflector spacing (Sr) = 0.25S
- Director length (Ld) = 0.3S
- Reflector length (Lr) = 0.5S or greater

![Yagi-Uda Antenna Geometry and Results](image)

Figure 4: Standard Yagi-Uda Antenna Geometry and Results

Two optimized versions of this antenna are modeled using NEC-WIN: one (3-reflector antenna) with 2 more reflectors to improve the front-to-back ratio and the gain, and another one (5-reflector antenna) with 2 extra reflectors placed in the direction of the side lobes to reduce them. These two designs, dimensions, and resulting radiation patterns and properties are shown in Fig. 5. The positions of the reflectors in the 5-reflector antenna are studied to find the optimum values for highest gain. The 5-reflector yagi-uda antenna have a higher gain of 12.75 dB than the standard (10.36 dB), better front-to-back ratio of 18.81 dB compared to 14.2 dB, and it is 32% smaller in size small with a 7% bandwidth.
Figure 5: Modified Yagi-Uda Antennas and their Results. La = 135mm, Lr = 155 mm, Sr = 77.5mm, k×Sr = 156mm, Ld = 112mm, Sd = 72mm.

Figure 6: Optimization of the Gain of the 5-Reflector Antenna using k and Offset.

Task 6: Final Results

In this project, two kinds of antennas were presented with small width, and high gain. The Double Rhombus antenna is wideband and produces high gain that can reach 15 dB. Also, it is a printed type of antenna that can be easily integrated with Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits (MMIC). The only drawback is the relatively high cost of its substrate. On the other hand, the Yagi Uda with a comparable size can produce about 12.74 dB. It is not expensive since it consists of wires but it can not be fabricated using MMIC and it has narrow bandwidth. Since the proposed wireless network can be used in different frequency range, the Double Rhombus antenna is a better candidate because of its wide bandwidth.

To validate the computed results of the Double Rhombus, the antenna is fabricated using milling machine and its radiation patterns are measured for two prototypes: short one and long one. The measured beamwidth for both antennas along with pictures of the prototypes, and measurement setup and results are depicted in Fig. 7. The long antenna provides around 30° less beamwidth than the short one. The
measured radiation patterns at 10, 11 and 12 GHz also shows the improvement in the directivity in the long the antenna.

Figure 7: (a) Long Antenna Prototype, (b) Short Antenna Prototype, (c) Measurement Setup, (d) Measured Beamwidth Comparison, and (e) Measured Radiation patterns at 10, 11 and 12 GHz.
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I. Breakdown of the Research Activity to Tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task No.</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Current Status</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Literature review and problem definition</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>11/08-12/08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Simulate a WSN using NS2 current energy model</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>12/08-1/09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Simulate a WSN using NS2 modified energy model</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>2/09-6/09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Results, analysis and final report</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>4/09-6/09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. Tasks Description

Task 1: Literature Review and Problem Definition

We discuss the deficiencies of the current implementation of the energy model in NS2 network simulator. We will show how it can be modified; we will then provide some experimental tests to validate our modification to the NS2 energy model.

Wireless Networks Simulation tools are very important to evaluate any protocol or algorithm designed for WSNs in terms of energy, latency, scalability and computability. There are many simulation tools that can be used to evaluate the performance of WSNs protocols. NS2 [1], OMNet++ [2, 3], Glomosim [4], QualNet [1], Jist [5] and TOSSIM [6] are some of many simulators used to test WSNs. All of these simulators (but TOSSIM) existed before the introduction of WSNs. They were used to simulate Mobile Ad hoc Wireless Networks (MANETs) and were later modified to simulate WSNs. Since sleep mode is not an important issue in MANETs, it is not implemented in the energy model design for some of these simulators [7] (e.g. NS2, OMNet++ and Qualnet).

NS2 was designed based on the five-layer Internet Model shown in Figure 1 [8, 9]. Originally, it was used to simulate wired networks and later modified to simulate wireless networks by the CMU Monarch group [10]. The energy model added to NS2 to handle wireless networks has three operation states as shown in Figure 2:

- Transmit
- Receive
- Idle

When a node transmits a packet, the physical layer calls the energy model function DecrTxEnergy to decrement the wireless node energy by the energy required to transmit this packet. Similarly, when a node receives a packet, the physical layer calls the energy model function DecrRxEnergy to decrement the...
wireless node energy by the energy required to receive a packet. The node is assumed to be in idle listening mode otherwise, and the energy model function \textit{DecrIdleEnergy} is used to decrement the wireless node energy while it is in idle listening mode.

![Internet Layer Model](image)

\textbf{Figure 1: Internet Layer Model}

The energy model of NS2 works well when simulating the traditional MANETs. However, when NS2 is used to simulate WSNs it will produce incorrect node energy results. This is because WSNs have a sleep mode which is used to turn the node transceiver off while it is in idle listening mode.

![Wireless Node Transceiver States](image)

\textbf{Figure 2: Wireless Node Transceiver States}

**Task 2: Simulate a WSN in NS2 using its Current Energy Model**

We simulated a simple two node network (shown in figure 3) in NS2 using NS2 energy model. The MAC protocol used in the simulation resembles the IEEE 802.11 protocol with on/off switching periods (SMAC protocol). A trace file is generated of all packets generated during the simulation and the idle listening periods. The total consumed energy was calculated from the trace file. A summary of these results are shown in Table 1. More details and analysis of these results will be provided in task 4.
Figure 3: Two Node Setup to Test NS2 Energy Model

Table 1: Simulation Results of Task 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Event Duration(S)</th>
<th>Number of times event occurred</th>
<th>Total event time(S)</th>
<th>Event Power(W)</th>
<th>Total Event Energy(J)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SYNCPktTX</td>
<td>0.0102</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0408</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYNCPktRX</td>
<td>0.0102</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0306</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTSPktTX</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTSPktRX</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTSPktTX</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTSPktRX</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATAPktTX</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATAPktRX</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACKPktTX</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACKPktRX</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>0.1432</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9.733599</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.733599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>9.999999</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.159799</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task 3: Simulate a WSN in NS2 using the Modified Energy Model

We will use the same setup in Task 2 for simulation, except we will modify the energy model of NS2. However, this time we expect the total consumed energy calculated from the trace file to match the theoretical calculations.

The problem identified in Task 2 can be fixed as follows: The MAC layer is responsible to turn the node transceiver on and off. The implementation of the MAC layer for any WSN MAC protocol should have the following two functions:

- Sleep
- Wakeup

When the MAC layer function Sleep is called, the node will switch from idle listening mode to sleep mode and start a timer to count how long it will spend in sleep mode. When the MAC layer function Wakeup is called, the energy model function DecrSleepEnergy will be first called to decrement the
wireless node energy during its sleep mode and then the node will switch to idle listening mode again as shown in Figure 3. It will be possible in NS2 to set the sleep power the same way the transmit, receive and idle powers are set using the following set of commands in the Tcl script file:

```tcl
$ns_node-config -txPower 2.00 \ -rxPower 1.00 \ -idlePower 1.00 \ -sleepPower 0.00
```

![Figure 4: Wireless Sensor Node Transceiver States](image)

In addition, when the transceiver switches from sleep mode into idle mode or vise versa, it consumes some power that needs to be added to the model of Figure 4. Usually, the amount of energy dissipated by the transceiver to switch from sleep to idle is not equal to the energy dissipated to switch from idle to sleep. That is because the switching times from sleep to idle and vise versa are not equal. However, in this simulation, they are assumed to be equal as shown in Figure 5 to simplify the analysis. The simulation results are shown in Table 2.

Usually there is some energy dissipated during sleep mode due to leakage current [11]. Table 3 shows the simulation results when `sleepPower = 0.05 Watts`.

```

![Figure 5: T_{OFF} and T_{ON} Transceiver Switching Times are assumed to be Equal](image)
```
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Table 2: Simulation results of Task 3, sleepPower = 0 Watts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Event Duration(S)</th>
<th>Number of times event occurred</th>
<th>Total event time(S)</th>
<th>Event Power(W)</th>
<th>Total Event Energy(J)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SYNCPktTX</td>
<td>0.0102</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0408</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYNCPktRX</td>
<td>0.0102</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0306</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTS_PKTX</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTS_PKTX</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTSPktTX</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTSPktRX</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATAPktTX</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATAPktRX</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACK_PKTX</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACK_PKTX</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>0.1432</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.2888</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>8.529939</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.529939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwitchOnOff</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.000018</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>8.9561400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.085157</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.9561400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Simulation results of Task 3, sleepPower = 0.05 Watts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Event Duration(S)</th>
<th>Number of times event occurred</th>
<th>Total event time(S)</th>
<th>Event Power(W)</th>
<th>Total Event Energy(J)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SYNCPktTX</td>
<td>0.0102</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0408</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYNCPktRX</td>
<td>0.0102</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0306</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTS_PKTX</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTS_PKTX</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTSPktTX</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTSPktRX</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATAPktTX</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATAPktRX</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACK_PKTX</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACK_PKTX</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>0.1432</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.2888</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>8.529939</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.529939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwitchOnOff</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.000018</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.0000010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.085157</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.0205800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task 4: Results, Analysis and Final report
The results obtained in table 1 were for a simulation time of 10 s. The table shows that the node goes to sleep mode 9 times during the simulation. However, it is clear from the table that the time the node spends in sleep mode is not counted for as indicated by the shaded cell. This can be easily verified if the entries under the Total event time column are summed up. The summation will be equal to 10 s (9.999999 s). This is an inherited error from the original implementation of the energy model of the 802.11 MAC protocol in NS2. When the 802.11 MAC protocol was first implemented in NS2, power consumption during sleep mode was ignored when compared to Idle, Receive and Transmit powers. That was justified for the early 802.11 applications where battery life time was not a concern. In contrast, battery life time is a major concern in WSNs. Consequently, using the original energy model of NS2 to simulate WSNs will produce incorrect energy dissipation results.

The results of table 2 takes into consideration the time a node may spend in sleep mode as indicated by the shaded table cell. Note that the simulation time in this case is 10.085157 s. It is clear from this table that the new energy model produces the correct results when used to simulate WSNs.

Table 3 shows the simulation results when sleepPower is not equal to zero. It should be noted that under the new NS2 energy model, the user can directly change the value of the sleepPower in the TCI file. In addition to that, the new energy model can be used with any MAC layer protocol such SMAC and 802.11 MAC protocols.

As future enhancement to the NS2 energy model, CPU packet processing power should be also considered for a more comprehensive energy model for analyzing WSNs.
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Abstract—We propose multicast extensions to the location prediction-based routing protocol (referred to as NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR) for mobile ad hoc networks to simultaneously reduce the number of tree discoveries and the hop count per path from the source to each of the receivers of the multicast group. Nodes running NR-MLPBR are not aware of the receivers of the multicast group. R-MLPBR assumes that each receiver node also knows the identity of the other receiver nodes of the multicast group. The multicast extensions work as follows: Upon failure of a path to the source, a receiver node attempts to locally construct a global topology using the location and mobility information collected during the latest global broadcast tree discovery. NR-MLPBR attempts to predict a path that has the minimum number of hops to the source and R-MLPBR attempts to predict a path to the source that has the minimum number of non-receiver nodes. If the predicted path exists in reality, the source accommodates the path as part of the multicast tree and continues to send the multicast packets in the modified tree. Otherwise, the source initiates another global broadcast tree discovery. Simulation studies illustrate that NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR simultaneously minimize the number of global broadcast tree discoveries as well as the hop count per source-receiver path in the multicast trees. In addition, R-MLPBR determines multicast trees with relatively reduced number of links.

Index Terms—Multicast Routing, Mobile Ad hoc Networks, Link Efficiency, Hop Count, Simulation

1. INTRODUCTION

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a dynamic distributed system of wireless nodes that move independently of each other in an autonomous fashion. The network bandwidth is limited and the medium is shared. As a result, transmissions are prone to interference and collisions. The battery power of the nodes is constrained and hence nodes operate within a limited transmission range, often leading to multi-hop routes between any pair of nodes in the network. Due to node mobility, routes between any pair of nodes frequently change and need to be reconfigured. As a result, on-demand route discovery (discovering a route only when required) is often preferred over periodic route discovery and maintenance, as the latter strategy will incur significant overhead due to the frequent exchange of control information among the nodes [1]. We hence deal with on-demand routing protocols for the rest of this paper.

In an earlier work [2], we developed a location prediction based routing (LPBR) protocol for unicast routing in MANETs. The speciality of LPBR is that it attempts to simultaneously reduce the number of global broadcast route discoveries as well as the hop count of the paths for a source-destination session. LPBR works as follows: During a regular flooding-based route discovery, LPBR collects the location and mobility information of the nodes in the network and stores the collected information at the destination node of the route search process. When the minimum-hop route discovered through the flooding-based route discovery fails, the destination node attempts to predict the current location of each node using the location and mobility information collected during the latest flooding-based route discovery. A minimum hop path Dijkstra algorithm [3] is run on the locally predicted global topology. If the predicted minimum hop route exists in reality, no expensive flooding-based route discovery is needed and the source continues to send data packets on the discovered route; otherwise, the source initiates another flooding-based route discovery.

Multicasting is the process of sending a stream of data from one source node to multiple recipients by establishing a routing tree, which is an acyclic connected subgraph containing all the nodes in the tree. The set of receiver nodes form the multicast group. While propagating down the tree, data is duplicated only when necessary. This is better than multiple unicast transmissions. Multicasting in ad hoc wireless networks has numerous applications [4]: collaborative and distributing computing like civilian operations, emergency search and rescue, law enforcement, warfare situations and etc.

Several MANET multicast routing protocols have been proposed in the literature [4]. They are mainly classified as: tree-based and mesh-based protocols. In tree-based protocols, only one route exists between a source and a destination and hence these protocols are efficient in terms of the number of link transmissions. The tree-based protocols can be further divided into two types: source tree-based and shared tree-based. In source tree-based multicast protocols, the tree is rooted at the source. In shared tree-based multicast protocols,
the tree is rooted at a core node and all communication between the multicast source and the receiver nodes is through the core node. Even though shared tree-based multicast protocols are more scalable with respect to the number of sources, these protocols suffer under a single point of failure, the core node. On the other hand, source tree-based protocols are more efficient in terms of traffic distribution. In mesh-based multicast protocols, multiple routes exist between a source and each of the receivers of the multicast group. A receiver node receives several copies of the data packets, one copy through each of the multiple paths. Mesh-based protocols provide robustness at the expense of a larger number of link transmissions leading to inefficient bandwidth usage. Considering all the pros and cons of these different classes of multicast routing in MANETs, we feel the source tree-based multicast routing protocols are more efficient in terms of traffic distribution and link usage. Hence, all of our work in this research will be in the category of on-demand source tree-based multicast routing.

In this paper, we propose two multicast extensions to LPBR, referred to as NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR. Both the multicast extensions are aimed at minimizing the number of global broadcast tree discoveries as well as the hop count per source-receiver path of the multicast tree. They use a similar idea of letting the receiver nodes to predict a new path based on the locally constructed global topology obtained from the location and mobility information of the nodes learnt through the latest broadcast tree discovery. Receiver nodes running NR-MLPBR (Non-Receiver aware Multicast extensions of LPBR) are not aware of the receivers of the multicast group, whereas each receiver node running R-MLPBR (Receiver-aware Multicast Extension of LPBR) is aware of the identity of the other receivers of the multicast group. NR-MLPBR attempts to predict a minimum hop path to the source, whereas R-MLPBR attempts to predict a path to the source that has the minimum number of non-receiver nodes. If more than one path has the same minimum number of non-receiver nodes, then R-MLPBR breaks the tie among such paths by choosing the path with the minimum number of hops to the source. Thus, R-MLPBR is also designed to reduce the number of links in the multicast tree, in addition to the average hop count per source-receiver path and the number of global broadcast tree discoveries.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II provides the detailed design of the two multicast extensions. Section III explains the simulation environment and reviews the MAODV and BEMRP protocols that are studied along with NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR as part of our simulation studies. In Section IV, we illustrate and explain simulation results for the four multicast routing protocols (MAODV, NR-MLPBR, R-MLPBR and BEMRP) with respect to different performance metrics. Section V concludes the paper.

II. MULTICAST EXTENSIONS TO LPBR

The objective of the multicast extensions to LPBR (referred to as NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR) is to simultaneously minimize the number of global broadcast tree discoveries as well as the hop count per source-receiver path. In addition, MLPBR aims to also reduce the number of links that are part of the multicast tree. The Non-Receiver aware Multicast extension to LPBR (NR-MLPBR) does not assume the knowledge of the receiver nodes of the multicast group at every receiver node. Each receiver node running R-MLPBR learns the identity information of peer receiver nodes through the broadcast tree discovery procedure. Both the multicast extensions assume the periodic exchange of beacons in the neighborhood. This is essential for nodes to learn about the moving away of the downstream nodes in the multicast tree. We assume that a multicast group comprises basically of receiver nodes that wish to receive data packets from an arbitrary source, which is not part of the multicast group.

A. Broadcast of Multicast Tree Request Messages

Whenever a source node has data packets to send to a multicast group and is not aware of a multicast tree to the group, the source initiates a broadcast tree discovery procedure by broadcasting a Multicast Tree Request Message (MTRM) to its neighbors. The source maintains a monotonically increasing sequence number for the broadcast tree discoveries it initiates to form the multicast tree. Each node, including the receiver nodes of the multicast group, on receiving the first MTRM of the current broadcast process (i.e., a MTRM with a sequence number greater than those seen before), includes its Location Update Vector, LUV in the MTRM packet. The LUV of a node comprises the following: node ID, X, Y co-ordinate information, Is Receiver flag, Current velocity and Angle of movement with respect to the X-axis. The Is Receiver flag in the LUV, if set, indicates that the node is a receiving node of the multicast group. The node ID is also appended on the "Route record" field of the MTRM packet. The structure of the LUV and the MTRM is shown in Figures 1 and 2 respectively.

![Figure 1: Location Update Vector (LUV) per Node](image1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node ID</th>
<th>X Co-ordinate</th>
<th>Y Co-ordinate</th>
<th>Node Velocity</th>
<th>Angle of Movement</th>
<th>Is Receiver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>8 bytes</td>
<td>8 bytes</td>
<td>8 bytes</td>
<td>8 bytes</td>
<td>1 bit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1: Location Update Vector (LUV) per Node**

![Figure 2: Structure of the Multicast Tree Request Message](image2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multicast Source</th>
<th>Multicast Group ID</th>
<th>Sequence Number</th>
<th>Route Recorded</th>
<th>Location Update Vectors (LUVs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>Variable Size of 4 bytes</td>
<td>Variable Size</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2: Structure of the Multicast Tree Request Message**

![Figure 3: Structure of Multicast Tree Establishment Message](image3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source, Multicast Group ID</td>
<td>d_x, d_y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_x, d_y</td>
<td>&lt;.....&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4: Structure of the Multicast Routing Table at an Intermediate Node**
B. Construction of the Multicast Tree through the Multicast Tree Establishment Message

Paths constituting the multicast tree are independently chosen at each receiver node. A receiver node gathers several MTRMs obtained across different paths and selects the minimum hop path among them by looking at the "Route Record" field in these MTRMs. A Multicast Tree Establishment Message (MTEM) is sent on the discovered minimum hop route to the source. The MTEM originating from a receiver node has the list of node IDs corresponding to the nodes that are on the minimum hop path from the receiver node to the source (which is basically the reverse of the route recorded in the MTRM). The structure of the MTEM packet is shown in Figure 3.

An intermediate node upon receiving the MTEM packet checks its multicast routing table whether there exist an entry for the <Multicast Source, Multicast Group ID> in the table. If an entry exists, the intermediate node merely adds the tuple <One-hop sender of the MTEM, Originating Receiver node of the MTEM> to the list of <Downstream node, Receiver node> tuples for the multicast tree entry and does not forward the MTEM further. The set of downstream nodes are part of the multicast tree rooted at the source node for the multicast group. If a <Multicast Source, Multicast Group ID> entry does not exist in the multicast routing table, the intermediate node creates an entry and initializes it with the <One-hop sender of the MTEM, Originating Receiver node of the MTEM> tuple. Note that the one-hop sender of the MTEM is learnt through the MAC (Medium Access Control) layer header and verified using the Route Record field in the MTEM. The intermediate node then forwards the MTEM to the next downstream node on the path towards the source. The structure of the multicast routing table at a node is illustrated in Figure 4. Note that the tuples <d_h, r_h>, <d_h, r_o>, ..., ...> indicate the downstream node d_h for receiver node r_h, downstream node d_o for receiver node r_o and so on. A node could be the downstream node for more than one receiver node. The source node maintains a multicast routing table that has the list of <Downstream node, Receiver node> tuples for each of the multicast groups to which the source is currently communicating through a multicast session. For each MTEM received, the source adds the neighbor node that sent the MTEM and the corresponding Originating Receiver node to the list of <Downstream node, Receiver node> tuples for the multicast group.

C. Multicast Tree Acquisition and Data Transmission

After receiving the MTEMs from all receiver nodes within a certain time called Tree Acquisition Time (TAT), the source starts sending the data packets on the multicast tree. The TAT is based on the maximum possible diameter of the network (an input parameter in our simulations). The diameter of a network is the maximum of the hop count of the minimum hop paths between any two nodes in the network. The TAT is dynamically set at a node based on the time it took to receive the first MTEM for a broadcast tree discovery procedure.

The structure of the header of the multicast data packet is shown in Figure 5. The source and destination fields in the header include the identification for the source node and the multicast group ID respectively. The sequence number field in the header can be used by the receivers to accumulate and reorder the multicast data packets, in case if they are received out of order. In addition to these regular fields, the header of the multicast data packet includes three specialized fields: the 'More Packets' (MP) field, the 'Current Dispatch Time' (CDT) field and the 'Time Left for Next Dispatch' (TLND) field. The CDT field stores the time as the number of milliseconds lapsed since Jan 1, 1970, 12 AM. These additional overhead (relative to that of the other ad hoc multicast routing protocols) associated with the header of each data packet amounts to only 12 more bytes per data packet.

![Figure 5: Structure of the Header of the Multicast Data Packet](image)

The source sets the CDT field in all the data packets sent. In addition, if the source has any more data to send, it sets the MP flag to 1 and sets the appropriate value for the TLND field, which indicates the number of milliseconds since the CDT. If the source does not have any more data to send, it will set the MP flag to 0 and leaves the TLND field blank. As we assume the clocks across all nodes are synchronized, a receiver node will be able to calculate the end-to-end delay for the data packet based on the time the data packet reaches the node and the CDT field in the header of the data packet. Several clock synchronization algorithms (example [5],[6]) have been proposed for wireless ad hoc networks. The receiver node computes and maintains the average end-to-end delay per data packet for the current path to the source by recording the sum of the end-to-end delays of all the data packets received so far on the path and the number of data packets received on the path. Accordingly, the average end-to-end delay per data packet for the current path is updated every time after receiving a new data packet on the path. If the source node has set the MP flag, the receiver node computes the 'Next Expected Packet Arrival Time' (NEPAT), which is CDT field + TLND field + 2*Average end-to-end delay per data packet. A timer is started for the NEPAT value. Since, we are using only the average end-to-end delay per data packet to measure the NEPAT value, the variations in the end-to-end delay of particular data packets will not very much affect the NEPAT value. So, the source and receiver nodes need not be perfectly synchronized. The clocks across the nodes can have small drifts and this would not very much affect the performance of the multicast extensions of LPBR.

D. Multicast Tree Maintenance

We assume that each node periodically exchanges beacon messages with its neighbors, located within its default maximum transmission range. If an intermediate node notices that its link with a downstream node has failed (i.e., the two nodes have moved away and are no longer neighbors), the intermediate node generates and sends a Multicast Path Error Message (MPEM) to the source node of the multicast group entry. The MPEM has information about the receiver nodes...
affected (obtained from the multicast routing table) because of the link failure with the downstream node. Figure 6 shows the structure of an MPEM. The intermediate node removes the tuple(s) corresponding to downstream node(s) and the affected receiver node(s). After these deletions, if no more <Downstream node, Receiver node> tuple exists for a <Source node, Multicast group ID> entry, the intermediate node removes the entire row for this entry from the routing table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multicast Source</th>
<th>Originating Intermediate Node</th>
<th>Multicast Group ID</th>
<th>IDs of Affected Receivers</th>
<th>Variable Size of 4 bytes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>Variable Size of 4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Structure of a MPEM Message

The source, upon receiving the MPEM, will wait to receive a Multicast Predicted Path Message (MPPM) from each of the affected receivers, within a MPPM-timer maintained for each receiver. The source estimates a Tree-Repair Time (TRT) for each receiver as the time that lapsed between the reception of the MPEM from an intermediate node and the MPPM from the affected receiver. An average value for the TRT per receiver is maintained at the source as it undergoes several path failures and repairs before the next global broadcast based tree discovery. The MPPM-timer (initially set to the time it took for the source to receive the MTEM from the receiver) for a receiver will be then set to 1.5* Average TRT value, so that we give sufficient time for the destination to learn about the route failure and generate a new MPPM. Nevertheless, this timer will be still far less than the tree acquisition time that would be incurred if the source were to launch a global broadcast tree discovery. Hence, our approach will only increase the network throughput and does not decrease it.

E. Prediction of Node Location using the LUVs

If a multicast receiver does not receive the data packet within the NEPAT time, it will attempt to locally construct the global topology using the location and mobility information of the nodes learnt from the latest broadcast tree discovery. Each node is assumed to be moving in the same direction with the same speed as mentioned in its latest LUV. Based on this assumption and information from the latest LUVs, the location of each node at the NEPAT time is predicted.

We now explain how to predict the location of a node (say node u) at a time instant CTIME based on the LUV gathered from node u at time STIME. Let (X_u^STIME, Y_u^STIME) be the X and Y co-ordinates of u at time STIME. Let Angle_u^STIME and Velocity_u^STIME represent the angle of movement with respect to the X-axis and the velocity at which u is moving. The distance traveled by node u from time STIME to CTIME would be:

\[
\text{Distance}_u^{\text{CTIME}} = (\text{CTIME} - \text{STIME} + 1) \times \text{Velocity}_u^{\text{STIME}}
\]

Let (X_u^CTIME, Y_u^CTIME) be the predicted location of node u at time CTIME. The value of X_u^CTIME and Y_u^CTIME are given by X_u^CTIME + Offset-X_u^CTIME and Y_u^CTIME + Offset-Y_u^CTIME respectively. The offsets in the X and Y-axes, depend on angle of movement and the distance traveled, and are calculated as follows:

\[
\text{Offset-X}_u^{\text{CTIME}} = \text{Distance}_u^{\text{CTIME}} \times \cos(\text{Angle}_u^{\text{STIME}})
\]

\[
\text{Offset-Y}_u^{\text{CTIME}} = \text{Distance}_u^{\text{CTIME}} \times \sin(\text{Angle}_u^{\text{STIME}})
\]

We assume each node is initially configured with information regarding the network boundaries, given by [0, 0], [X_max, 0], [X_max, Y_max] and [0, Y_max]. When the predicted X and/or Y co-ordinate is beyond the network boundaries, we set their values to the boundary conditions as stated below.

If (X_u^CTIME < 0), then X_u^CTIME = 0;
If (X_u^CTIME > X_max), then X_u^CTIME = X_max;
If (Y_u^CTIME < 0), then Y_u^CTIME = 0;
If (Y_u^CTIME > Y_max), then Y_u^CTIME = Y_max.

Based on the predicted locations of each node in the network at time CTIME, the receiver node locally constructs the global topology. Note that there exists an edge between two nodes in the locally constructed global topology, if the predicted distance between the two nodes (with the location information obtained from the LUV) is less than or equal to the transmission range of the nodes. The two multicast extensions NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR differ from each other on the nature of the paths predicted at the receiver node.

F. NR-MLPBR: Multicast Path Prediction

The receiver node locally runs the Dijkstra's minimum hop path algorithm [3] on the predicted global topology. If at least one path exists from the source node to the receiver node in the generated topology, the algorithm returns the minimum hop path among them. The receiver node then sends a MPPM (structure shown in Figure 7) on the discovered path with the route information included in the message.

G. R-MLPBR: Multicast Path Prediction

The receiver node uses the LUV obtained from each of the intermediate nodes during the latest global tree broadcast discovery to learn about the identification of its peer receiver nodes that are part of the multicast group. If there existed a direct path to the source on the predicted topology, the receiver chooses that path as the predicted path towards the source. Otherwise, the receiver determines a set of node-disjoint paths on the predicted global topology. The node-disjoint paths to the source are ranked depending on the number of non-receiver nodes that act as intermediate nodes on the path. The path that has the least number of non-receiver nodes as intermediate nodes is preferred. The reason is a path that has the least number of non-receiver nodes is more likely to be a minimum hop path and if a receiver node lies on that path, the number of newly added links to the tree would also be reduced. R-MLPBR thus aims to discover paths with the minimum hop count and at the same time attempts to conserve bandwidth by reducing the number of links that get newly added to the tree as a result of using the predicted path.
MPMM is hence sent on the predicted path that has minimum number of non-receiver nodes. If two or more paths has the same minimum number of non-receiver nodes, R-MLPBR breaks the tie by choosing the path with the minimum hop count to the source. Figure 8 illustrates the algorithm used by R-MLPBR at a receiver node to select the best predicted path to the source.

Input: Graph $G(V,E)$, Set of Multicast receivers $M_R$, source $s$ and receiver $d$
Output: $s-d$ path
Auxiliary Variables: Graph $G''(V'',E'')$, Set of Node-disjoint paths $P_n$
Initialization: $G''(V'',E'') \leftarrow G(V,E)$, $P_n \leftarrow \varnothing$

Begin
1 while (there exist at least one $s-d$ path in $G''$)
2 \hspace{1em} $p \leftarrow$ Minimum hop $s-d$ path in $G''$.
3 \hspace{1em} if (hop count of $p = 1$)
4 \hspace{2em} return $p$
5 \hspace{1em} end if
6 \hspace{1em} $P_n \leftarrow P_n \cup \{p\}$
7 \hspace{1em} $\forall$ vertex, $v \in s,d$ edge, $e \in Adj\text{-}list(v)$
8 \hspace{1em} $\forall$ minNonReceivers $\leftarrow \infty$ // the count for the minimum number of non-receiver nodes is initialized to $\infty$.
9 \hspace{1em} bestPath $\leftarrow$ NULL // the best path is initialized to NULL.
10 \hspace{1em} minHops $\leftarrow \infty$ // the minimum hop count of the best path initialized to $\infty$ (a very large value).
11 \hspace{1em} for ($\forall$ path $p \in P_n$)
12 \hspace{2em} countPathNonReceivers $\leftarrow 0$ // keeps track of the number of non-receiver nodes in path $p$
13 \hspace{1em} for ($\forall$ intermediate node $n \in p$)
14 \hspace{3em} countPathNonReceivers $\leftarrow$ countPathNonReceivers + 1
15 \hspace{2em} end if
16 \hspace{1em} end for
17 \hspace{1em} if (minNonReceivers $\geq$ countPathNonReceivers)
18 \hspace{2em} if (minNonReceivers = countPathNonReceivers \&\& minHops > hop count of $p$)
19 \hspace{3em} bestPath $\leftarrow p$
20 \hspace{3em} minHops $\leftarrow$ hop count of $p$
21 \hspace{2em} end if
22 \hspace{2em} end if
23 \hspace{1em} if (minNonReceivers $>$ countPathNonReceivers)
24 \hspace{2em} minNonReceivers $\leftarrow$ countPathNonReceivers
25 \hspace{2em} bestPath $\leftarrow p$
26 \hspace{2em} minHops $\leftarrow$ hop count of $p$
27 \hspace{1em} end if
28 \hspace{1em} end if
29 return bestPath
End

Figure 8: R-MLPBR Predicted Path Selection Algorithm

Note that we designed R-MLPBR to choose the path with the minimum number of non-receiver nodes, rather than the path with the maximum number of receiver nodes, as the latter design has the possibility of yielding paths with significantly larger hop count from the source to the receiver node without any guarantee on the possible reduction in the number of links. Our design of choosing the path with the minimum number of non-receiver nodes helps to maintain the hop count per source-receiver path close to that of the minimum hop count and at the same time does help to reduce the number of links in the tree to a certain extent.

H. Propagation of the Multicast Predicted Path Message towards the Source

An intermediate node on receiving the MPPM, checks its multicast routing table if there already exists an entry for the source node and the multicast group to which the MPPM belongs to. If an entry exists, the intermediate node merely adds the tuple <One-hop sender of the MPPM, Originating Receiver node of the MPPM> to the list of <Downstream node, Receiver node> tuples for the multicast tree entry. If the <Multicast Source, Multicast Group ID> entry does not exist in the multicast routing table, the intermediate node creates an entry and initializes it with the <One-hop sender of the MPPM, Originating Receiver node of the MPPM> tuple. In either case, the MPPM is then forwarded to the next downstream node on the path towards the source. If the source node receives the MPPM from the appropriate receiver node before the MPPM-timer expires, it indicates that the predicted path does exist in reality. A costly global broadcast tree discovery has been thus avoided. The source continues to send the data packets down the multicast tree. The source node estimates the Tree Repair Time (TRT) as the time lapsed between the reception of the MPPEM from an intermediate node and the MPPM from the appropriate receiver node. An average value of the TRT for each receiver node is thus maintained at the source as it undergoes several route failures and repairs before the next global broadcast-based tree discovery.

I. Handling Prediction Failure

If an intermediate node attempting to forward the MPPM of a receiver node could not successfully forward the packet to the next node on the path towards the source, the intermediate node informs the absence of the route through a MPPM-Error packet (structure shown in Figure 9) sent back to the receiver node. The receiver node on receiving the MPPM-Error packet discards all the LUVs and does not generate any new MPPM. The receiver will wait for the multicast source to initiate a global broadcast-based tree discovery. After the MPPM-timer expires, the multicast source initiates a new global broadcast-based tree discovery procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node Sending the MPPM-Error Packet</th>
<th>Multicast Source</th>
<th>Originating Receiver Node</th>
<th>Multicast Group ID</th>
<th>Sequence No. of last MTRM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: Structure of the MPPM-Error Packet
III. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT AND PROTOCOL REVIEW

The network dimension used is a 1000m x 1000m square network. The transmission range of each node is assumed to be 250m. The number of nodes used in the network is 25 and 75 nodes representing networks of low and high density with an average distribution of 5 and 15 neighbors per node respectively. Initially, nodes are uniformly randomly distributed in the network. We compare the performance of NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR with that of the minimum-hop based MAODV and the link-efficient BEMRP protocols. We implemented all of these four multicast routing protocols in a discrete-event simulator developed in Java. The broadcast tree discovery strategy employed is the default flooding approach. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Simulation Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network Size</th>
<th>1000m x 1000m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
<td>25 (low density) and 75 (high density)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Range</td>
<td>250 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Layer Signal Propagation Model</td>
<td>Two-ray ground reflection model [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC Layer</td>
<td>IEEE 802.11 [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Bandwidth</td>
<td>2 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface Queue</td>
<td>FIFO-based, size 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing Protocols</td>
<td>BEMRP [9], MAODV [10], NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast Strategy</td>
<td>Flooding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility Model Random Way Point Model [11]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Node Speed, m/s</td>
<td>0 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Node Speed, m/s</td>
<td>Low-10; Medium-30; High-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pause Time</td>
<td>0 second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Model Constant Bit Rate (CBR), UDP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicast Group Size (# Receivers)</td>
<td>Small: 2; Medium: 4, 8; High: 12, 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Packet Size</td>
<td>512 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet Sending Rate</td>
<td>4 Packets/second</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Simulations are conducted with a multicast group size of 2, 4 (small size), 8, 12 (moderate size) and 24 (larger size) receiver nodes. For each group size, we generated 5 lists of receiver nodes and simulations were conducted with each of them. Traffic sources are constant bit rate (CBR). Data packets are 512 bytes in size and the packet sending rate is 4 data packets/second. The multicast session continues until the end of the simulation time, which is 1000 seconds. The node mobility model used is the Random Waypoint model [11]. The transmission energy and reception energy per hop is set at 1.4 W and 1 W respectively. Initial energy at each node is 1000 Joules. Each node periodically broadcasts a beacon message within its neighborhood to make its presence felt to the other nodes in the neighborhood.

A. Multicast Extension of Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (MAODV) Routing Protocol

MAODV [10] is the multicast extension of the well-known Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) unicast routing protocol [12]. Here, a receiver node joins the multicast tree through a member node that lies on the minimum-hop path to the source. A potential receiver wishing to join the multicast group broadcasts a Route-Request (RREQ) message. If a node receives the RREQ message and is not part of the multicast tree, the node broadcasts the message in its neighborhood and also establishes the reverse path by storing the state information consisting of the group address, requesting node id and the sender node id in a temporary cache. If a node receiving the RREQ message is a member of the multicast tree and has not seen the RREQ message earlier, the node waits to receive several RREQ messages and sends back a Route-Reply (RREP) message on the shortest path to the receiver. The member node also informs in the RREP message, the number of hops from itself to the source. The potential receiver receives several RREP messages and selects the member node which lies on the shortest path to the source. The receiver node sends a Multicast Activation (MACT) message to the selected member node along the chosen route. The route from the source to the receiver is set up when the member node and all the intermediate nodes in the chosen path update their multicast table with state information from the temporary cache. A similar approach can be used in NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR when a new receiver node wishes to join the multicast group.

B. Bandwidth-Efficient Multicast Routing Protocol (BEMRP)

According to BEMRP [9], a newly joining node to the multicast group opts for the nearest forwarding node in the existing tree, rather than choosing a minimum-hop path from the source of the multicast group. As a result, the number of links in the multicast tree is reduced leading to savings in the network bandwidth. Multicast tree construction is receiver-initiated. When a node wishes to join the multicast group as a receiver, it initiates the flooding of Join control packets targeted towards the nodes that are currently members of the multicast tree. On receiving the first Join control packet, the member node waits for a certain time before sending a Reply packet. The member node sends a Reply packet on the path traversed by the Join control packet, with the minimum number of intermediate forwarding nodes. The newly joining receiver node collects the Reply packets from different member nodes and would send a Reserve packet on that path that has the least number of forwarding nodes from the member node to itself.
C. Performance Metrics

The performance metrics studied through this simulation are the following:

- **Number of Links per Tree**: This is the time averaged number of links in the multicast trees discovered and computed over the entire multicast session. The notion of “time-average” is explained as follows: Let there be multicast trees T1, T2, T3 with 4, 8 and 6 links used for time 12, 6 and 15 seconds respectively, then the time averaged number of links in the multicast trees is given by \((4*12 + 8*6 + 6*15) / (12 + 6 + 15) = 5.6\) and not merely 6.0, which is the average of 4, 8 and 6.

- **Hop Count per Source-Receiver Path**: This is the time averaged hop count of the paths from the source to each receiver of the multicast group and computed over the entire multicast session.

- **Time between Successive Broadcast Tree Discoveries**: This is the time between two successive broadcast tree discoveries, averaged over the entire multicast session. This metric is a measure of the lifetime of the multicast trees discovered and also the effectiveness of the path prediction approach followed in NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR.

- **Energy Consumed per Node**: This is the sum of the energy consumed at a node due to the transfer of data packets as part of the multicast session, broadcast tree discoveries as well as the periodic broadcast and exchange of beacons in the neighborhood.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The performance results for each metric displayed in Figures 10 through 13 are an average of the results obtained from simulations conducted with 5 sets of multicast groups and 5 sets of mobility profiles for each group size, node velocity and network density values. The multicast source in each case was selected randomly among the nodes in the network and the source is not part of the multicast group. The nodes that are part of the multicast group are merely the receivers.

A. Number of Links per Multicast Tree

The number of links per multicast tree (refer figure 10) is a measure of the efficiency of the multicast routing protocol in reducing the number of link transmissions during the transfer of the multicast data from the source to the receivers of the multicast group. The smaller is the number of links in the tree, the larger the link transmission efficiency of the multicast routing protocol. If fewer links are part of the tree, then the chances of multiple transmissions in the network increase and this increases the efficiency of link usage and the network bandwidth. Naturally, the BEMRP protocol, which has been purely designed to yield bandwidth-efficient multicast trees, discovers trees that have a reduced number of links for all the operating scenarios. This leads to larger hop count per source-receiver paths for BEMRP as observed in figures 11.

R-MLPBR, which has been designed to choose the predicted paths with the minimum number of non-receiver nodes, manages to significantly reduce the number of links vis-à-vis the MAODV and NR-MLPBR protocols. R-MLPBR attempts to minimize the number of links in the multicast tree without yielding to a higher hop count per source-receiver path. But, the tradeoff between the link efficiency and the hop count per source-receiver path continues to exist and it cannot be nullified. In other words, R-MLPBR cannot discover trees that have minimum number of links as well as the minimum hop count per source-receiver path. Nevertheless, R-MLPBR is the first multicast routing protocol that yields trees with the reduced number of links and at the same time, with a reduced hop count (close to the minimum) per source-receiver path.

For a given network density and multicast group size, we do not see any appreciable variation in the number of links per tree for each of the multicast routing protocols studied. As the network density increases, BEMRP attempts to reduce the number of links per tree by incorporating links that can be shared by multiple receivers on the paths towards the source. On the other hand, both MAODV and NR-MLPBR attempt to choose minimum hop paths between the source and any receiver and hence exploit the increase in network density to discover minimum hop paths, but at the cost of the link efficiency. On the other hand, R-MLPBR attempts to reduce the number of links per tree as we increase the network density. For a given multicast group size, the number of links per tree for R-MLPBR is about 4-15%, 8-18% and 10-21% more than that incurred by BEMRP. This shows that R-MLPBR is relatively more scalable, similar to BEMRP, with increase in the network density. For medium and large-sized multicast groups, the number of links per tree for both MAODV and NR-MLPBR is about 7-15%, 17-28% and 22-38% more than that incurred for BEMRP.

For a given network density and multicast group size, we do not see any appreciable variation in the number of links per tree for each of the multicast routing protocols studied. As the network density increases, BEMRP attempts to reduce the number of links per tree by incorporating links that can be shared by multiple receivers on the paths towards the source. On the other hand, both MAODV and NR-MLPBR attempt to choose minimum hop paths between the source and any receiver and hence exploit the increase in network density to discover minimum hop paths, but at the cost of the link efficiency. On the other hand, R-MLPBR attempts to reduce the number of links per tree as we increase the network density. For a given multicast group size, the number of links per tree for R-MLPBR is about 4-15%, 8-18% and 10-21% more than that incurred by BEMRP. This shows that R-MLPBR is relatively more scalable, similar to BEMRP, with increase in the network density.

B. Hop Count per Source-Receiver Path

All the three multicast routing protocols – MAODV, NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR, incur almost the same average hop count per source-receiver and it is considerably lower than that incurred for BEMRP. The hop count per source-receiver path is an important metric and it is often indicative of the end-to-end delay per multicast packet from the source to a specific receiver. BEMRP incurs a significantly larger hop count per source-receiver path and this can be attributed to the nature of this multicast routing protocol to look for trees with a reduced number of links. When multiple receiver nodes have to be connected to the source through a reduced set of links, the hop count per source-receiver path is bound to increase. The hop count per source-receiver path increases significantly as we increase the multicast group size. The hop count per source-receiver path for BEMRP can be as large as 41%, 57% and 59% more than that of the hop count per source-receiver path incurred for the other three multicast routing protocols.
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Figure 10: Average Number of Links per Multicast Tree (Route Discovery Procedure: Flooding)

Figure 11: Average Hop Count per Source-Receiver Path (Route Discovery Procedure: Flooding)

Figure 12: Average Time between Successive Tree Discoveries (Route Discovery Procedure: Flooding)
For a given network density and group size, there is no appreciable variation in the hop count per source-receiver path for each of the multicast routing protocols studied. As we increase the network density, the hop count per source-receiver path decreases. This is mainly observed in the case of the minimum-hop based MAODV, NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR. With BEMRP, the impact of network density on the decrease in the hop count is relatively less as it is a bandwidth-efficient multicast routing protocol attempting to reduce the number of links in the tree. The hop count per source-receiver path for BEMRP increased with increase in the multicast group size, while the hop count per source-receiver path for the other multicast routing protocols almost remained the same with increase in multicast group size.

C. Time between Successive Broadcast Tree Discoveries

The time between successive broadcast tree discoveries is a measure of the stability of the multicast trees and the effectiveness of the location prediction and path prediction approach of the two multicast extensions. For a given condition of node density and node mobility, both NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR incur relatively larger time between successive broadcast tree discoveries for smaller and medium sized multicast groups. MAODV tends to be more unstable as the multicast group size is increased, owing to the minimum hop nature of the paths discovered and absence of any path prediction approach. For larger multicast groups, BEMRP tends to perform better by virtue of its tendency to strictly minimize only the number of links in the tree. On the other hand, NR-MLPBR attempts to reduce the hop count per source-receiver path and ends up choosing predicted paths that increase the number of links in the tree, quickly leading to the failure of the tree. The time between successive tree discoveries for R-MLPBR is 15-25%, 15-59% and 20-82% more than that obtained for MAODV in networks of low, moderate and high density respectively. For a given level of node mobility and network density, MAODV trees become highly unstable as the multicast group size increases. For multicast groups of size 2 and 4, the time between successive broadcast tree discoveries for NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR is greater than that obtained for BEMRP, especially in networks of low and moderate network density. For larger multicast group sizes, BEMRP tends to incur larger time between successive broadcast tree discoveries compared to NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR. While using a broadcast strategy that will lead to the discovery of inherently stable trees, we conjecture that R-MLPBR will tend to incur larger time between successive broadcast tree discoveries compared to BEMRP, even for larger group sizes.

For each multicast routing protocol, for a given multicast group size and level of node mobility, as the network density increases, the time between successive broadcast tree discoveries decreases. This is mainly observed for the minimum-hop based multicast protocols (especially MAODV and NR-MLPBR) which incur a reduced hop count per source-receiver path as we increase the network density. But, such minimum hop paths obtained in moderate and high-density networks are relatively less stable than those obtained in low-density networks. For a given multicast group size and low node mobility, the time between successive tree discoveries in networks of high density (75 nodes) is 51-80% for MAODV and NR-MLPBR and for R-MLPBR and BEMRP is 70-90% of those obtained in networks of low-density. For a given network density and node mobility, the time between successive route discoveries decreases as the multicast group size increases. For smaller group sizes, the time between successive broadcast tree discoveries for MAODV and BEMRP is respectively about 80%-90% and 85%-94% of that incurred for NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR. For larger groups, the time between successive tree discoveries for NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR is respectively about 57%-76% and 75%-80% of that incurred for BEMRP for all network densities.

D. Energy Consumed per Node

Energy consumption in multicast routing is directly proportional to the number of links in the tree. Larger the number of links, more the transmissions and more will be the energy consumption in the network and vice-versa. Simulation results in Figure 13 clearly illustrate this. BEMRP incurs the least energy consumption per node and MAODV incurs the
largest energy consumption per node. The energy consumed per node for the two multicasts is extensions in between these two extremes. The energy consumed per node for R-MLPBR is less than that of NR-MLPBR as the former also attempts to simultaneously reduce the number of links as well as the hop count per source-receiver path. The energy consumption per node increases as the multicast group size increases. For a given multicast group size and multicast routing protocol, the energy consumed per node increases with increase in network density as well as with increase in node mobility.

For a given multicast group size, network density and multicast routing protocol, the energy consumed per node at higher node velocities of 30 m/s and 50 m/s can grow as large as 10-40% of that obtained at maximal node velocity of 10 m/s. BEMRP and MAODV incur the largest increase in energy consumed per node with increase in node mobility. NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR incur a relatively lower increase in the energy consumed per node with increase in node mobility. This can be attributed to the tendency of these multicast routing protocols to reduce the number of broadcast tree discoveries using effective tree prediction.

For multicast groups of size 2 and 4, as we increase the network density from 25 to 75 nodes, the energy consumed per node decreases. This is due to the smaller group size, leading to the effective sharing of the data forwarding load among all the nodes in the network. For larger group sizes, all the nodes in the network end up spending more energy (due to transmission/reception or at least receiving the packets in the neighborhood). MAODV and NR-MLPBR incur a relatively larger energy consumed per node at high network densities due to the nature of these routing protocols to discover trees with minimum hop count. R-MLPBR and BEMRP discover trees with reduced number of links and hence incur relatively lower energy consumed per node at high network density.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose multicast extensions to the location prediction based routing (LPBR) protocol for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). The multicast extensions of LPBR (referred to as NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR) have been proposed to simultaneously reduce the number of tree discoveries and the hop count per path from the source to each of the receivers of the multicast group. NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR differ from each other based on the type of path predicted and notified to the source. NR-MLPBR determines the minimum hop path to the source and sends a Multicast Predicted Path Message on the minimum hop path to the source. R-MLPBR assumes that each receiver knows the identity of the other receivers of the multicast group and hence attempts to choose a path that will minimize the number of newly added intermediate nodes to the multicast tree. R-MLPBR has been thus designed to also reduce the number of links that form the multicast tree, in addition to the source-receiver hop count and the number of global tree discoveries. Nevertheless, the number of links per tree discovered using R-MLPBR is still about 15-20% more than that discovered using BEMRP, but the hop count per source-receiver path is significantly smaller (by about 40%-60%) than those observed in trees discovered using BEMRP and is the same as that discovered using MAODV (aims to minimize the hop count between source-receiver paths). We conjecture that with the deployment of broadcast tree discovery strategies (such as DMEF [13]) that can discover inherently stable trees, the performance of NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR with respect to the time between successive tree discoveries and energy consumed per node actually improved relatively more than that observed for BEMRP and MAODV. This can be attributed to the effective path prediction of the two multicast extensions, an idea inherited from LPBR.
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Summary
We propose a novel network density and mobility aware energy-efficient broadcast route discovery strategy (called DMEF) to determine stable routes in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). During the on-demand route discovery process, each node dynamically chooses its own broadcast transmission range for the Route-Request message depending on the perceived number of neighbor nodes in its default maximum transmission range and the node's own mobility values during the time of broadcast. A node surrounded by more neighbors advertises itself only to a limited set of nearby neighbors and a node surrounded by few neighbors advertises itself to a maximum of its neighbors. Similarly, a slow-moving node advertises itself to a majority of its neighbors so that links formed using this node can be more stable. A fast-moving node advertises itself only to the neighbors closer to it. Simulation results indicate that DMEF is very effective, vis-à-vis flooding, in reducing the number of broadcast route discoveries by determining routes with a longer lifetime and as well as in reducing the energy consumed per route discovery. DMEF does not require any changes in the packet headers and can be used with any MANET routing protocol that has been proposed in the literature.
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1. Introduction

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a dynamic distributed system of mobile, autonomous wireless nodes. The network has limited bandwidth and the nodes have limited battery charge. In order to conserve battery charge, each node has a limited transmission range (i.e., transmits the data signals only to a limited distance). As a result, MANET routes are typically multi-hop in nature. As nodes move independent of each other, routes between a source and destination node often break and new routes have to be discovered. MANET routing protocols are of two types: proactive and reactive. Proactive routing protocols require the nodes to periodically exchange the table updates to pre-determine routes between any pair of source-destination nodes. Reactive (on-demand) routing protocols determine routes only when a route is required from a source to a destination. In dynamically changing environments, typical of MANETs, reactive routing protocols incur lower control overhead to discover routes compared to the proactive routing protocols [1]. In this paper, we work only with the on-demand reactive routing protocols.

Flooding is the default route discovery approach for on-demand MANET routing protocols. The flooding algorithm to discover routes can be briefly explained as follows: Whenever a source node needs a route to a destination node, it broadcasts a Route Request (RREQ) message to its neighbors. Neighbor nodes of the source node broadcast the received RREQ further, if they have not already done so. A RREQ message for a particular route discovery process is forwarded by a node exactly once. The destination node receives the RREQs along several routes, selects the best route according to the route selection principles of the particular routing protocol and notifies the selected route to the source through a Route-Reply (RREP) packet. The source starts sending data packets on the discovered route.

Flooding is inefficient and consumes significantly high energy and bandwidth. When a node receives a message for the first time in its neighborhood, at least 39% of the neighborhood would have seen it already and on the average only 41% of the additional area could be covered with a rebroadcast [2]. In this paper, we propose a novel density and mobility aware energy-efficient broadcast strategy called DMEF that attempts to reduce the energy consumed due to broadcast route discoveries by letting a node to broadcast only within a limited neighborhood. The neighborhood size to which a node advertises itself as part of the route discovery process is decided by the number of neighbors surrounding the node and the mobility of the node. The neighborhood size for rebroadcast is reduced in such a way that the RREQ packets still make it to the destination through one or more paths with a reduced energy spent per route discovery and such paths are also more stable compared to those incurred using flooding.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the proposed DMEF strategy in detail. Section 3 discusses related work and the advantages of DMEF.
Section 4 discusses the simulation environment and presents simulation results illustrating the effectiveness of DMEF. Section 5 concludes the paper. Note that, throughout this paper, the terms 'path' and 'route', 'message' and 'packet' are used interchangeably. They mean the same.

2. DMEF Strategy

2.1 Terminology and Assumptions

Every node (say node $u$) in the network is configured with a maximum transmission range ($\text{Range}_{\text{Max}}^u$). If the distance between two nodes is less than or equal to the maximum transmission range, the two nodes are said to be within the “complete neighborhood” of each other. Each node broadcasts periodically a beacon message in its complete neighborhood. The time between two successive broadcasts is chosen uniform-randomly, by each node from the range $[0..\text{T_{max}}]$. Using this strategy, each node learns about the number of nodes in its complete neighborhood.

2.2 Basic Idea

The twin objectives of DMEF are to discover stable routes with a reduced energy consumption compared to that incurred using flooding. DMEF achieves this by considering the number of neighbors of a node (a measure of node density) and node mobility. The basic idea behind DMEF is as follows: The transmission range used by a node $u$, $\text{Range}_{\text{RREQ}}^u$, to rebroadcast a RREQ message is given by the following model:

$$\text{Range}_{\text{RREQ}}^u = \text{Range}_{\text{Max}}^u - \left(\frac{\text{Neighbors}_u}{\alpha} \cdot v_u^\beta\right).$$ (1)

In order to make sure, $\text{Range}_{\text{RREQ}}^u$ is always greater than or equal to zero, the value of parameter $\alpha$ should be chosen very carefully. For a given value of parameter $\beta$, the necessary condition is:

$$\alpha > \left(\frac{\text{Neighbors}_u}{\text{Range}_{\text{Max}}^u} \cdot v_u^\beta\right).$$ (2)

In practice, the value of parameter $\alpha$ has to be sufficiently larger than the value obtained from (2), so that the RREQ message reaches neighbors who can forward the message further to the rest of the network. Otherwise, certain source-destination nodes may not be reachable from one another even though there may exist one or more paths between them in the underlying network.

2.3 DMEF Mathematical Model

DMEF effectively uses the knowledge of neighborhood node density and mobility so that they complement each other in discovering stable routes in a more energy-efficient fashion. The transmission range used by a node $u$, $\text{Range}_{\text{RREQ}}^u$, to rebroadcast a RREQ message is given by the following model:

$$\text{Range}_{\text{RREQ}}^u = \text{Range}_{\text{Max}}^u - \left(\frac{\text{Neighbors}_u}{\alpha} \cdot v_u^\beta\right).$$

In order to make sure, $\text{Range}_{\text{RREQ}}^u$ is always greater than or equal to zero, the value of parameter $\alpha$ should be chosen very carefully. For a given value of parameter $\beta$, the necessary condition is:

$$\alpha > \left(\frac{\text{Neighbors}_u}{\text{Range}_{\text{Max}}^u} \cdot v_u^\beta\right).$$ (2)

In practice, the value of parameter $\alpha$ has to be sufficiently larger than the value obtained from (2), so that the RREQ message reaches neighbors who can forward the message further to the rest of the network. Otherwise, certain source-destination nodes may not be reachable from one another even though there may exist one or more paths between them in the underlying network.

2.4 Dynamic Selection of DMEF Parameter Values

The specialty of DMEF is that it allows for each node to dynamically choose at run-time the appropriate values for the critical operating parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ depending on the perceived number of nodes in the complete neighborhood of the node and the node's own velocity. A node has to be simply pre-programmed with the appropriate values of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ to be chosen for different values of the number of nodes in the complete neighborhood and node velocity.

Let $\text{maxNeighb_lowDensity}$, $\text{maxNeighb_modDensity}$ represent the maximum number of neighbors a node should have in order to conclude that the complete neighborhood density of the node is low and moderate respectively. If a
node has more than \( \text{maxNeighb}_\text{modDensity} \) number of neighbors, then the node is said to exist in a complete neighborhood of high density. Let \( \text{lowDensity}_a, \text{modDensity}_a \) and \( \text{highDensity}_a \) represent the values of \( a \) to be chosen by a node for complete neighborhoods of low, moderate and high density respectively. Let \( \text{maxVel}_\text{lowMobility}, \text{maxVel}_\text{modMobility} \) represent the maximum velocity values for a node in order to conclude that the mobility of the node is low and moderate respectively. If the velocity of a node is more than \( \text{maxVel}_\text{modMobility} \), then the mobility of the node is said to be high. Let \( \text{lowMobility}_\beta, \text{modMobility}_\beta \) and \( \text{highMobility}_\beta \) represent the values of \( \beta \) to be chosen by a node when its mobility is low, moderate and high respectively.

Let \( \text{Neighbors}^t_u \) represent the set of neighbors in the complete neighborhood and velocity of a node \( u \) at time \( t \). Note that the set \( \text{Neighbors}^t_u \) is determined by node \( u \) based on the latest periodic beacon exchange in the complete neighborhood formed by the maximum transmission range, \( \text{Range}_{\text{Max}}^u \). The algorithm, \( \text{DMEF}_\text{Parameter_Selection} \), to dynamically choose the values of parameters \( a \) and \( \beta \) (represented as \( \alpha^t_u \) and \( \beta^t_u \)) is illustrated below in Figure 1:

**Figure 1:** Algorithm to Dynamically Select the Parameter Values for DMEF

### 3 Related Work

We surveyed the literature for different broadcast route discovery strategies that have been proposed to reduce the route discovery overhead and we describe below the strategies relevant to the research conducted in this paper. In Section 3.3, we qualitatively analyze the advantages of our DMEF broadcast strategy compared to the broadcast strategies described below in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.

#### 3.1 Reliable Route Selection (RRS) Algorithm

In [3], the authors proposed a Reliable Route Selection (referred to as RRS) algorithm based on Global Positioning System (GPS) [4]. The RRS algorithm divides the circular area formed by the transmission range of a node into two zones: stable zone and caution zone. A node is said to maintain stable links with the neighbor nodes lying in its stable zone and maintain unstable links with the neighbor nodes lying in its caution zone. If \( R \) is the transmission range of a node, then the radius of the stable zone is defined as \( r = R - 0.5 S \) where \( S \) is the speed of the node. The status zone is a circular region (with its own center) inscribed inside the circular region formed by the transmission range of the node. The center of the status zone need not be the center of the circular region forming...
the transmission range of the node, but always lies in the direction of movement of the node.

RRS works as follows: The Route-Request (RREQ) message of a broadcast route discovery process includes the co-ordinates representing the current position of the transmitter of the RREQ message, the co-ordinates representing the center of the stable zone of the transmitter, the value of parameter $\delta$ to be used by an intermediate node and the stable zone radius of the transmitter of the message. The source node of the route discovery process broadcasts the RREQ message in the complete neighborhood formed by the transmission range $R$. The RRS-related fields are set to initial values corresponding to the source node. An intermediate node receiving the RREQ message broadcasts the message further, only if the node lies in the stable zone of the transmitter. If a route discovery attempt based on a set value of $\delta$ is unsuccessful, the source node decrements the value of $\delta$ and launches another global broadcast based route discovery. This process is continued (i.e., the value of $\delta$ decremented and global broadcast reinitiated) until the source finds a path to the destination. If the source cannot find a route to the destination even while conducting route discovery with $\delta$ set to zero, then the source declares that the destination is not connected to it.

3.2 Efficient Broadcast Route Discovery Strategies

In [2], the authors propose several broadcast route discovery strategies that could reduce the number of retransmitting nodes of a broadcast message. These strategies can be grouped into four families: probability-based, counter-based, area-based and neighbor-knowledge based methods:

(i) **Probability-based method**: When a node receives a broadcast message for the first time, the node rebroadcasts the message with a certain probability. If the message received is already seen, then the node drops the message irrespective of whether or not the node retransmitted the message when it received the first time.

(ii) **Counter-based method**: When a node receives a broadcast message for the first time, it waits for a certain time before retransmitting the message. During this broadcast-wait-time, the node maintains a counter to keep track of the number of redundant broadcast messages received from some of its other neighbors. If this counter value exceeds a threshold within the broadcast-wait-time, then the node decides to drop the message. Otherwise, the node retransmits the message.

(iii) **Area-based method**: A broadcasting node includes its location information in the message header. The receiver node calculates the additional coverage area that would be obtained if the message were to be rebroadcast. If the additional coverage area is less than a threshold value, all future receptions of the same message will be dropped. Otherwise, the node starts a broadcast-wait-timer. Redundant broadcast messages received during this broadcast-wait-time are also cached. After the timer expires, the node considers all the cached messages and recalculates the additional coverage area if it were to rebroadcast the particular message. If the additional obtainable coverage area is less than a threshold value, the cached messages are dropped. Otherwise, the message is rebroadcast.

(iv) **Neighbor-knowledge based method**: This method requires nodes to maintain a list of 1-hop neighbors and 2-hop neighbors, learnt via periodic beacon exchange. Using these lists, a node calculates the set (of the smallest possible size) of 1-hop neighbors required to reach all the 2-hop neighbors. The minimum set of 1-hop neighbors that will cover all of the 2-hop neighbors is called the Multi Point Relays (MPRs).

3.3 Advantages of DMEF and Differences with Related Work

Our DMEF route discovery strategy is very effective in discovering relatively long-living routes in an energy-efficient manner and differs from the RRS algorithm in the following ways:

- **RRS** is highly dependent on location-service schemes like GPS, while DMEF is not dependent on any location-service scheme for its normal functionality.
- **RRS** requires the RREQ message header to be changed while DMEF does not require any change in the structure of the RREQ messages used for broadcasting. DMEF can be thus used with any MANET routing protocol without requiring any change in the routing protocol.
- In RRS, a node lying in the stable zone of the transmitter of the RREQ rebroadcasts the message in its complete neighborhood. However, it is only the recipient nodes lying in the stable zone of the transmitter that rebroadcast the RREQ. Hence, RRS is not energy-efficient. On the other hand, in DMEF, the transmission range for broadcast at a node is dynamically and locally determined using the node’s velocity and neighborhood density values and is usually considerably less than the maximum transmission range.
- **RRS** does not properly handle the scenario where the value of $\delta*S$ exceeds the transmission range of the node $R$. The value of $\delta$ has to be iteratively reduced by trial and error method to determine the connectivity
between the source and destination nodes. DMEF is better than RRS because it requires only one broadcast route discovery attempt from the source to determine a route to the destination if the two nodes are indeed connected. The values of the DMEF parameters are dynamically determined at each node by the nodes themselves because a node knows better about its own velocity and neighborhood, compared to the source of the broadcast process.

- The network density does not influence the stable zone radius selected by RRS. As a result, in RRS, the number of nodes retransmitting the RREQ message in a neighborhood increases significantly as the network density is increased. DMEF is quite effective in reducing the number of nodes retransmitting the RREQ message in high-density networks.

The advantages of the DMEF scheme when compared with the broadcast route discovery strategies discussed in Section 3.2 are summarized as follows:

- The probability-based and MPR-based methods do not guarantee that the broadcast message will be routed on a path with the minimum hop count or close to the minimum hop count. Previous research [5] on the impact of these broadcast strategies on the stability and hop count of the DSR routes indicates that the hop count of the paths can be far more than the minimum hop count and the routes have a smaller lifetime than the paths discovered using flooding. The probability-based method cannot always guarantee that the RREQ message gets delivered to the destination. Also, with increase in network density, the number of nodes retransmitting the message increases for both the probability-based and MPR-based methods.

DMEF determines paths with hop count being close to that of the minimum hop count paths and such paths have a relatively larger lifetime compared to those discovered using flooding. DMEF almost always guarantees that a source-destination route is discovered if there is at least one such route in the underlying network. DMEF effectively controls the RREQ message retransmission overhead as the network density increases.

- The counter-based and area-based methods require careful selection of the threshold counter and area of coverage values for their proper functioning. Each node has to wait for a broadcast-wait-time before retransmitting the message. This can introduce significant route acquisition delays. The area-based method also requires the nodes to be location-aware and include the location information in the broadcast messages.

With DMEF, there is no waiting time at a node to rebroadcast a received RREQ message, if the message has been received for the first time during a particular route discovery process. DMEF does not depend on any location-aware services for its operation and the structure of the RREQ message for a routing protocol need not be changed.

4 Simulations

The effectiveness of the DMEF strategy has been studied through simulations conducted using a MANET discrete-event simulation software developed by us in Java. We use the well-known minimum-hop based Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol [6] and the recently proposed Location-Prediction Based Routing (LPBR) protocol [7] to reduce the number of global broadcast route discoveries, as the routing protocols that use DMEF as their route discovery strategy. The benchmark used for DMEF evaluation is the performance of DSR and LPBR with flooding as the route discovery strategy. The network dimensions are: 1000m x 1000m. The maximum transmission range of a node is 250m. Network density is varied by conducting simulations with 25 (low density), 50 (moderate density) and 75 (high density) nodes. The mobility model used is the Random Waypoint model [8] according to which the velocity of each node is uniformly randomly distributed in the range \([v_{\text{min}}, v_{\text{max}}]\). The value of \(v_{\text{min}}\) is 0 m/s and the value of \(v_{\text{max}}\) is 10, 30 and 50 m/s representing average node velocities of 5 (low mobility), 15 (moderate mobility) and 25 m/s (high mobility) respectively. The traffic model used is the constant bit rate (CBR) model with a data packet of size 512 bytes sent every 0.25 seconds. There are 15 source-destination (s-d) pairs. The transmission energy is 1.4 W and the reception energy is 1 W [9]. Network bandwidth is 2 Mbps. The Medium Access Control (MAC) layer model followed is the IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordinated Function (DCF) model [10]. The DMEF parameter values are given in Table 1. Total simulation time is 1000 seconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DMEF Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>maxNeighbor_lowDensity</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxNeighbor_modDensity</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lowDensity_a</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modDensity_a</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highDensity_a</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxVel_lowMobility</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxVel_modMobility</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lowMobility_B</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modMobility_B</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highMobility_B</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_wait</td>
<td>10 seconds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1 Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) Protocol

The unique feature of DSR [6] is source routing: data packets carry information about the route from the source to the destination in the packet header. As a result, intermediate nodes do not need to store up-to-date routing information in their forwarding tables. Route discovery is by means of the broadcast query-reply cycle. A source node s wishing to send a data packet to a destination d, broadcasts a RREQ packet throughout the network. The RREQ packet reaching a node contains the list of intermediate nodes through which it has propagated from the source node. After receiving the first RREQ packet, the destination node waits for a short time period for any more RREQ packets, then chooses a path with the minimum hop count and sends a RREP along the selected path. If any RREQ is received along a path whose hop count is lower than the one on which the RREP was sent, another RREP would be sent on the latest minimum hop path discovered. To minimize the route acquisition delay, DSR lets intermediate nodes to promiscuously listen to the channel, store the learnt routes (from the RREQ and data packets) in a route cache and use these cached route information to send the RREP back to the source. We do not use this feature as promiscuous listening dominates the energy consumed at each node and DSR could still effectively function without promiscuous listening and route caching. Also, in networks of high node mobility, cached routes are more likely to become stale, by the time they are used.

4.2 Location Prediction Based Routing (LPBR) Protocol

LPBR [7] simultaneously minimizes the number of flooding based route discoveries and the hop count of the paths for a source-destination session. During a regular flooding-based route discovery, LPBR collects the location and mobility information of the nodes in the network and stores the collected information at the destination node of the route search process. When the minimum-hop route discovered through the flooding fails, the destination node attempts to predict the current location of each node using the location and mobility information collected during the latest flooding-based route discovery. A minimum hop path Dijkstra algorithm [11] is run on the locally predicted global topology. If the predicted minimum hop route exists in reality, no expensive flooding-based route discovery is needed and the source continues to send data packets on the discovered route; otherwise, the source initiates another flooding-based route discovery.

4.3 Performance Metrics

The performance metrics studied are as follows:

- **Total Energy Lost per Route Discovery:** This is the average of the total energy consumed for the global broadcast based route discovery attempts. This includes the sum of the energy consumed to transmit (broadcast) a RREQ packet to all the nodes in the neighborhood and to receive the RREQ packet sent by each node in the neighborhood, summed over all the nodes.
- **Percentage of Total Energy Spent for Route Discovery:** This is the ratio of the total energy spent for route discovery to the sum of the energy spent across all the nodes in the network.
- **Hop Count per Path:** This is the average hop count per path, time-averaged over all the s-d sessions. For example, if we have been using two paths P1 of hop count 3 and P2 of hop count 5 for 10 and 20 seconds respectively, then the time-averaged hop count of P1 and P2 is (3*10+5*20)/30 = 4.33 and not 4.
- **Time between Route Discoveries:** This is the average of the time between two successive global broadcast based route discovery attempts. Larger the time between two successive route discoveries, lower will be the control overhead.
- **End-to-End Delay per Data Packet:** This is the average of the delay incurred by the data packets that originate at the source and delivered at the destination. The delay incurred by a data packet includes all the possible delays: the buffering delay due to the route acquisition latency, the queuing delay at the interface queue to access the medium, the transmission delay, propagation delay, and the retransmission delays due to the MAC layer collisions.
- **Packet Delivery Ratio:** This is the ratio of the data packets delivered to the destination to the data packets originated at the source, computed over all the s-d sessions.
- **Energy Throughput:** This is the average of the ratio of the number of data packets reaching the destination to the sum of the energy spent across all the nodes in the network.

The performance results illustrated in Figures 2 through 8 are an average of simulations conducted with 5 mobility profiles for each operating condition.

4.4 Total Energy Spent Route Discovery

Performance results in figures 2.1 through 2.3 illustrate that DMEF achieves its purpose of reducing the energy spent in the network due to global broadcast route discoveries. The reduction in the energy spent for route discoveries is evident in both DSR and LPBR protocols.
The reduction in the energy spent for route discoveries is also more evident as we increase the network density and/or node mobility. This illustrates the effectiveness of DMEF because the strategy aims to minimize the unnecessary rebroadcasts in a network especially when the network density is high. In high-density networks, it is enough to rebroadcast through a reduced set of nodes to find a set of paths between a source and destination rather than broadcasting through all the nodes in the network. Compared to DSR, LPBR incurs relatively lower number of global broadcast based route discoveries. In addition, DMEF helps the protocol to reduce the energy spent per broadcast based route discovery. Aided by both these factors, LPBR incurs a significantly lower energy due to route discoveries compared to DSR.

4.5 Percentage of Total Energy Spent for Route Discovery

As observed in Figures 3.1 through 3.3, for both DSR and LPBR, the difference in the percentage of total energy spent for route discovery using flooding and DMEF increases as we increase the network density and/or node mobility. For a given node mobility, the energy savings...
obtained with DMEF increases with increase in network density. Similarly, for a given network density, the energy savings obtained with DMEF, relative to flooding, increases with increase in the level of node mobility. For a given network density and node mobility, the relative reduction in the percentage of total energy spent for route discoveries due to DMEF vis-à-vis flooding is almost the same for both DSR and LPBR. This illustrates that DMEF can be used for energy-efficient route discovery by any routing protocol for mobile ad hoc networks.

4.6 Average Hop Count per Path

DMEF prefers to determine long-living routes by primarily broadcasting the RREQ message through nodes that are relatively slow moving in the network. As a result, the routes determined for the DSR and LPBR protocols need not have hop count matching with that of the minimum hop count paths in the network. DMEF determines routes that have at most 8% larger hop count compared to the minimum hop routes, but the routes determined through DMEF exist for a relatively larger lifetime compared to the routes determined using flooding. For both DSR and LPBR, for a given node mobility in the network, as we increase the network density from low to moderate and to high, the average hop count per path decreases (by about 5%-15%).

4.7 Time between Successive Route Discoveries

The twin objectives of DMEF are to be energy-efficient and to determine routes that exist for a long time. DMEF accomplishes the latter objective by preferring to broadcast the RREQ message primarily through nodes that have been moving relatively slowly in the network. As a result, the routes determined using DMEF exist for a relatively longer time in the network. The lifetime of routes determined for both DSR and LPBR protocols using DMEF as the route discovery strategy is significantly larger compared to that of the DSR and LPBR routes determined using flooding. This is because DMEF prefers to propagate RREQ packets through relatively slow moving nodes that are also close to each other. In addition, LPBR attempts to increase the time between successive global broadcast discoveries by predicting a source-destination route using the Location Update Vectors (LUVs) collected during the latest broadcast route discovery. As we increase the network density, the chances of correctly predicting at least one source-destination path in the network increases. Hence, in the case of LPBR, for a given node mobility, the time between two successive global broadcast route discoveries increases as the network density increases. For both DSR and LPBR, compared to flooding, the relative increase in the lifetime of the routes discovered using DMEF and the reduction in the frequency of DMEF route discoveries can be significantly observed with increase in network density and/or node mobility.

4.8 End-to-End Delay per Data Packet

DMEF exerts a relatively lower control overhead to determine routes compared to flooding. This is evident as DSR incurs a relatively lower end-to-end delay per data packet (refer Figure 6) when routes are determined using DMEF compared to flooding. The relative difference between the delays per data packet for DSR routes discovered using flooding and DMEF increases as we increase the node mobility and/or network density. With DSR, the route discovery overhead incurred due to relatively unstable routes discovered using flooding weighs far more than the slightly larger hop count of routes discovered using DMEF. In LPBR, there is a relatively slight reduction in the delays per data packet with DMEF in networks of high density/ high mobility. This is due to the relatively less congestion in the nodes attributed to the reduced number of route discovery attempts. In networks of low node mobility, the delay per data packet for LPBR using DMEF is sometimes observed to be slightly larger than the delays per packet obtained with flooding. This is due to the slightly larger hop count of the paths discovered in such networks and lower route discovery overhead.

4.9 Packet Delivery Ratio

Performance results in Figures 7.1 through 7.3 illustrate that the packet delivery ratio of the two routing protocols using DMEF can be lower than that obtained using flooding only by at most 3% in low-density networks. In moderate density networks, both the route discovery strategies yield almost the same packet delivery ratio. In high density networks, the packet delivery ratio of routing protocols using DMEF can be larger than that obtained using flooding by about 3%. In high-density networks, even though flooding helps to propagate the RREQ messages through several routes, the excessive overhead generated by these redundant RREQ messages block the queues of certain heavily used nodes in the network, thus leading to sometimes a relatively lower packet delivery ratio compared to DMEF. In low-density networks, DMEF could very rarely fail to determine source-destination routes, even if one exists, due to its optimization approach of trying to shrink the range of broadcast of the RREQ messages. DMEF broadcasts RREQ messages over a relatively larger transmission range in low-density networks compared to those used for high-density networks. As we increase node density, the packet delivery ratio under both flooding and DMEF approaches unity.
4.10 Energy Throughput

For a given offered data traffic load, larger the energy throughput, the smaller the amount of energy spent in delivering the data packets to the destination. Notice that in our simulations, the number of source-destination sessions is always fixed at 15, i.e., the offered data traffic load is fixed. Based on Figures 7 and 8, we observe that with increase in the network density, the packet delivery ratio approaches unity, but the energy throughput decreases. This is because more nodes participate and spend their energy in moderate and high-density networks to route a given offered data traffic load. Note that energy consumption is in the form of direct transmissions and receptions of the intermediate nodes on a path and indirect receptions at the neighboring nodes of the intermediate nodes on a path. As we increase the network density as well as the level of node mobility, the energy throughput obtained with both DSR and LPBR using DMEF is larger than that obtained using flooding as the route discovery strategy. In low and moderate density networks and low and moderate levels of node mobility, the energy throughput for both DSR and LPBR are almost the same while using both DMEF and flooding for route discoveries.

5 Conclusions

The high level contribution of this paper is the design and development of a novel network density and node mobility aware, energy-efficient route discovery strategy called DMEF for mobile ad hoc networks. The twin objectives of DMEF are to increase the time between successive global broadcast route discoveries and reduce the energy consumption during such global broadcast discoveries vis-à-vis flooding. Each node operates with a maximum transmission range and periodically broadcasts beacons to the neighborhood covered (called the complete neighborhood) within this range. DMEF permits each node to dynamically adjust the transmission range to broadcast the Route-Request (RREQ) messages of the route discovery process. A node that is surrounded by more neighbors advertises itself only to a limited set of nearby neighbors and a node that is surrounded by few neighbors will advertise itself to a maximum of those neighbors. Similarly, a node that is slow-moving advertises itself to a
majority of its neighbors so that links formed using this node can be more stable. A node that has been fast-moving advertises itself only to the neighbors closer to it. The neighborhood dynamically chosen for a RREQ broadcast is always contained within the complete neighborhood defined by the maximum transmission range of the node.

The effectiveness of DMEF has been studied through simulations with the well-known Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol and the recently proposed Location Prediction Based Routing (LPBR) protocol. The benchmark used for the evaluation purposes is the commonly used flooding based global broadcast route discoveries. Simulation results indicate that DMEF is very effective in reducing the total energy spent per route discovery attempt for both DSR and LPBR. In addition, for both DSR and LPBR, DMEF reduces the number of global broadcast route discoveries by determining routes with longer lifetime, reduces the percentage of total energy spent for route discoveries, reduces the end-to-end delay per data packet and increases the energy throughput. The increase in the hop count of DSR and LPBR routes compared to that discovered using flooding is at most 8%. We conjecture that DMEF can be similarly very effective with respect to all of the other currently existing on-demand MANET routing protocols, none of which can simultaneously minimize the number of route discoveries as well as the hop count of the paths. DMEF can be used with these MANET routing protocols to discover long-living stable paths with hop count close to that of the minimum hop paths and at the same time incur less control message and energy overhead.
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Abstract

We propose a novel network density and node mobility aware, energy-efficient on-demand route discovery strategy called DMEF for mobile ad hoc networks. The twin objectives of DMEF are to increase the time between successive global broadcast route discoveries and reduce the energy consumption during such global broadcast discoveries vis-a-vis flooding. DMEF permits each node to dynamically adjust the transmission range to broadcast the Route-Request (RREQ) messages of the route discovery process. The neighborhood dynamically chosen for a RREQ broadcast is always contained within the complete neighborhood defined by the maximum transmission range of the node. A node surrounded by more neighbors advertises itself only to a limited set of nearby neighbors and a node surrounded by few neighbors will advertise itself to a maximum of its neighbors. Similarly, a slow-moving node advertises itself to a majority of its neighbors so that links formed using this node can be more stable. A node that has been fast-moving advertises itself only to the neighbors closer to it. Simulation results indicate that DMEF is very effective, vis-a-vis flooding, in reducing the total energy spent per route discovery attempt as well as in reducing the number of global broadcast route discoveries by determining routes with longer lifetime.

Keywords: Route discovery, Flooding, Energy efficiency, Stable routes, Mobile ad hoc networks

1. Introduction

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a dynamic distributed system of mobile, autonomous wireless nodes. The network has limited bandwidth and the nodes have limited battery charge. In order to conserve battery charge, each node has a limited transmission range (i.e., transmits the data signals only to a limited distance). As a result, MANET routes are typically multi-hop in nature. As nodes move independent of each other, routes between a source and destination node often break and new routes have to be discovered.

MANET routing protocols are of two types: proactive and reactive. Proactive routing protocols periodically exchange table updates to pre-determine routes between any pair of source-destination nodes. Reactive (on-demand) routing protocols determine routes only when a route is required from a source to a destination. In dynamically changing environments, typical of MANETs, reactive routing protocols incur lower control overhead to discover routes compared to the proactive routing protocols [3]. In this paper, we work only with the on-demand reactive routing protocols.

Flooding is the default route discovery approach for on-demand MANET routing protocols. The flooding algorithm to discover routes can be briefly explained as follows: Whenever a source node needs a route to a destination node, it broadcasts a Route Request (RREQ) message to its neighbors. Neighbor nodes of the source node broadcast the received RREQ further, if they have not already done so. A RREQ message for a particular route discovery process is forwarded by a node exactly once. The destination node receives the RREQs along several routes, selects the best route according to the route selection principles of the particular routing protocol and notifies the selected route to the source through a Route-Reply (RREP) packet. The source starts sending data packets on the discovered route.

Flooding is inefficient and consumes significantly high energy and bandwidth. When a node receives a message for the first time in its neighborhood, at least 39% of the neighborhood would have seen it already and on the average only 41% of the additional area could be covered with a rebroadcast [8]. We propose a novel density and mobility aware energy-efficient broadcast strategy called DMEF that attempts to reduce the energy consumed due to broadcast route discoveries by letting a node to broadcast only within a limited neighborhood. The neighborhood size to which a node advertises itself as part of the route discovery process is decided by the number of neighbors surrounding the node and the mobility of the node. The neighborhood size for rebroadcast is reduced in such a way that the RREQ packets still make it to the destination through one or more paths with a reduced energy spent per route discovery and that such paths are also relatively more stable compared to those incurred using flooding.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the proposed DMEF strategy in detail. Section 3 discusses related work and the advantages of DMEF. Section 4 discusses the simulation environment and presents simulation results illustrating the effectiveness of DMEF. Section 5 concludes the paper. Throughout this paper, the terms 'path' and 'route', 'message' and 'packet' are used interchangeably. They mean the same.

2. DMEF Strategy

2.1 Terminology and Assumptions

Every node (say node \( u \)) in the network is configured with a maximum transmission range, \( \text{Range}_{u}^{\text{Max}} \). If the distance between two nodes is less than or equal to \( \text{Range}_{u}^{\text{Max}} \), then the two nodes are said to be within the "complete neighborhood" of each other. Each node broadcasts periodically a beacon message to learn about the number of nodes in its complete neighborhood. The time between successive broadcasts is chosen uniformly, randomly, by each node, from within the range \([0...T_{\text{round}}]\).

2.2 Basic Idea of DMEF

The basic idea behind DMEF is as follows: The transmission range of a RREQ broadcast is not fixed for every node. A node surrounded by more neighbors in the complete neighborhood should broadcast the RREQ message only within a smaller neighborhood that would be sufficient enough to pick up the message and forward it to the other nodes in the rest of the network. On the other hand, a node that is surrounded by fewer neighbors in the complete neighborhood should broadcast the RREQ message to a maximum of those neighbors (but still contained within the complete neighborhood) so that a majority of the nodes in the complete neighborhood can pick up the message and re-broadcast it further. A node rebroadcasts a RREQ message at most once. The density aspect of DMEF thus helps to reduce the unnecessary transmission and reception of the RREQ messages and conserves energy.

To discover stable routes that exist for a longer time, DMEF takes the following approach: A node that is highly mobile makes itself available only to a smaller neighborhood around itself, whereas a node that is less mobile makes itself available over a larger neighborhood (but still contained within the complete neighborhood). DMEF lets a slow moving node to advertise itself to a larger neighborhood so that the links (involving this node) that are part of the routes discovered will exist for a longer time. Whereas, a fast moving node will have links of relatively longer lifetime with neighbors that are closer to it. Hence, DMEF lets a fast moving node advertise only to its nearby neighbors.

2.3 DMEF Mathematical Model

DMEF effectively uses the knowledge of node density and mobility so that they complement each other in discovering stable routes in a more energy-efficient fashion. The transmission range used by a node \( u \), \( \text{Range}_{u}^{\text{RREQ}} \), to rebroadcast a RREQ message is given by the following model:

\[
\text{Range}_{u}^{\text{RREQ}} = \text{Range}_{u}^{\text{Max}} - \left[ \frac{\text{neighbors}_{u}^{\text{Max}}}{\alpha} \right] \beta
\]  

For a given value of parameter \( \beta \), in order to make sure that the value of \( \text{Range}_{u}^{\text{RREQ}} \) is always positive, the necessary condition is:

\[
\alpha > \left( \frac{\text{neighbors}_{u}^{\text{Max}}}{\text{Range}_{u}^{\text{Max}}} \right)^{\beta}
\]  

In practice, the value of parameter \( \alpha \) has to be sufficiently larger than that obtained from equality (2) for the RREQ to reach neighbors who can forward the message further to the rest of the network. Otherwise, certain source-destination nodes may not be reachable from each other, even though there may exist one or more paths between them in the underlying network.

2.4 Algorithm for Dynamic Selection of DMEF Parameters

We now describe an algorithm (refer Figure 1) that allows for each node to dynamically choose at run-time the appropriate values for the critical operating parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) depending on the perceived number of nodes in the complete neighborhood of the node and the node's own velocity. Let the maximum number of neighbors a node should have in order to conclude that the complete neighborhood density of the node is low and moderate be denoted by \( \text{maxNeigh}_{\text{lowDensity}} \) and \( \text{maxNeigh}_{\text{modDensity}} \) respectively. If a node has more than \( \text{maxNeigh}_{\text{modDensity}} \) number of neighbors, then the node is said to exist in a complete neighborhood of high density. Let \( \text{lowDensity}_{a} \), \( \text{modDensity}_{a} \) and \( \text{highDensity}_{a} \) represent the values of \( a \) to be chosen by a node for complete neighborhoods of low, moderate and high density respectively. Let \( \text{maxVel}_{\text{lowMobility}}, \text{maxVel}_{\text{modMobility}} \) represent the maximum velocity values for a node in order to conclude that the mobility of the node is low and moderate respectively. If the velocity of a node is more
than $\text{maxVel}_\text{modMobility}$, then the mobility of the node is said to be high. Let $\text{lowMobility}_\beta$, $\text{modMobility}_\beta$ and $\text{highMobility}_\beta$ represent the values of $\beta$ to be chosen by a node when its mobility is low, moderate and high respectively. Let $v_u^t$ represent velocity of a node $u$ at time $t$ and let $\text{Neighbors}_u^t$ represent the set of neighbors in the complete neighborhood determined by node $u$ based on the latest periodic beacon exchange in the complete neighborhood formed by $\text{Range}_u^{\text{Max}}$. The algorithm to dynamically choose the values of parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ (denoted as $\alpha^t_u$ and $\beta^t_u$) for a node $u$ is shown below:

**Input:** $\text{Neighbors}_u^t$ and $v_u^t$  
**Output:** $\alpha^t_u$ and $\beta^t_u$

**Begin DMEF_Parameter_Selection**

if ($v_u^t \leq \text{maxVel}_\text{lowMobility}$) $\beta^t_u \leftarrow \text{lowMobility}_\beta$

else if ($v_u^t \leq \text{maxVel}_\text{modMobility}$)  
$\beta^t_u \leftarrow \text{modMobility}_\beta$

else $\beta^t_u \leftarrow \text{highMobility}_\beta$

minimum $\alpha^t_u \leftarrow \left\lfloor \left( \frac{|\text{Neighbors}_u^t| \times (v_u^t)^{\beta^t_u}}{\text{Range}_u^{\text{Max}}} \right) \right\rfloor$

if ($|\text{Neighbors}_u^t| \leq \text{maxNeighbors}_\text{lowDensity}$)  
$\alpha^t_u \leftarrow \text{Maximum}(\text{minimum} \  \alpha^t_u, \text{lowDensity}_\alpha)$

else if ($|\text{Neighbors}_u^t| \leq \text{maxNeighbors}_\text{modDensity}$)  
$\alpha^t_u \leftarrow \text{Maximum}(\text{minimum} \  \alpha^t_u, \text{modDensity}_\alpha)$

else  
$\alpha^t_u \leftarrow \text{Maximum}(\text{minimum} \  \alpha^t_u, \text{highDensity}_\alpha)$

**return** $\alpha^t_u$ and $\beta^t_u$

**End DMEF_Parameter_Selection**

---

**Figure 1:** Algorithm to Dynamically Select the Parameter Values for DMEF

The number of neighbors in the complete neighborhood and the node velocity can be different for each node at a given time instant and can be different for even a particular node at different time instants. After selecting the appropriate values for parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ at time $t$, a node can determine the transmission range to be used for the broadcast of the RREFO message using equation (1).

### 3. Related Work

In [9], the authors proposed a Reliable Route Selection (referred to as RRS) algorithm based on Global Positioning System (GPS) [4]. The RRS algorithm divides the circular area formed by the transmission range of a node into two zones: stable zone and caution zone. A node is said to maintain stable links with the neighbor nodes lying in its stable zone and maintain unstable links with the neighbor nodes lying in its caution zone (outside the stable zone). If $R$ is the transmission range of a node, then the radius of the stable zone is defined as $r = R - \delta S$ where $S$ is the speed of the node. The stable zone is a circular region (with its own center) inscribed inside the circular region formed by the transmission range of the node. The center of the stable zone always lies in the direction of movement of the node.

RRS works as follows: The RREQ message of a broadcast route discovery process includes the coordinates representing the current position of the transmitter of the RREQ, the coordinates representing the center of the stable zone of the transmitter, the value of parameter $\delta$ to be used by an intermediate node and the stable zone radius of the transmitter of the message. The source node of the route discovery process broadcasts the RREQ in the complete neighborhood formed by the transmission range $R$. The RRS-related fields are set to initial values corresponding to the source node. An intermediate node receiving the RREQ broadcasts the message further, only if the node lies in the stable zone of the transmitter. If a route discovery attempt based on a set value of $\delta$ is unsuccessful, the source node decrements the value of $\delta$ and launches another global broadcast based route discovery. This process is continued (i.e., the value of $\delta$ decremented and global broadcast reinitiated) until the source finds a path to the destination. If the source cannot find a route to the destination even while conducting route discovery with $\delta$ set to zero, then the source declares that the destination is not connected to it.

DMEF is very effective in discovering relatively long-living routes in an energy-efficient manner and differs from the RRS algorithm in the following ways:

- RRS is highly dependent on location-service schemes like GPS. DMEF is not dependent on any location-service scheme for its normal functionality.
- RRS requires the RREQ message header to be changed while DMEF does not require any change in the structure of the RREQ messages. DMEF can be thus used with any MANET routing protocol without requiring any change in the protocol.
- In RRS, a node lying in the stable zone of the transmitter of the RREQ rebroadcasts the message in
its complete neighborhood. However, it is only the recipient nodes lying in the stable zone of the transmitter that rebroadcast the RREQ. Hence, RRS is not energy-efficient. On the other hand, in DMEF, the transmission range for broadcast at a node is dynamically and locally determined using the node's velocity and neighborhood density values and is usually considerably less than the maximum transmission range.

- RRS does not properly handle the scenario when the value of $\delta \times N$ exceeds the maximum transmission range, $R$. The value of $\delta$ has to be iteratively reduced by trial and error method to determine the connectivity between the source and destination nodes. On the other hand, DMEF requires only one broadcast route discovery attempt from the source to determine a route to the destination if the two nodes are indeed connected. The values of the DMEF parameters are dynamically determined locally at each node because a node knows better than any other node about its own velocity and neighborhood.

- In RRS, the number of nodes retransmitting the RREQ is the same as that observed with the default route discovery approach of flooding. The network density does not influence the stable zone radius selected by RRS. But, DMEF is quite effective in reducing the number of nodes retransmitting the RREQ message in high-density networks.

4. Simulations

The effectiveness of the DMEF strategy has been studied through simulations conducted using a MANET discrete-event simulation software developed by us in Java. We use the well-known minimum-hop based Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol [6] and the recently proposed Location-Prediction Based Routing (LPBR) protocol [7] to reduce the number of global broadcast route discoveries, as the routing protocols that use DMEF as their route discovery strategy. The benchmark used for DMEF evaluation is the performance of DSR and LPBR with flooding as the route discovery strategy. The network dimensions are: 1000m x 1000m. The maximum transmission range of a node is 250m. Network density is varied by conducting simulations with 25 (low density), 50 (moderate density) and 75 (high density) nodes. The mobility model used is the Random Waypoint model [1] according to which the velocity of each node is uniformly randomly distributed in the range [$v_{min}$, $v_{max}$]. The value of $v_{min}$ is 0 m/s and the value of $v_{max}$ is 10, 30 and 50 m/s representing average node velocities of 5 (low mobility), 15 (moderate mobility) and 25 m/s (high mobility) respectively. The traffic model used is the constant bit rate (CBR) model with a data packet of size 512 bytes sent every 0.25 seconds. There are 15 source-destination (s-d) pairs. The transmission energy is 1.4 W and the reception energy is 1 W [3]. Network bandwidth is 2 Mbps. The Medium Access Control (MAC) layer model followed is the IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordinated Function (DCF) model [5]. The DMEF parameter values are given in Table 1. Total simulation time is 1000 seconds.

4.1 Overview of DSR and LPBR Protocols

In DSR [6], data packets carry information about the route from the source to the destination in the packet header. As a result, intermediate nodes do not need to store up-to-date routing information in their forwarding tables. Route discovery is by means of the broadcast query-reply cycle. The RREQ packet reaching a node contains the list of intermediate nodes through which it has propagated from the source node. After receiving the first RREQ packet, the destination waits for a short time period for any more RREOs, then chooses a path with the minimum hop count and sends a Route-Reply Packet (RREP) along the selected path. If any RREQ is received along a path whose hop count is lower than the one on which the RREP was sent, another RREP would be sent on the latest minimum hop path discovered.

LPBR [7] simultaneously minimizes the number of broadcast route discoveries and the hop count of the paths for a source-destination session. During a regular broadcast route discovery, LPBR collects the location and mobility information of the nodes in the network and stores the collected information at the destination node of the route search process. When the minimum-hop route discovered through the broadcast route discovery fails, the destination attempts to predict the current location of each node using the location and mobility information collected during the latest broadcast route discovery. A minimum hop path Dijkstra algorithm [2] is run on the locally predicted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DMEF Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>maxNeigh, lowDensity</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxNeigh, modDensity</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lowDensity_a</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modDensity_a</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highDensity_a</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxVel, lowMobility</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxVel, modMobility</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lowMobility_\beta</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modMobility_\beta</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highMobility_\beta</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_{init}</td>
<td>10 seconds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: DMEF Parameter Values
global topology. If the predicted minimum hop route exists in reality, no expensive broadcast route discovery is needed and the source continues to send data packets on the discovered route; otherwise, the source initiates another broadcast route discovery.

4.2 Performance Metrics

The performance metrics studied are as follows:

- **Total Energy Lost per Route Discovery**: This is the average of the total energy consumed for the global broadcast route discovery attempts. This includes the sum of the energy consumed to broadcast a RREQ packet to all the nodes in the neighborhood and to receive the RREP packet sent by each node in the neighborhood, summed over all the nodes.

- **Percentage of Total Energy Spent for Route Discovery**: This is the ratio of the total energy spent for route discovery to the sum of the energy spent across all the nodes in the network.

- **Time between Successive Route Discoveries**: This is the average of the time between two successive global broadcast based route discovery attempts. Larger the time between two successive route discoveries, lower will be the control overhead.

- **End-to-End Delay per Data Packet**: This is the average of the delay incurred by the data packets that originate at the source and delivered at the destination. The delay incurred by a data packet includes: the buffering delay due to the route acquisition latency, the queuing delay at the interface queue to access the medium, transmission delay, propagation delay, and the retransmission delay due to the MAC layer collisions.

- **Packet Delivery Ratio**: This is the ratio of the data packets delivered to the destination to the data packets originated at the source, averaged over all the source-destination sessions.

The performance results illustrated in Figures 2 through 6 are an average of simulations conducted with 5 mobility profiles for each operating condition.

4.3 Total Energy Spent for Route Discovery

For both DSR and LPBR, DMEF reduces the energy spent in the network due to global broadcast route discoveries (refer Figure 2). The reduction in the energy spent for route discoveries is more evident as we increase the network density and/or node mobility. In high-density networks, DMEF reduces the unnecessary rebroadcasts by broadcasting only a reduced set of nodes to find a set of paths between a source and destination rather than broadcasting through all the nodes in the network. Compared to DSR, LPBR incurs relatively lower number of global broadcast based route discoveries. In addition, DMEF helps LPBR to reduce the energy spent per broadcast route discovery. Aided by both these factors, LPBR incurs a significantly lower energy due to route discoveries compared to DSR.

4.4 Percentage of Total Energy Spent for Route Discovery

As observed in Figures 3.1 through 3.3, for both DSR and LPBR, the difference in the percentage of total energy spent for route discovery using flooding and DMEF increases as we increase the network density and/or node mobility. For a given level of node mobility, the energy savings obtained with DMEF increases with increase in network density. Similarly, for a given network density, the energy savings obtained with DMEF, relative to flooding, increases with increase in the level of node mobility. For a given network density and level of node mobility, the relative reduction in the percentage of total energy spent for route discoveries due to the usage of DMEF vis-a-vis flooding is almost the same for both DSR and LPBR. Thus, DMEF can be used for energy-efficient route discovery for any MANET routing protocol.

4.5 Time between Successive Route Discoveries

DMEF prefers to broadcast the RREQ messages primarily through nodes that have been moving relatively slowly in the network. As a result, the routes determined using DMEF exist for a relatively longer time (refer Figure 4) in the network. For a given node density and mobility, the lifetime of routes determined for both DSR and LPBR protocols using DMEF as the route discovery strategy is significantly larger compared to that of the DSR and LPBR routes determined using flooding. In addition, LPBR attempts to increase the time between successive global broadcast discoveries by predicting a source-destination route using the Location Update Vectors (LUVs) collected during the latest broadcast route discovery. As we increase the network density, the chances of correctly predicting at least one source-destination path in the network increases. Hence, in the case of LPBR, for a given node mobility, the time between two successive global broadcast route discoveries increases as the network density increases. For both DSR and LPBR, compared to flooding, the relative increase in the lifetime of the routes discovered using DMEF and the reduction in the frequency of DMEF route discoveries can be significantly observed with increase in network density and/or node mobility.
4.6 End-to-End Delay per Data Packet

DMEF exerts a relatively lower control overhead to determine routes compared to flooding. This is evident in the relatively lower end-to-end delay per data packet (refer Figure 5) incurred for DSR when routes are determined using DMEF compared to flooding. The relative difference between the end-to-end delays per data packet for DSR routes discovered using flooding and DMEF increases as we increase the node mobility and/or network density. With DSR, the route discovery overhead incurred due to relatively unstable routes
discovered using flooding weighs far more than the slightly larger hop count of routes discovered using DMEF. In LPBR, there is a relatively slight reduction in the delays per data packet with DMEF in networks of high density/high mobility. This is due to the relatively less congestion in the nodes attributed to the reduced number of route discovery attempts. In networks of low node mobility, the delay per data packet for LPBR with DMEF as the route discovery strategy is sometimes observed to be slightly larger than the delays per packet obtained with flooding. This is due to the slightly larger hop count of the paths discovered in such networks and a relatively lower route discovery overhead.

4.7 Packet Delivery Ratio

The packet delivery ratio (refer Figure 6) of both DSR and LPBR using DMEF is lower than that obtained using flooding only by at most 3% in low-density networks. In moderate density networks, both the route discovery strategies yield almost the same packet delivery ratio. In high density networks, the packet delivery ratio of routing protocols using DMEF can be larger than that obtained using flooding by about 3%. In high-density networks, even though flooding helps to propagate the RREQs through several routes, the excessive overhead generated by these redundant RREQs block the queues of certain heavily used nodes in the network, thus leading to sometimes a relatively lower packet delivery ratio compared to DMEF. In low-density networks, DMEF could very rarely fail to determine source-destination routes, even if one exists, due to its optimization approach of trying to shrink the range of broadcast of the RREQ messages. DMEF broadcasts RREQ messages over a relatively larger transmission range in low-density networks compared to those used for high-density networks. As we increase node density, the packet delivery ratio under both flooding and DMEF approaches unity.

5. Conclusions

The high level contribution of this paper is the design and development of a novel density and mobility-aware, energy-efficient broadcast route discovery strategy (DMEF) that can simultaneously minimize the energy spent per route discovery and increase the lifetime of the routes discovered vis-à-vis flooding. Simulation results for both DSR and LPBR illustrate DMEF to be very effective in reducing the percentage of energy consumed due to route discoveries as well as in increasing the time between successive route discoveries. We conjecture that DMEF can be used with any MANET on-demand routing protocol to discover long-living routes with a reduced route discovery control overhead. Future work will involve studying the effectiveness of DMEF with multicast and multi-path MANET routing protocols.
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Abstract. We propose multicast extensions to the location prediction-based routing protocol (NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR) for mobile ad hoc networks to simultaneously reduce the number of tree discoveries, number of links and the hop count per path from the source to the multicast group. The multicast extensions work as follows: Upon failure of a path to the source, a receiver node attempts to locally construct a global topology using the location and mobility information collected during the latest global broadcast tree discovery. NR-MLPBR predicts a path that has the minimum number of hops to the source and R-MLPBR predicts a path to the source that has the minimum number of non-receiver nodes. If the predicted path exists in reality, the source accommodates the path as part of the multicast tree and continues to send the multicast packets in the modified tree. Otherwise, the source initiates another global broadcast tree discovery.
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1 Introduction

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a dynamic distributed system of wireless nodes that move independent of each other in an autonomous fashion. Due to node mobility, routes between any pair of nodes frequently change and need to be reconfigured. As a result, on-demand route discovery is often preferred over periodic route discovery and maintenance, as the latter strategy will incur significant overhead due to the frequent exchange of control information among the nodes [1]. Multicasting is the process of sending a stream of data from one source node to multiple recipients by establishing a routing tree, which is an acyclic connected subgraph containing all the nodes in the network. The set of receiver nodes form the multicast group. The data gets duplicated, only when necessary, as it propagates down the tree. This is better than multiple unicast transmissions. Multicasting in ad hoc wireless networks has numerous applications, e.g., distributed computing applications like civilian operations, emergency search and rescue, warfare situations and etc.

In an earlier work [2], we developed a location prediction based routing (LPBR) protocol for unicast routing in MANETs. The specialty of LPBR is that it attempts to simultaneously reduce the number of global broadcast route discoveries as well as the
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hop count of the paths for a source-destination session. LPBR works as follows: During a regular flooding-based route discovery, LPBR collects the location and mobility information of the nodes in the network and stores the collected information at the destination node of the route search process. When the minimum-hop route discovered through the flooding-based route discovery fails, the destination node attempts to predict the current location of each node using the location and mobility information collected during the latest flooding-based route discovery. A minimum hop path Dijkstra algorithm [3] is run on the locally predicted global topology. If the predicted minimum hop route exists in reality, no expensive flooding-based route discovery is needed and the source continues to send data packets on the discovered route; otherwise, the source initiates another flooding-based route discovery.

In this paper, we propose two multicast extensions to LPBR, referred to as NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR. Both the multicast extensions are aimed at minimizing the number of global broadcast tree discoveries as well as the hop count per source-receiver path of the multicast tree. They use a similar idea of letting the receiver nodes to predict a new path based on the locally constructed global topology obtained from the location and mobility information of the nodes learnt through the latest broadcast tree discovery. Receiver nodes running NR-MLPBR (Non-Receiver aware Multicast extensions of LPBR) are not aware of the receivers of the multicast group, whereas each receiver node running R-MLPBR (Receiver-aware Multicast Extension of LPBR) is aware of the identity of the other receivers of the multicast group. NR-MLPBR attempts to predict a minimum hop path to the source, whereas R-MLPBR attempts to predict a path to the source that has the minimum number of non-receiver nodes. If more than one path has the same minimum number of non-receiver nodes, then R-MLPBR breaks the tie among such paths by choosing the path with the minimum number of hops to the source. Thus, R-MLPBR is also designed to reduce the number of links in the multicast tree, in addition to the average hop count per source-receiver path and the number of global broadcast tree discoveries.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the detailed design of the two multicast extensions. Section 3 explains the simulation environment and illustrates the simulation results with respect to different performance metrics. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Multicast Extensions to LPBR

We assume periodic exchange of beacons in the neighborhood. We also assume that a multicast group comprises basically of receiver nodes that wish to receive data packets from an arbitrary source, which is not part of the multicast group.

2.1 Broadcast of Multicast Tree Request Messages

Whenever a source node has data packets to send to a multicast group and is not aware of a multicast tree to the group, the source initiates a broadcast tree discovery procedure by broadcasting a Multicast Tree Request Message (MTRM) to its neighbors. Each node, including the receiver nodes of the multicast group, on receiving the first MTRM of the current broadcast process (i.e., a MTRM with a sequence
number greater than those seen before), includes its Location Update Vector, LUV in the MTRM packet. The LUV of a node comprises the following: node ID, X, Y coordinate information, Is Receiver flag, Current velocity and Angle of movement with respect to the X-axis. The Is Receiver flag in the LUV, if set, indicates that the node is a receiving node of the multicast group. The node ID is also appended on the “Route record” field of the MTRM packet. The structure of the LUV and the MTRM is shown in Figures 1 and 2 respectively.

![Fig. 1. Location Update Vector (LUV) per Node](image1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node ID</th>
<th>X Co-ordinate</th>
<th>Y Co-ordinate</th>
<th>Node Velocity</th>
<th>Angle of Movement</th>
<th>Is Receiver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>8 bytes</td>
<td>8 bytes</td>
<td>8 bytes</td>
<td>1 bit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 2. Structure of the Multicast Tree Request Message](image2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multicast Source</th>
<th>Multicast Group ID</th>
<th>Sequence Number</th>
<th>Route Recorded (List of Node IDs)</th>
<th>Location Update Vectors (LUVs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>Variable Size of 4 bytes</td>
<td>Variable Size of 36 bytes, 1 bit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 3. Structure of Multicast Tree Establishment Message](image3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multicast Source</th>
<th>Originating Receiver</th>
<th>Multicast Group ID</th>
<th>Sequence Number</th>
<th>Route Record from the Receiver to the Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>Variable Size of 4 bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Construction of the Multicast Tree

Paths constituting the multicast tree are independently chosen at each receiver node. A receiver node gathers several MTRMs obtained across different paths and selects the minimum hop path among them by looking at the “Route Record” field in these MTRMs. A Multicast Tree Establishment Message (MTEM) is sent on the discovered minimum hop route to the source. The MTEM originating from a receiver node has the list of node IDs corresponding to the nodes that are on the minimum hop path from the receiver node to the source (which is basically the reverse of the route recorded in the MTRM). The structure of the MTEM packet is shown in Figure 3.

An intermediate node upon receiving the MTEM packet checks its multicast routing table whether there exist an entry for the <Multicast Source, Multicast Group ID> in the table. If an entry exists, the intermediate node merely adds the tuple <One-hop sender of the MTEM, Originating Receiver node of the MTEM> to the list of <Downstream node, Receiver node> tuples for the multicast tree entry and does not forward the MTEM further. The set of downstream nodes are part of the multicast tree rooted at the source node for the multicast group. If a <Multicast Source, Multicast Group ID> entry does not exist in the multicast routing table, the intermediate node creates an entry and initializes it with the <One-hop sender of the MTEM, Originating
Multicast Extensions to the Location-Prediction Based Routing Protocol

Receiver node of the MTEM> tuple. For each MTEM received, the source adds the neighbor node that sent the MTEM and the corresponding Originating Receiver node to the list of <Downstream node, Receiver node> tuples for the multicast group.

### 2.3 Multicast Tree Acquisition and Data Transmission

After receiving the MTEMs from all the receivers within the Tree Acquisition Time (TAT), the source starts sending the data packets on the multicast tree. The TAT is based on the maximum possible diameter of the network (an input parameter in our simulations). The diameter of a network is the maximum of the hop count of the minimum hop paths between any two nodes in the network. The TAT is dynamically set at a node based on the time it took to receive the first MTEM for a broadcast tree discovery procedure. The structure of the header of the multicast data packet is shown in Figure 4. In addition to the regular fields like Multicast Source, Multicast Group ID and Sequence Number, the header of the multicast data packet includes three specialized fields: the ‘More Packets’ (MP) field, the ‘Current Dispatch Time’ (CDT) field and the ‘Time Left for Next Dispatch’ (TNLD) field. The CDT field stores the time as the number of milliseconds lapsed since Jan 1, 1970, 12 AM. These additional overhead (relative to that of the other ad hoc multicast routing protocols) associated with the header of each data packet amounts to only 12 more bytes per data packet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multicast Source</th>
<th>Multicast Group ID</th>
<th>Sequence Number</th>
<th>More Packets</th>
<th>Current Dispatch Time</th>
<th>Time Left for Next Dispatch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>1 bit</td>
<td>8 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Structure of the Header of the Multicast Data Packet

The source sets the CDT field in all the data packets sent. If the source has any more data to send, it sets the MP flag to 1 and sets the appropriate value for the TNLD field, which indicates the number of milliseconds since the CDT. If the source does not have any more data to send, it will set the MP flag to 0 and leaves the TNLD field blank. As we assume the clocks across all nodes are synchronized, a receiver will be able to calculate the end-to-end delay for the data packet based on the time the data packet reaches the node and the CDT field in the header of the data packet. An average end-to-end delay per data packet is maintained at the receiver for the current path to the source. If the source node has set the MP flag, the receiver computes the ‘Next Expected Packet Arrival Time’ (NEPAT), as the CDT field + TLND field + 2*Average end-to-end delay per data packet. A timer is started for the NEPAT value.

### 2.4 Multicast Tree Maintenance

If an intermediate node notices that its link with a downstream node has failed (i.e., the two nodes have moved away and are no longer neighbors), the intermediate node generates and sends a Multicast Path Error Message (MPEM) to the source of the multicast group entry. The MPEM has information about the receiver nodes affected (obtained from the multicast routing table) because of the link failure with the downstream node. Figure 5 shows the structure of an MPEM. The intermediate node
removes the tuple(s) corresponding to the downstream node(s) and the affected receiver node(s). After these deletions, if no more <Downstream node, Receiver node> tuple exists for a <Source node, Multicast group ID> entry, the intermediate node removes the entire row for this entry from the routing table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multicast Source</th>
<th>Originating Intermediate Node</th>
<th>Multicast Group ID</th>
<th>IDs of Affected Receivers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
<td>Variable Size of 4 bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Structure of a MPEM Message

The source, upon receiving the MPEM, will wait to receive a Multicast Predicted Path Message (MPPM) from each of the affected receivers, within a MPPM-timer maintained for each receiver. The source estimates a Tree-Repair Time (TRT) for each receiver as the time that lapsed between the reception of the MPEM from an intermediate node and the MPPM from the affected receiver. An average value for the TRT per receiver is maintained at the source as it undergoes several path failures and repairs before the next global broadcast based tree discovery. The MPPM-timer (initially set to the time it took for the source to receive the MTEM from the receiver) for a receiver will be then set to 1.5* Average TRT value, so that we give sufficient time for the destination to learn about the route failure and generate a new MPPM. Nevertheless, this timer will still be far less than the tree acquisition time that would be incurred if the source were to launch a global broadcast tree discovery. Hence, our approach will only increase the network throughput and does not decrease it.

2.5 Prediction of Node Location Using the LUVs

If a multicast receiver does not receive the data packet within the NEPAT time, it will attempt to locally construct the global topology using the location and mobility information of the nodes learnt from the latest broadcast tree discovery. Each node is assumed to be moving in the same direction with the same speed as mentioned in its latest LUV. Based on this assumption and information from the latest LUVs, the location of each node at the NEPAT time is predicted.

We now explain how to predict the location of a node (say node \( u \)) at a time instant \( CTIME \) based on the LUV gathered from node \( u \) at time \( STIME \). Let \((X_u^{STIME}, Y_u^{STIME})\) be the X and Y co-ordinates of \( u \) at time \( STIME \). Let \( \text{Angle}_u^{STIME} \) and \( \text{Velocity}_u^{STIME} \) represent the angle of movement with respect to the X-axis and the velocity at which node \( u \) is moving. The distance traveled by node \( u \) from time \( STIME \) to \( CTIME \) would be: \( \text{Distance}_u^{STIME-CTIME} = (CTIME - STIME + 1) \times \text{Velocity}_u^{STIME} \). We assume each node is initially configured with information regarding the network boundaries, given by \([0, 0], [X_{max}, 0], [X_{max}, Y_{max}] \) and \([0, Y_{max}]\). Let \((X_u^{CTIME}, Y_u^{CTIME})\) be the predicted location of node \( u \) at time \( CTIME \).

\[
\begin{align*}
X_u^{CTIME} &= X_u^{STIME} + \text{Offset}-X_u^{CTIME} \\
Y_u^{CTIME} &= Y_u^{STIME} + \text{Offset}-Y_u^{CTIME} \\
\text{Offset}-X_u^{CTIME} &= \text{Distance}_u^{STIME-CTIME} \cos(\text{Angle}_u^{STIME}) \\
\text{Offset}-Y_u^{CTIME} &= \text{Distance}_u^{STIME-CTIME} \sin(\text{Angle}_u^{STIME})
\end{align*}
\]
If \( X_{u,C}^{CTIME} < 0 \), then \( X_{u,C}^{CTIME} = 0 \); 
If \( Y_{u,C}^{CTIME} < 0 \), then \( Y_{u,C}^{CTIME} = 0 \); 
If \( X_{u,C}^{CTIME} > X_{max} \), then \( X_{u,C}^{CTIME} = X_{max} \) 
If \( Y_{u,C}^{CTIME} > Y_{max} \), then \( Y_{u,C}^{CTIME} = Y_{max} \)

2.6 Multicast Path Prediction

**NR-MLPBR**: The receiver node locally runs the Dijkstra’s minimum hop path algorithm [3] on the predicted global topology. If at least one path exists from the source to the receiver in the generated topology, the algorithm returns the minimum hop path among them. The receiver node then sends a Multicast Predicted Path Message, MPPM (structure shown in Figure 6), on the discovered path with the route information included in the message.

**R-MLPBR**: The receiver node uses the LUV obtained from each of the intermediate nodes during the latest global tree broadcast discovery to learn about the identification of its peer receiver nodes that are part of the multicast group. If there existed a direct path to the source on the predicted topology, the receiver chooses that path as the predicted path towards the source. Otherwise, the receiver determines a set of node-disjoint paths on the predicted global topology. The node-disjoint paths to the source are ranked depending on the number of non-receiver nodes that act as intermediate nodes on the path. The path that has the least number of non-receiver nodes as intermediate nodes is preferred. The reason is a path that has the least number of non-receiver nodes is more likely to be a minimum hop path and if a receiver node lies on that path, the number of newly added links to the tree would also be reduced. R-MLPBR thus aims to discover paths with the minimum hop count and at the same time attempts to conserve bandwidth by reducing the number of links that get newly added to the tree as a result of using the predicted path. The MPPM is hence sent on the predicted path that has minimum number of non-receiver nodes. If two or more paths have the same minimum number of non-receiver nodes, R-MLPBR breaks the tie by choosing the path with the minimum hop count to the source.

![Fig. 6. Structure of the Multicast Predicted Path Message](image-url)

2.7 Propagation of the Multicast Predicted Path Message towards the Source

An intermediate node on receiving the MPPM adds the tuple <One-hop sender of the MPPM, Originating Receiver node of the MPPM> to the list of <Downstream node, Receiver node> tuples for the multicast tree entry corresponding to the source node and the multicast group to which the MPPM belongs to. The MPPM is then forwarded to the next downstream node on the path towards the source. If the source node receives the MPPM from the appropriate receiver node before the MPPM-timer expires, it indicates that the predicted path does exist in reality. A costly global broadcast tree discovery has been thus avoided. If an intermediate node could not successfully forward the MPPM to the next node on the path towards the source, it informs the
receiver node of the absence of the route through a MPPM-Error packet. The receiver node on receiving the MPPM-Error packet discards all the LUVs and does not generate any new MPPM. After the MPPM-timer expires, the multicast source initiates a new global broadcast-based tree discovery procedure.

3 Simulations

We use a 1000m x 1000m square network. The transmission range per node is 250m. The number of nodes used in the network is 25 and 75 nodes representing networks of low and high density respectively. We compare the performance of NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR with that of the Multicast Extension [4] of the Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector [5] (MAODV) routing protocol that minimizes the hop count per source-receiver path and the Bandwidth-Efficient Multicast Routing Protocol (BEMRP) [6] that minimizes the number of links in the multicast tree. We implemented all of these four multicast routing protocols in a discrete-event simulator developed in Java. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Simulation Conditions

| Physical Layer | Propagation Model: Two-ray ground reflection model [1] |
| MAC Layer      | IEEE 802.11 [7], Bandwidth: 2 Mbps, Queue Size: 100 |
| Routing Protocols | BEMRP [6], MAODV [4], NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR |
| Mobility Model | Random Way Point Model [8]: Min. Node Speed = 0 m/s, Pause Time: 0 s, Max. Node Speed = 10 m/s and 50 m/s |
| Traffic Model  | Constant Bit Rate (CBR), UDP |
|                | # Receivers: 2 (small), 4 and 8 (medium), 12 and 24 (high) |
|                | Data Packet Size: 512 bytes, Packet Sending Rate: 4/second |

![Fig. 7. Average Number of Links per Multicast Tree](image-url)
The performance metrics studied through the simulations are the following computed over the duration of the entire multicast session. Each of the performance results in Figures 7 through 9 are an average of the results obtained from simulations conducted with 5 sets of multicast groups and 5 sets of mobility profiles.

- **Number of Links per Tree**: This is the time averaged number of links in the multicast trees discovered and computed over the entire multicast session.
- **Hop Count per Source-Receiver Path**: This is the time averaged hop count of the paths from the source to each receiver of the multicast group.
- **Time between Successive Broadcast Tree Discoveries**: This is the average of the time between two successive broadcast tree discoveries.

![Figure 8. Average Hop Count per Source-Receiver Path](image)

### 3.1 Number of Links per Multicast Tree

R-MLPBR manages to significantly reduce the number of links vis-a-vis the MAODV and NR-MLPBR protocols without yielding to a higher hop count per source-receiver path. R-MLPBR is the first multicast routing protocol that yields trees with the reduced number of links and at the same time, with a reduced hop count (close to the minimum) per source-receiver path. However, R-MLPBR cannot discover trees that have minimum number of links as well as the minimum hop count per source-receiver path. The BEMRP protocol discovers trees that have a reduced number of links for all the operating scenarios. However, this leads to larger hop count per source-receiver paths for BEMRP as observed in figure 8.

### 3.2 Average Hop Count per Source-Receiver Path

All the three multicast routing protocols – MAODV, NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR, incur almost the same average hop count per source-receiver path and it is considerably lower than that incurred for BEMRP. The hop count per source-receiver path is an
important metric and it is often indicative of the end-to-end delay per multicast packet from the source to a specific receiver. BEMRP incurs a significantly larger hop count per source-receiver path and this can be attributed to the nature of this multicast routing protocol to look for trees with a reduced number of links. When multiple receiver nodes have to be connected to the source through a reduced set of links, the hop count per source-receiver path is bound to increase. The hop count per source-receiver path increases significantly as we increase the multicast group size.

Fig. 9. Average Time between Successive Tree Discoveries

3.3 Time between Successive Broadcast Tree Discoveries

The time between successive broadcast tree discoveries is a measure of the stability of the multicast trees and the effectiveness of the location prediction and path prediction approach of the two multicast extensions. For a given condition of node density and node mobility, both NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR incur relatively larger time between successive broadcast tree discoveries for smaller and medium sized multicast groups. MAODV tends to be more unstable as the multicast group size is increased, owing to the minimum hop nature of the paths discovered and absence of any path prediction approach. For larger multicast groups, the multicast trees discovered using BEMRP are relatively more stable by virtue of the protocol’s tendency to strictly minimize only the number of links in the tree.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

The number of links per tree discovered using R-MLPBR is only about 15-20% more than that discovered using BEMRP, but the hop count per source-receiver path is significantly smaller (by about 40%-60%) than those observed in trees discovered using BEMRP and is the same as that discovered using MAODV. NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR incur larger time between successive tree discoveries for smaller and
medium sized multicast groups, where as BEMRP discovers stable trees for larger multicast groups. We conjecture that with the deployment of broadcast tree discovery strategies (such as DMEF [9]) that can discover inherently stable trees, the performance of NR-MLPBR and R-MLPBR with respect to the time between successive tree discoveries can be further improved vis-à-vis BEMRP and MAODV.
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Abstract — We propose a node-disjoint multi-path extension to the location prediction-based routing protocol (LPBR-M) to reduce the number of broadcast multi-path route discoveries for mobile ad hoc networks. During a broadcast route discovery, the intermediate forwarding nodes include their location and mobility information in the Route-Request messages. Upon failure of all the node-disjoint paths learnt from the latest route discovery, the destination runs the algorithm to determine the set of node-disjoint paths on a predicted global topology, constructed from the location and mobility information collected during the latest broadcast route discovery, and sends a sequence of Route-Reply messages on each of the predicted paths. If the source receives at least one Route-Reply message within certain time, it continues to send the data packets along the newly learnt node-disjoint paths. Otherwise, the source initiates another broadcast route discovery. Simulation results of LPBR-M along with the link-disjoint path based AOMDV and node-disjoint path based AODVM routing protocols indicate that LPBR-M incurs the longest time between successive broadcast route discoveries and a hop count close to that incurred by the minimum hop count based multi-path protocols.

I. INTRODUCTION

On-demand routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) incur high route discovery latency and frequent route discoveries in the presence of a dynamically changing topology. Recent research has started to focus on multi-path routing protocols that tend to compute multiple paths, at both the traffic sources as well as at intermediary nodes, in a single route discovery attempt. This reduces both the route discovery latency and the control overhead as a route discovery is needed only when all the discovered paths fail. Spreading the traffic across several routes could alleviate congestion and bottlenecks. Multi-path routing also provides a higher aggregate bandwidth and effective load balancing as the data forwarding load is effectively distributed over all the paths.

Multi-paths can be of two types: link-disjoint and node-disjoint. For a given source s and destination d, the set of link-disjoint s-d routes comprises of paths that have no link present in more than one constituent s-d path. Similarly, the set of node-disjoint s-d routes comprises of paths that have no node (other than the source and destination) present in more than one constituent s-d path. MANET multi-path routing protocols make use of the propagation of the Route-Request (RREQ) messages along several paths to the destination and let the destination to send Route-Reply (RREP) along more than one path. The routing protocols avoid the RREP storm by selecting only few of the different paths. Since nodes communicate through the shared wireless medium, the selected paths need to be as independent as possible in order to avoid transmissions from a node along one path interfering with transmissions on a different path. Thus, the aggregate bandwidth achieved with multi-path routing may not be the sum of the bandwidth of the individual paths. Node-disjoint routes offer the highest degree of fault tolerance and aggregate bandwidth [1]. Throughout the paper, the terms path and route are used interchangeably. They mean the same.

Most of the MANET multi-path routing protocols are either extensions of the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol [2] or the Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol [3]. Examples are: (i) Split multi-path routing (SMR) [4] protocol, an extension of DSR; (ii) Ad hoc On-demand Multi-path Distance Vector (AOMDV) routing protocol [5], an extension of AODV to compute multiple loop-free link-disjoint routes; (iii) AODV-Multi-path (AODVM) routing protocol [6], an extension of the AODV protocol to determine node-disjoint routes; (iv) Geographic Multi-path Routing Protocol (GMRP) [7] to reduce interference due to route coupling and (v) Energy-aware Multi-path Routing Protocol (EMRP) [8] that considers the available energy and forwarding load at intermediate nodes of the multiple paths before distributing the load across them.

In [9], we developed a location prediction based routing (LPBR) protocol for single-path unicast routing in MANETs. LPBR attempts to simultaneously reduce the number of global broadcast route discoveries as well as the hop count of the paths for a source-destination session. LPBR works as follows: During a regular broadcast route discovery, LPBR collects the location and mobility information of the nodes in the network in the form of Location Update Vectors (LUVs) and stores the LUVs at the destination node of the route search process. When the minimum-hop route discovered through the broadcast route discovery fails, the destination node attempts to predict the current location of each node using the location and mobility information collected during the latest broadcast route discovery. A minimum hop path Dijkstra algorithm [10] is run on the locally predicted global topology. If the predicted...
minimum hop route exists in reality, no expensive broadcast route discovery is needed and the source continues to send data packets on the discovered route; otherwise, the source initiates another broadcast route discovery.

In this paper, we develop a node-disjoint multi-path extension to the LPBR protocol, referred to as LPBR-M. In [11], we observed that the number of broadcast route discoveries needed for node-disjoint multi-path routing is not significantly different from the number of route discoveries for link-disjoint multi-path routing. Also, there is no much difference in the average hop count of the node-disjoint paths and the link-disjoint paths. On the other hand, node-disjoint paths are preferred for fault tolerance, load balancing and extending the lifetime of the nodes. LPBR-M minimizes the control overhead by reducing the number of broadcast route discoveries as much as possible using multi-path routing. Also, LPBR-M yields an average hop count per multi-path that is almost equal to that of the minimum-hop based multi-path routing protocols. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a detailed design of the LPBR-M protocol. Section III describes the simulation environment, defines the performance metrics, presents the simulation results and interprets them. Section IV concludes the paper.

II. DESIGN OF THE LPBR-M PROTOCOL

We assume that the clocks across all nodes are synchronized. This is essential to ensure proper timeouts at the nodes for failure to receive a certain control message.

A. Broadcast of Route-Request Messages

When a source has data and is not aware of a path to send data packets to a destination, it initiates a route discovery procedure by broadcasting a Multi-path Route Request (MP-RREQ) message to its neighbors. Each node, except the destination, on receiving the first MP-RREQ of the current broadcast process (i.e., a MP-RREQ with a sequence number greater than those seen before), includes its Location Update Vector, LUV, in the MP-RREQ message. The LUV of a node (ref. Fig. 1) comprises the following: Node ID, X, Y coordinates, Current velocity and Angle of Movement with respect to the X-axis. The Node ID is also appended in the “Route Record” field of the MP-RREQ (ref. Fig. 2).

B. Generation of the Route-Reply Messages

When the destination receives a MP-RREQ message, it extracts the path traversed by the message (sequence of Node IDs in the Route Record) and the LUVs of the nodes (including the source) that forwarded the message. The destination stores the paths learnt in a set, RREQ-Path-Set, maintained in the increasing order of their hop count. Ties between paths with the same hop count are broken in the order of the time of arrival of their corresponding MP-RREQ messages at the destination. The LUVs are stored in a LUV-Database maintained for the latest broadcast route discovery procedure initiated by the source. The destination runs a local path selection heuristic to extract the set of node-disjoint paths, RREQ-ND-Set, from the RREQ-Path-Set. The heuristic makes sure that except the source and the destination nodes, a node can serve as an intermediate node in at most only one path in the RREQ-ND-Set. The RREQ-ND-Set is initialized and updated with the paths extracted from the RREQ-Path-Set satisfying this criterion.

Once the RREQ-ND-Set is built, the destination sends a Multi-path Route Reply (MP-RREP) message for every path in the RREQ-ND-Set. An intermediate node receiving the MP-RREP message (ref. Fig. 3) updates its routing table by adding the neighbor that sent the message as the next hop on the path from the source to the destination. The MP-RREP message is then forwarded to the next node towards the source as indicated in the Route Record field of the message.

C. Multi-path Acquisition Time and Data Transmission

After receiving the MP-RREP messages from the destination within a certain time called the Multi-path Acquisition Time (MP-AT), the source stores the paths learnt in a set of node-disjoint paths, NDP-Set. The MP-AT is based on the maximum possible diameter of the network (an input parameter in our simulations). The diameter of the network is the maximum of the hop count of the minimum hop paths between any two nodes in the network. The MP-AT is dynamically set at a node depending on the time it took to receive the first MP-RREP for a broadcast discovery process.

For data transmission, the source uses the path with the minimum hop count among the paths in the NDP-Set. The structure of a data packet is illustrated in Fig. 4. In addition to the regular fields of source and destination IDs and the sequence number, the header of the data packet includes four specialized fields: the ‘Number of Disjoint Paths’ field that indicates the number of active node-disjoint paths currently being stored in the NDP-Set of the source, the ‘More Packets’
(MP) field, the ‘Current Dispatch Time’ (CDT) field and the ‘Time Left for Next Dispatch’ (TNDLD) field. The CDT field stores the time as the number of milliseconds lapsed since Jan 1, 1970, 12 AM. These additional overheads (relative to the other routing protocols) associated with the header amounts to only 13 more bytes per data packet.

The source sets the CDT field in all the data packets sent. In addition, if the source has any more data to send, it sets the MP flag to 1 and sets the appropriate value for the TNDLD field, which indicates the number of milliseconds since the CDT. If the source does not have any more data to send, it will set the MP flag to 0 and leaves the TNDLD field blank. As we assume the clocks across all nodes are synchronized, the destination node uses the CDT field in the header of the data packet and the time of arrival of the packet to update the average end-to-end delay per data packet for the set of multi-paths every time after receiving a new data packet on one of these paths. If the MP flag is set, the Next destination node computes the ‘Next Expected Packet Arrival Time’ (NEPAT), which is CDT field + TNDLD field + 2*NDP-Set Size*Average end-to-end delay per data packet. A timer is started for the NEPAT value. In order for the destination to wait until the source manages to successfully route a packet along a path in the NDP-Set, the NEPAT time takes the NDP-Set Size into account.

D. Multi-path Maintenance

If an intermediate node could not forward the data packet due to a broken link, the upstream node of the broken link informs about the broken route to the source node through a Multi-path-Route-Error (MP-RERR) message, structure shown in Fig. 5. The source node on learning the route failure will remove the failed path from its NDP-Set and attempt to send data packet on the next minimum-hop path in the NDP-Set. If this path is actually available in the network at that time after receiving a new data packet on one of these paths. If the MP flag is set, the destination node computes the Next Expected Packet Arrival Time (NEPAT), which is CDT field + TNDLD field + 2*NDP-Set Size*Average end-to-end delay per data packet. A timer is started for the NEPAT value. In order for the destination to wait until the source manages to successfully route a packet along a path in the NDP-Set, the NEPAT takes the NDP-Set Size into account.

E. Prediction of Node Location using LUVs

If the destination does not receive the data packet within the NEPAT time, it will attempt to locally construct the global topology using the location and mobility information of the nodes learnt from the latest broadcast route discovery. Each node is assumed to be continuing to move in the same direction with the same velocity as mentioned in its latest LUV. Based on this assumption and information from the latest LUs, the location of each node at the NEPAT time is predicted. Note that there exists an edge between two nodes in the locally constructed global topology, if the predicted distance between the two nodes is less than or equal to the transmission range of the nodes.

We now explain how to predict the location of a node (say node u) at a time instant CTIME based on the LUV gathered from u at time STIME. Let \( X_u^{STIME}, Y_u^{STIME} \) be the X and Y co-ordinates of node u at time STIME. Let \( Angle_u \) and \( Velocity_u \) represent the angle of movement with respect to the X-axis and the velocity at which u is moving. The distance traveled by node u from time STIME to CTIME would be: 

\[ Distance_u = (CTIME - STIME + 1) \times Velocity_u \]

We assume each node is initialized with information regarding the network boundaries: \([0, 0], [X_{max}, 0], [X_{max}, Y_{max}]\) and \([0, Y_{max}]\).

Let \( X_u^{CTIME}, Y_u^{CTIME} \) be the predicted location of node u at time CTIME. The value of \( X_u^{CTIME} \) and \( Y_u^{CTIME} \) are given by

\[ X_u^{STIME} + Offset_X, Y_u^{STIME} + Offset_Y \]

The offsets in the X and Y-axes depend on angle of movement and distance traveled. They are calculated as follows:

\[ Offset_X = Distance_u \times cos(Angle_u) \]
\[ Offset_Y = Distance_u \times sin(Angle_u) \]

F. LPBR-M: Multi-path Prediction

The destination locally runs the algorithm for determining the set of node-disjoint paths [11] on the predicted global topology. The algorithm is explained as follows: Let \( G(V, E) \) be the graph representing the predicted global topology, where \( V \) is the set of vertices and \( E \) is the set of edges in the predicted network graph. Let \( P_s \) denote the set of node-disjoint s-d paths between source s and destination d. To start with, we run the \( O(|V|^2) \) Dijkstra algorithm [10] on G to determine the minimum hop s-d path. If there is at least one s-d path in G,
we include the minimum hop $s-d$ path $p$ in the set $P_N$. We then remove all the intermediate nodes (nodes other than source $s$ and destination $d$) that were part of the minimum-hop $s-d$ path $p$ in the original graph $G$ to obtain the modified graph $G'$ $(V', E')$. We then determine the minimum-hop $s-d$ path in $G'$ $(V', E')$, add it to the set $P_N$ and remove the intermediate nodes that were part of this $s-d$ path to get a new updated $G'$ $(V', E')$. We repeat this procedure until there exists no more $s-d$ paths in the network. The set $P_N$ contains the node-disjoint $s-d$ paths in the original network graph $G$. When we remove a node from a graph, we also remove all the links associated with the node.

**G. MP-LPBR-RREP Message Propagation**

The destination $d$ sends a MP-LPBR-RREP message (ref. Fig. 6) to the source $s$ on each of the predicted node-disjoint paths. Each intermediate node receiving the MP-LPBR-RREP message updates its routing table to record the incoming interface of the message as the outgoing interface for any new data packets received from the source $s$ to the destination $d$. The MP-LPBR-RREP message has a ‘Number of Disjoint Paths’ field to indicate the total number of paths predicted and a ‘Is Last Path’ Boolean field that indicates whether or not the reported path is the last among the set of node-disjoint paths predicted. If the source $s$ receives at least one MP-LPBR-RREP message before the MP-LPBR-RREP-timer expires, it indicates that the corresponding predicted $s-d$ path on which the message propagated through does exists in reality. The source node creates a new instance of the NDP-Set and stores all the newly learnt node-disjoint $s-d$ routes and starts sending data on the minimum hop path among them.

**III. SIMULATIONS**

We study the performance of LPBR-M through extensive simulations and also compare its performance with that of the link-disjoint path based AOMDV [5] and the node-disjoint path based AODVM [6] routing protocols. We implemented all these three multi-path routing protocols in a discrete-event simulator developed in Java. Simulation results obtained from this simulator have also been successfully reported in our recent work [12][13] on MANET routing protocols.

We use a 1000m x 1000m square network. The transmission range per node is 250m. The number of nodes used in the network is 25, 50 and 75 nodes representing networks of low, medium and high density with an average distribution of 5, 10 and 15 neighbors per node respectively. For each combination of network density and node mobility, simulations are conducted with 15 source-destination ($s-d$) pairs. Traffic sources are constant bit rate (CBR). Data packets are 512 bytes in size and the packet sending rate is 4 data packets/second. Simulation time is 1000 seconds. The node mobility model used is the Random Waypoint model [14]. During every direction change, the velocity of a node is uniformly and randomly chosen from the range $[0,...,v_{max}]$ and the values of $v_{max}$ used are 10, 30 and 50 m/s, representing node mobility levels of low, moderate and high respectively. The Medium-Access Control (MAC) layer model used is the IEEE 802.11 model [15] involving Request-to-Send (RTS) and Clear-to-Send (CTS) message exchange for coordinating channel access. The transmission energy and reception energy per hop is set at 1.4 W and 1 W respectively [16]. Initial energy at each node is 1000 Joules.

The broadcast route discovery strategies simulated are the default flooding approach and the density and mobility aware energy-efficient broadcast strategy called DMF [13]. We simulate DMF as follows: During the on-demand route discovery process, each node dynamically chooses its own broadcast transmission range for the MP-RREQ message depending on the perceived number of neighbor nodes and the node’s own mobility values during the time of broadcast. The broadcast transmission range at every node is however contained within the complete neighborhood defined by the default maximum transmission range of the node. A node surrounded by more neighbors advertises itself only to a limited set of nearby neighbors and a node surrounded by few neighbors will advertise itself to a maximum of its neighbors. Similarly, a slow-moving node advertises itself to a majority discards all the LUVs and does not generate any new MP-LPBR-RREP message. The destination will wait for the source node to initiate a broadcast route discovery. After the MP-LPBR-RREP-timer expires, the source node initiates a new broadcast route discovery.
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of its neighbors so that links formed using this node can be more stable. A fast-moving node advertises itself only to the neighbors closer to it. DMEF does not require any changes in the headers of the routing protocols and can be used with any MANET routing protocol. When we use DMEF, the periodic exchange of beacons in the neighborhood of each node occurs at a frequency determined from a time period uniformly and randomly selected from $[0 \ldots 5$ seconds].

A. Performance Metrics

The performance metrics studied are the following:

- **Time between Successive Broadcast Multi-path Route Discoveries:** This is the time between two successive broadcast multi-path route discoveries, averaged over all the $s$-$d$ sessions over the simulation time. We use a set of multi-paths as long as at least one path in the set exists, in the increasing order of their hop count. We opt for a broadcast route discovery when all the paths in a multi-path set fails. Hence, this metric is a measure of the lifetime of the set of multi-paths and a larger value is preferred for a routing protocol.

- **Average Energy Lost per Data Packet Delivered:** This is the sum of the energy consumed for transmission and reception at every hop, the energy consumed at the neighbors for coordination during channel access, the energy lost due to route discoveries and the energy lost due to periodic beaconing, if any, averaged over all the data packets delivered successfully at the destination.

- **Packet Delivery Ratio:** This is the ratio of the total number of data packets delivered to the destination to that of the total number of data packets originating from the source, averaged over all the $s$-$d$ sessions. With a larger queue size (FIFO-based) of 200 at each node, the packet delivery ratio is a measure of network connectivity.

- **Energy Lost per Broadcast Multi-path Route Discovery:** This is the energy consumed per global broadcast based route discovery attempt, averaged over all the $s$-$d$ sessions. This includes the energy consumed to transmit (broadcast) a MP-RREQ message to all the nodes in the neighborhood and the energy consumed to receive the MP-RREQ message sent by each node in the neighborhood, summed over all the nodes.

- **Control Message Overhead:** This is the ratio of the total number of control messages (MP-RREQ, MP-RREP, MP-LPBR-RREP and MP-LPBR-RREP-RERR) received at every node to that of the total number of data packets delivered at a destination, averaged over all the $s$-$d$ sessions for the entire simulation time. In a typical broadcast operation, the total amount of energy spent to receive a control message at all the nodes in a neighborhood is greater than the amount of energy spent to transmit the message.

- **Average Energy Lost per Node:** This is the energy lost at a node due to transmission and reception of data packets, control packets and beacons, if any, averaged over all the nodes in the network for the entire simulation time.

B. Time between Successive Broadcast Route Discoveries

The LPBR-M protocol yields the longest time between successive broadcast multi-path route discoveries (ref. Fig. 8). Thus, the set of node-disjoint paths discovered and predicted by LPBR-M are relatively more stable than the set of link-disjoint and node-disjoint paths discovered by the AOMDV and AODVM routing protocols respectively. Also, for each of the three multi-path routing protocols, the time between route discoveries when DMEF is used as the route discovery strategy is 4%-28%, 16%-38% and 28%-50% more than that incurred with flooding at low, moderate and high mobility levels respectively.

As we increase node mobility, the difference in the time between successive route discoveries incurred for AOMDV and AODVM vis-à-vis LPBR-M increases. Also, for a given level of node mobility, as we increase the network density, the time between successive route discoveries for LPBR-M increases relatively faster compared to those incurred for AOMDV and AODV-M. LPBR-M yields 3%-17% and 15%-44% more time between successive route discoveries compared to AOMDV and AODVM respectively.

C. Energy Lost per Data Packet Delivered

For a given level of node mobility and network density, the energy consumed per data packet (ref. Fig. 9) for each of three multi-path routing protocols is not very different from each other (the difference is within 3%). However, the energy consumed per data packet at a moderate network density of 50 nodes and a high network density of 75 nodes is respectively about 31%-44% and 75%-100% more than the energy consumed per data packet incurred in a low network density of 25 nodes. This can be attributed to the increase in the number of nodes receiving a broadcast message and transmitting the message in the network. Also, more neighbors are involved in the RTS and CTS message reception during co-ordination for channel access in every hop traversed by a data packet.

D. Packet Delivery Ratio

For a given level of node mobility and network density, the packet delivery ratio (ref. Fig. 10) of each of the multi-path routing protocols almost remained the same. In low-density networks, we observe 86% - 93% packet delivery ratio. Also, in low density networks, as the level of node mobility increases from low to moderate and high, the packet delivery...
ratio decreases by about 4%-5%.

E. Energy Lost per Broadcast Multi-path Route Discovery

For a given level of node mobility and network density, the energy consumed per broadcast multi-path route discovery (ref. Fig. 11) for each of the three multi-path routing protocols is almost the same as this metric depends only on the route discovery strategy and not on the routing protocol. The energy consumed per route discovery in a moderate network density of 50 nodes and a high network density of 75 nodes is respectively about 3.4 to 4.1 times and 8.0 to 8.5 times more than the energy consumed per route discovery in a low density.
network of 25 nodes. This can be attributed to the increase in the number of nodes receiving a broadcast message and transmitting the message in the network. With the DMEF strategy, we observe a decrease in the magnitude of energy consumed per route discovery at high network density and high node mobility. This can be attributed to the clever adaptation of the broadcast range by the DMEF strategy in such scenarios. In networks of low and moderate density, flooding consumes 19%-23% more energy per route discovery compared to DMEF; whereas in high density networks, flooding consumes 32%-38% more energy per route discovery compared to DMEF.

F. Control Message Overhead

For a given node mobility and network density, LPBR-M incurs the lowest control message overhead (ref. Fig. 12). For a given node mobility, AOMDV and AODVM respectively incur 4%-16% and 14%-34% more control message overhead than LPBR-M when flooding is used. When DMEF is used as the route discovery strategy, AOMDV and AODVM respectively incur 10%-14% and 11%-23% more control message overhead than LPBR-M. In networks of moderate node mobility, the control message overhead incurred by the three multi-path routing protocols while using flooding and DMEF is respectively 2.1 (high density) to 3.4 (low density) times and 1.7 to 2.0 times more than that incurred in networks of low node mobility. In networks of high node mobility, the control message incurred by the three multi-path routing protocols while using flooding and DMEF is respectively 3.0 to 3.7 times and 2.2 to 2.8 times more than that incurred in networks of low node mobility. Thus, DMEF substantially reduces the control message overhead as we increase the network density and/or the level of node mobility.

G. Average Energy Lost per Node

We conduct all of our simulations with a fixed offered traffic load comprising of 15 s-d pairs. Hence, as we increase the network density, the net energy consumed per node (ref. Fig. 13) decreases as more nodes are available in the network for data transfer. For both flooding and DMEF, the energy lost per node in networks of moderate and high density is respectively about 65%-75% and 70%-84% of the energy lost per node in networks of low density. For a given network density, the energy lost per node at high node mobility is greater than the energy lost per node at low node mobility by at most 16% and 10% when operated with flooding and DMEF respectively.

H. Average Number of Node-Disjoint Paths Found and Used per Multi-path

For a given routing protocol and network density, the average number of disjoint paths discovered per multi-path (ref. Fig. 14) almost remains the same, irrespective of the level of node mobility. With increase in network density, the number of link-disjoint and node-disjoint paths between a source and destination increases. For a given network density and broadcast route discovery strategy, the link-disjoint path routing based AOMDV determines a larger number of disjoint paths (32%-62% more) than LPBR-M and AODVM; LPBR-M determines relatively larger number of disjoint paths (12%-22% more) than AODVM. For each of the three routing protocols, the average number of disjoint paths determined in a moderate density network and high-density network is respectively about 55%-95% and 120%-200% more than that determined in a low-density network. As DMEF reduces the control overhead and the number of nodes forwarding the MP-RREQ messages, the average number of disjoint paths determined for the three routing protocols is about 5% to 20% lower than that discovered using flooding.

Even though AOMDV had a relatively larger number of link-disjoint paths, the percentage of such paths successfully used is the lowest among the three multi-path routing protocols. The node-disjoint path based AODVM routing protocol has the largest percentage of the discovered disjoint...
paths actually being used. As the network density increases, the number of disjoint paths actually used by each of the three multi-path routing protocols (ref. Fig. 15) increases, nevertheless at a significantly reduced rate. As a result, the percentage of the discovered disjoint paths successfully used decreases with increase in network density. This can be attributed to the failure of the disjoint paths over time and the disjoint-paths discovered are not actually available when the routing protocol wants to use them.

I. Average Hop Count per Multi-path

For a given routing protocol and network density, the average hop count (ref. Fig. 16) of the disjoint-paths used is almost the same, irrespective of the level of node mobility. As we add more nodes in the network, the hop count of the paths tends to decrease as the source manages to reach the destination through relatively lesser number of intermediate nodes. With increase in network density, there are several candidates to act as intermediate nodes on a path. The average hop count of the paths in high and moderate density networks is 6%-10% less than the average hop count of the paths in networks of low density. For each of the routing protocols, for all network densities, the average hop count of the paths discovered using DMEF is at most 4% more than the hop count of the paths determined using flooding.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The high-level contribution of this paper is the design and development of a node-disjoint multi-path extension for the Location Prediction Based Routing protocol (referred to as LPBR-M). LPBR-M reduces the number of global broadcast multi-path route discoveries. Simulations have been conducted with both flooding and DMEF as the broadcast route discovery strategies. We compared the performance of LPBR-M with that of the link-disjoint path based AOMDV and the node-disjoint path based AODVM multi-path routing protocols. LPBR-M achieves the longest time between successive route discoveries and the lowest control message overhead. Also, the LPBR-M multi-paths incur hop count that is very much equal to those obtained with the minimum-hop based AODVM and AODVM routing protocols. Moreover, DMEF helps each of the multi-path routing protocols to determine a set of node or link disjoint paths that exist for a long time and at the same time does not increase the source-destination hop count appreciably. When used with DMEF, each of the multi-path routing protocols incurred a lower energy spent per route discovery, compared to flooding.
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